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FOREWORD

Earlier issues of Workpapers in Indonesian Languages and Cultures that focused
on Sulawesi have dealt with survey results (see volumes 5 and 11). This is the first
to be exclusively devoted to the results of phonological analysis in Sulawesi,
following the pattern set by the volumes dealing with phonologies of Maluku and
Irian Jaya languages.

The phonologies of five languages are presented, three of which belong to the
lesser known languages of the South Sulawesi group. PUS (Pitu Ulunna Salu) is
described by Philip Campbell, Mamasa by DaVId Matti, and Aralle- Tabulahan by
Robin McKenzie. Although the phonology of Mamasa appears to be very similar to
that of Sa'dan Toraja, the other two languages show remarkable divergences, such
as the presence of a sixth vowel, constraints on final nasals (only m in PUS) and the
development of geminate consonants intohp,ht, etc. in Tabulahan. Most worthy of
attention, however, is the complex morphophonemics of all three languages. The
authors have done an excellent job in trying to account for all processes that occur,
formulating thcm in a generative framework. This joint publication will also
facilitate comparison between these closely related languages.

The other two phonologies are from what I have begun to call the 'Celebic'
group (a supergroup encompassing Kaili-Pamona, Bungku-Mori-Tolaki, and the·
putative~Muna-Buton group). Napu, described by Roger and Leanne Hanna, is a
member of the Kaili-Pamona group. In striking contrast to the South Sulawesi
languages, the phonology of this language is relatively straightforward with hardly
any morphophonemics. An interesting aspect of Bannas' description is their
treatment of co-occurrence restrictions III Napu, allowing for further comparisons
with other Austronesian languages.

The last contribution to this volume is Marjo Karhuncn's description of the
phonology of Padoe, formerly considered a Mori dialect, and a member of the
Bungku-Mori-Tolaki group. Just as Napu, this language offers few complexities in
its sound structure, although morphophonemic processes, which are only succinctly
treated herel show more variety. The alternation between long and short (or single
and double) vowels, for instance, is remarkable and asks for an explanation~

Finally, we wish to thank our sponsors, the Department of Education and
Culture, Hasanuddin University in Ujung Pandang, and Tadulako University in
Palu. Joanne Newell and Wads Pribadi have done an excellent job in preparing this
volume for publication. As usual, the authors and the editor welcome any
comments or suggestions regarding the findings presented here.

Rene van den Berg
Ujung Pandang
December 1991
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C - consonant
CAUS - causative
EMP - emphatic
IMPF - imperfective
LOC - locative
PRF - perfective
PRT - particle
Q - question
S - syllable
UN - uncertainty
V - vowel

1 - fintpenon
2 - second person
3 - third person

du - dual
ex - exclusive
in - inclusive
S - singular
pl - plural

# - word boundary
- - morpheme boundary
.•. - disallowed form

II - (morpho- )phonemic transcription

[ ] - phonetic transcription

{ } - one of two or more alternates

( ) - optional
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The following phones are present in PUS:

Pitu Ulunna Salu (PUS), an Austronesian language, is a member of the Pitu
Ulunna Salu subfamily in the Northern South Sulawesi language family. PUS
(alternately known as Bambam or Bambang) is spoken by some 22,000 speakers in
South Sulawesi. Most speakers of PUS live in the district of Mambi of the re~ency
Polewali-Mamasa. This study reflects the phonology of the Salumokanam dialect
of PUS. Salumokanam is the dialect spoken in the eastern part of sub-district
Rantebulahan, The field work leading to this paper was done in the village of
Tanete.

2. SEGMENTALS

2.1 Phones and Phonemes

In this section I will list the PUS phones and underlying phonemes.

2.1.1 Phone Chart

1. INTRODUCfION

Table I.-PUS Phones

Contoi.ds:
alveo-

labial alveolar palatal velar glottal
stops

vl p t k?, "'I
vd b d g

affricate dz
fricative

vL s h
vd &2

nasal m n IJ
lateral 1

A

"I'he symbol is used to indicate a rearticulation of a vowel sound. In such cases
the vowel is not a lengthened vowel, nor are the two vowels separated by a full
~lottal stop, e.g., /00/ -> [0 A 01 'again'.
While the bilabial fricative is (ound in the Salumokanam dialect, other dialects of

PUS have a corresponding [b] or [w]. (See discussion of dialects in Stremme.)
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Vocoids:

front central back
high i u
mid tense e 0

lax E a
low ~ a

2.1.2 Chart Of Phonemes

Underlying the aforementioned phones are fourteen consonant phonemes and
six vowel phonemes:

Table 2.-PUS Phonemes

Consonants:
labial alveolar back

stops
voiceless p t k
voiced b d g

affricate • 3]
fricatives b s h
nasals m n IJlateral 1

Vowels:
front back

high i u
mid e 0
low ~ a

One of the unusual features of PUS phonology is the presence of the phoneme
lre/. To my knowledge, this phoneme is not found in South Sulawesi outside of the
Pitu Ulunna Salu subfamily. Refer to the appendix for a presentation on the
phoneme lre/.

3In this paper the consonant gz is symbolized as 'f.
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Following are the fully specified feature matrices for PUS segments:

Table 3.-Feature Matrices

Consonants: p t k b d 9 j m n ~ 1 e s h

syllabic - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + + + -
continuant - - - - - - - - - - + + + +
nasal - - - - - - - + + + - - - -
anterior + + - + + - - + + - + + + -
coronal - + - - + - + - + - + - + -
voiced - - -+ + + + + + + + + - -
Vowels: i e ~ a 0 U

syllabic + + + + + +
high + - - - - +
low - - + + - -
back - - - + + +

2.2 Interpretation

2.2.1 Consonant vs. Vowel

The high vowels i and jj are always interpreted as vowels, not semivowels,
There are no phonemic semivowels in PUS. The only semivowels present are
allophones of Iii and luI. These allophones occur when preceding a stressed vowel.
In this environment Iii -> [yl and luI -> [w]. For example: liolol -> [y6Io]
'first'; luase/ - > [wase] 'axe'. This process only occurs in a few words.

2.2.2 Sequence vs, Unit

There are no ambiguous CC patterns found within the syllable in PUS words.
The consonant dz is interpreted as a unit, not as a stop-fricative sequence. This
consonant is symbolized by 'j'.

6 Pitu Ulunna Salu
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2.3 Description of Phonemes

2.3.1 Consonant Phonemes

In the folJowing list the consonant phonemes are shown word initially, medially
and finally.

Table 4.-Positions of Consonant Phonemes

Ipl initial Ipahel [pahe] 'rice plant'
medial lapil [api] 'fire'

ItI initial Itedoml [tedom] 'water buffalo'
medial Ipitul [pitu] 'seven'

Ikl initial Ikalukul [kaluku] 'coconut'
medial likel [ike] 'you'
final IUlakl (\11a7] 'snake'

Ibl initial Ibaail [baai] 'pig'
me~ial Itibakl (tiba7] 'kitchen knife

Idl initial Idahaml [daham) 'horse'
medial Ibudal (bl1da] 'many'

Igi initial Igaauml [gaeum] 'fog'
medial Isahigaml [sahigam] 'bed'

Ijl initial IjoQal [j6~a] 'deer'
medial Ikaju/ [kaju] 'wood'

lsi initial Isolal [s61a] 'friend', 'with'
medial lis11 [isi] 'tooth'

Ibl medial IUbel Cube] 'rattan'
Ibaail [baai] 'pig'

Ihl initial Ihibukl (hibu?] 'wind'
medial IUhaml [uham] 'rain'

Iml initial Imakalekl [makale7] 'tomorrow'
medial Itemol [terno] 'now'
final Itedoml [tedom] 'water buffalo'

Inl initial Inenel [nEnE] 'grandparent'
medial Im~nekl [mmne?] 'chicken'

lUi initial luahauahal [uaha~aha] 'lie on back'
medial IbeIJil [be~i) 'night'

III initial Ilantel [lante] 'mat'
medial /sulel [sule] 'come'

Pitu Ulunna Salu 7



2.3.2 Vowel Phonemes

The followinB list shows the vowel phonemes and demonstrates each in
positions noncontiguous with other vowel phonemes.

Table S.-Positions of Vowel Phonemes

jij 1st syll jihukj [ihu?] 'to drink'
jill~j [ill~] 'nose'
jpihamj [piham] 'when'

2nd syll jmonij [moni) 'noise'
jbeIJij [beIJi] 'night'

jel 1st syll /melok/ [melo?] 'want'
/belak/ [bela?] 'garden'
/tettek/ [tttte7] 'hour'
/kessi/ [ktssi] 'with contents'

2nd syll /lantej [lante] 'mat'
/sule/ [sule] 'come'
/kabem/ [kab€m] 'married'

/~j 1st syll /s~d~/ [s~d~] 'mouth'
/hrettuk/ [h~ttu7] 'popcorn'
/mrenek/ [m~ne?] 'chicken'

2nd syll /tont~m/ [tontrem] 'same'
/lemp~/ [ltmpre) 'turn'
/iss~j [iss~] 'rice mortar'

/u/ 1st syll /ulakj [ula?] 'snake'
/uoo/ [uoo] 'rattan'
/tubo/ [tuba] 'to live'

2nd syll /asu/ [asu] 'dog'
/pitu/ [pitu] 'seven'

101 1st syll Itondrekl [t6nd~7] 'village'
Ibosil (bosi] 'rotten'
/golla/ (galla] 'sugar'

2nd syll Itemol [temo) 'now'
jampoj (ampO] 'grandchild'

/a/ 1st syll Imanej [mane] 'before'
Idakokj [dako?] 'later'
Ihambuj [hambu] 'smoke'

2nd syll IbiQal [biIJa] 'deaf'
lumbal rumba] 'which'

8 Pitu Ulunna Salu
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2.4 Phoneme Contrast

In the following sections I will present examples of contrasts between
phonetically similar phonemes.

2.4.1 Contrast of Consonant Phonemes

Ipi vs. Ibl Ipahal [paha] 'rack'
Ibahaml [baham] 'thing'
lampakl [ampa7] 'mat'
lambekl [ambe7] 'father'

Ipl vs. lei /sapok/ [sapo7] 'except'
lia5o/ [yaeo] 'above'

/b/ vs. /e/ /habu/ [habu] 'Wednesday'
/taiahu/ [taiaeu] 'dust, ashes'

/tl vs. /dl /dauml [daum] 'leaf'
/taum/ [taum] 'year'
/buda/ [bllda] 'many'
/buta/ [bllta] 'blind'

It I vs. Ijl Itumakl [tuma?] 'louse'
/jumak/ [jllma7] 'Friday'
/batu/ [batu] 'rock'
/baju/ [baju] 'shirt'

Id/ vs. /jl /dukak/ [dllka7] 'also'
/jurnakl [j uma7] 'Friday'
/pada/ [pada] 'same size'
/dibajal [dibaja] 'to weed'

Ijl vs. /s/ /kajul [kaju] 'wood'
lasu/ Casu] 'dog'

Ik/ vs. /9/ /kahapal [kahapa] 'almost'
/gahaktakl [gahatta7] 'paper'
/lako/ [lako] 'to over there'
/lago/ [lago] 'spouse of ego's

spouse's sibling'

Im/ vs. /n/ /menna/ [m£nna] 'who'
/nene/ [nene] 'grandparent'
/tene/ [tene] 'urine'
/ternol [terno] 'now'



/m/ va. /Q/ /rnahom~ho/ [mahomaho] Inaughty I

I~aha~ahal [~aha~aha] 'lie on back'
Itamal [tamal 'enter'
Isaual [saua] 'name'

Inl vs j~1 Inekl [neAe?] 'down'
lueij [lJei] 'place'
Idenakl [dena?] 'sparrow'
Iseuakj [selJa?] 'different'

Inl vs III Imanel [mane) 'just, before'
Ibalej [bale] 'meat'

2.4.2 Contrast of Vowel Phonemes

IiI vs leI lital [ita] 'see'
jetal [eta] 'here'
Itidoml [tidom] 'irreversibledeed'
Itedoml [tedom] 'water buffalo'
ladil [adi] 'younger sibling'
latel [ate] 'liver'

leI vs I~I Imelokl [melo7] 'desire'
Im~nekl [m~ne?] 'chicken'
Itillel [t1lle) 'a type of grass'
lilliel [1ll~] 'nose'

lielvs lal Ikadokl [kado?] 'I'
Ikiedokl (kmdo?] 'to latch'
lassal ['ssa] 'it depends on'
Iiss~1 [iss~] 'rice mortar'

101 vs luI 10101 [610] 'in front'
lulul [uLu] 'head'
Ipontol [ponto] 'bracelet'
Ipuntil [punti] I banana'
lasol (aso] 'young boy'
lasul Casu] 'dog'

10 Pitu Ulunna Salu



"PUS syllable structure will be discussed in 4.1.

Pitu Ulunna Salu 11

3. SUPRA SEGMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Stress

Stress in PUS is not phonemic. It normally occurs on the penultimate syllable
of words or on the nucleus of the rare one-syllable roots.' The addition of any
suffixes to the word (thus making a new word) affects the placement of stress; that
is, it causes the stress to shift to the right. The suffixes are: the possessive suffixes
on nouns (-ku, Is; -!!ll!, 2s; -lli!, 3s,3pl; -ki, 1 dual exclusive; -ta, 1 dual inclusive)
and the derivational suffixes -am and -i. The exception to the regular stress rule is
in the case of vocatives. Vocatives are always stressed on the last syllable as in
latil -> [atf] (girl's name). The vocative stress rule occurs before the regular stress
rute. The stress placement rule applies only if the last syllable is unstressed.
Therefore, a word which receives vocative stress will not undergo stress placement.

(1) vocative stress:

S ---> [+stress] / ] #

vocative word

(2) stress placement:

S ---> [+stress] / S ] #
[-stress]

word
The stress placement rule is not iterative. Therefore, it will first look for the

penultimate syllable and stress it.

(3) a. /daham-ku/ --> [daha~ku] 'my horse'
b. /piso-mu/ --> [pisomu] 'your machete'

Only if there is not a penultimate syllable, i.e., when the word has only one
syllable, will the shorter version of the rule apply.

(4) a. Itol --> [t6] 'Which, that'
b. Ile/ --> [Ie] 'OK'

In contrast to penultimate stress I find that there are several clitics in PUS
which, when following a word, do not affect the stress placement on the word.
Two factors identify morph.emes as clitics in PUS. First of all, clitics, unlike
suffixes, are mobile. Verbalclitics, for example, can attach to the end of a verb or
to the end of a verb modifier, be it pre-verbal or post-verbal. Clitics are attached
in a particular order. For example, the plural clitic -ak attaches to a stem after all
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other suffixes and c1itics are attached. Therefore, other constituents can come
between -ak and the stem to which it normally' attaches. The 'second defining
feature of elitics is that they do not affect the stress of the stem to which they
attach.

The most common. of these clitics are the pronominal clitics which follow the
predicate. These are the absolutive pronominal clitics in an ergative pronominal
system. These absolutive clitics function as subject person markers in intransitive or
antipasslve clauses, object person markers in transitive clauses, or indirect objects in
bitrunsltlve clauses.

(5) a. /um-tibe-cek/ --> [untibea:!7] 'I ·throw (it).'
b. /ku-d~Qguk-ko/ --> [kud~QgU7ko] 'I hit you.'

-The clitic --s: is a noun phrase particle (PRT) which possibly indicates
referentiality of the noun.

(6) /lao-ko bawa inde dokko banua-rou -e/
go-you carry this down house-your-PRT

[lao~o bAwa inde d6kko banuAmmue]
'Go take this down to your house. I

The clitic -Q is also a noun phrase particle (PRT).

(7) /aka illauk ampek bakba-o/
what downstream next to door -PRT

[aka illau7 arope? ba?bao]
What is next to the door?

The clitic -1 is an emphasis marker.

(8). /pa- elak-i/ ---> [paela7i] 'go slOWly!'
CAUS-slow-EMP

Perfective -mi and imperfective -ni are also clitics.

(9) /uham-rni/ ---> [\iharnrni] 'already raining'
rain-PRF

/taum pole-pi/ ---> [taum po lep i j 'next year I

year next-IMPF



The uncertainty clitic -hi is used in declaratives and interrogatives.

(10) jma- aka-hi anna susi-ij
INT-why-UN-CONT-like-LOC

[maAakahi anna susii] .
'Why is it like that?'

The clitic -ka is used with yes-no questions (here used in conjunction with -hi).

(11) jallo sattu -hi-ka temoj
day Saturday-UN-Q now

[allo sattuhaka temo]
'Is today Saturday?'

The plural elitic -ak appears after verbs and possessed nouns.

(12) jta- tuhuk -ak/
IpIin-follow-pl

(t.atuhu7a 7]
'let's all go together'
jmamek -mu-ak/

chicken-2s-pl
[mame 7rnua 7 ]
'your (pI) chicken'

3.2 Intonation

3.2.1 Sentence Level Intonation

Generally, PUS questions end with nsmg intonation which begins on the
stressed syllable of the last word. This applies both to content questions and yes-
no questions. Statements and imperatives have falling intonation. The exceptions
to these are imperatives ending with tags or vocatives. In these cases, after fallin~,
the intonation rises sharply on the final word. A request has the same syntactic
structure as an imperative but with rising intonation at the end.

Statements:

[nakeke7 ehoeho et2~ l#We] A wasp stung me here.

[lalao~7 rneka~] I'm going to get firewood.

Pitu Ulunna Salu 13
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_ IInT&~.;-

[poniaUkia7 itih hadi~O]

They use it at the market.

Tomorrow morning.

I'm going to bUy a water
buffalo.

Go wash your hands.

Play that radio for us.

Look at the bird, Guna'l

Finish off this medicine, OK!

Would you, look for it there?

How about if I buy it from
you for three thousand?

Will you go to Salulemo?

Is that your mother?

Do you already have children?

[napake lako pas~]

[makaIe7pi mebe~]

[lalao~7 mualli tedom me~]

Imperatives:

•
[laoko basei limam~

Imperatives with vocatives or tags:

"[petua7i dassi Ie guna7]

[puhai inde pakuli Ie]
Requests: ,.,.

[petEmpa:!7matim]

[bemm~7 kucilli tallu sa7bu]

Yes-no questions:

[ladekkehokoka salulemo]

[ind6muhaka dio~o]

-[demmokoka iko ke~n~7)

14 Pitu Ulunna Salu
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What are you eating?

[IDtnna roualli dio dahanno]

Where is your garden?•[umbauei bela7mu]

~
[aka itim muande]

Who bought that horse?

When will you study?

-takulambi7na// ia sia lakubun6na//
not reach it for sure I will kill it

Content questions:

Pltu Ulunna Salu

[ mane naAdjo lanabdtta// tahhu7 nakeke7
just plan to cut right away it bit

{eQoleQ6nita/// pUhai nakeke7 leQoleQ6nna//
his wrist after it bit his wrist

pissandnnaj kihak1haj sapulopi mete?
now about ten more meter

nakeke7 pole bo~o lambe7~/// ba~///
it bit again his calf injured

3.2.2 Higher Level Intonation

In texts there are three phonological levels. The first level, PI, is defined by
sli~ht falling intonation and. a short pause. The next higher level, P2, is defined by
rising intonation following the word stress on the final word, and a short pause.
The highest level, P3, is defined by sharp falling intonation following the word
stress on the final word, and a long pause. The following text demonstrates all
three levels. The text below consists of four phonological sentences (P3) as shown
by III. The P2 and PI levels are indicated by II and I respectively.

[piharopoko me7guhu]

.15



"- .le7ba7 6Ao lumumpa7 indo baei//
go again run that pig

fa t~? mala kUb~O/jl ]
well not able I kill

Just when he intended to stab (it)/I it immediately bit his wristlll After biting his
wrist!1 it bit him again on his caW/I (He was) injured/II Now/ about! ten meters
before I could reach it/I after I'd decided to kill it/I that pig ran off again/I wen I
wasn't able to kill (it)//I

4. DISTRIBUTION

4.1 Syllables and Phonological Words

In PUS each vowel constitutes the nucleus of a syllable. No consonant clusters
occur within the syllable. The following structure formula expresses the possible
syllable configurations:

(13) ([-syllabic» (+syllabic] ([-syllabic])
The above formula states that a syllable may begin with a consonant or a vowel

and may also end with a consonant or a vowel, making possible the four following
structures: V, ev, ve, and CVC. There are four P9ssible syllable divisions within
word bases in PUS: VN, V/CV, vc/ev, and VCN. These divisions conform to
the possible juxtaposed syllable patterns within phonological words:

(14) a. V.V Iy.g.sel 'axe'
b. V.CV la.ka/ 'what'
c. v.cve /a.dek/ 'say'
d. vC.CV /gm-.ba.luk/ 'sell'
e. VC.CVC jal.lak/ 'difference'
f. CV.V Ila.o/ 'go'
g. CV.VC /ka.lu.akl 'broad'
h. CV.CV /ma.te/ 'dead'
i. cV.cve Ito.bam/ 'coop'
j. CVC.V /mak-.Q.to/ 'go by car'
k. evc.vc Imgk-.2l.1ak/ 'different'
1. evc.cv lum-.si-.Bftk-.ty.1ak-.aml

'talk with'
m. evc.cvc Ibah.hak/ 'hulled rice'

So we see that while there exist no consonant clusters within the syllable, we
do encounter them at syllable boundaries. Generally, within words, a closed syllable
can precede another syllable only if the following syllable opens with a consonant.
This means that single consonants are syllable onsets or word final. The exception
to this (see examples 14j and 14k) is morpheme final /k/ which is pronounced [?].
The phoneme /k/ remains as the coda of the syllable regardless of whether a vowel
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SThese figures are approximates only, as they are based on a limited random word
list of about 300 entries.
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or consonant follows. This applies equally to prefixes and to words which precede
a vowel-initial suffix or a clitic, In the case of the latter there are also two
additional pairs of juxtaposed syllable patterns not found elsewhere:

(15) a. v.vc /am.pa.-i.-~k/ IWait for me.1

b. VC.V /mak.ba.se.-~k.-iI 111m dish-washing. I

One-syllable words are seldom encouptered, The words /hul 'smell', Itrek/ 'no,
not' (which in isolation is rronounced [tre re?]) and the tag word /lei 'OK' are rare
exceptions. While words 0 up to 7 syllables have been observed (/la.ku.pelJ.kLla.la.i/
'I WIll remember it'), 1 have yet to find a morpheme consisting of more than 4
syllables. By far, the majority of PUS root or free morphemes consist of 2 syllables
as shown below." .

(16) 1 syllable morphemes 1%
2 syllable morphemes 77%
3 syllable morphemes 19%
4 syllable morphemes 3%

4.2 Consonants

All consonant phonemes can fill the onset position of the syllable. While all
consonants can fill the syllable initial position, morpheme initial Ij/, In/, IIJI and fbI
rarely occur. Over 85% of PUS morphemes begin with consonants. Almost 85%
of these consonant-initial morphemes start with (in order of number of
occurrences) /b/, It/, Isl, /kI, /p/, or 71/.

All consonant phonemes with the exception of Ij/ (which rarely occurs
anywhere in the language) can also fill the coda position of the syllable. While all
syllables can fill these positions, there are co-occurrence restrictions. The only
consonant clusters within morphemes consist of voiceless stop, continuant,and nasal
geminates; combinations of a nasal and a following stop; and /kI followed by a
voiced stop or /II. Therefore, only the following intramorphemic clusters occur: pp,
tt, kk, H, SS, hh, be, mrn, nn, IJIJ, mp, nt, Uk, mb, nd, Ijg, kb, kd, kg, and kl.



/pp/ /appakl [appa7] 'four'
/ttl /patti/ [patti] 'box'
/kk/ /tikkala/ [tikkala] 'pineapple'
1111 Idallel [dalle] 'corn'
Issl Ibossik/ [bossi7] 'wet'

'/hh/ Itahhukl [tahhu7] 'continue'
Ieel Ilaaeal [laeea] 'sky'
Imml Imammak/ [mamma7] 'sleep'
Innl Iponno/ [p6nno] 'full'
Ifjfjl IdihiUUil (dihiUUi] 'hear'
Imp/ lampol Campo] 'grandchild'
Inti Ipuntil [punti] 'banana'
lukl IsiUkuml [siUkum] 'cubit'
Imbl /tambim/ [tambim] 'room'
Ind/ /tandukl [tandU7] 'horn'
IUgl Isid~Uguk/ [sid~Ugu7] 'to box'
/kbl /bakba/ [ba7ba] 'door'
/kd/ /sakde/ [sa?de] 'side'
/kgl /ditakgak/ [dita7ga7] 'trade for field use'
Ikl/ /laklam/ [la?lam] 'umbrella~

Phonemes Ik/and Iml art: the only word-final consonant phonemes. On the
surface level these word-final phonemes become [?] and [m] respectively. In
section 5 I will show that /kI, Im/ and lUi are the only morpheme-final consonants in
PUS. The phoneme lUi occurs morpheme final in some prefixes," I will argue, for
example, that there are rules which generate various forms of the morpheme man-
so that we encounter surface manifestations such as [mam], [man], [mal], [mas], and
[mah] as determined by the following consonant.

Just as we encounter intermorphemic alternations such as lum-Iappak/ ->
[ullappa"] 'to let go', we also encounter similar phonological changes between
words. thus we find /lreIJrem#lrentrel -> [l~IJa;:llrentGe]'go up to the garden
house'. Note that both intermorphemically and inter-word we find 1m! -> [I]
when followed by N. Based on these observations, one could extrapolate the
findings and make claims about phonological processes within the morfheme.
Within a morpheme I have never found, for example, a consonant cluster a "[ml],
However, the cluster of [Ill as in Idalle] 'corn' does occur. Therefore, one could
p'osit an underlying form of IjI/dame/ and argue that the same process of 1m! ->
11] when followed by N also occurs within the morpheme. Following this line of
reasoning, one could then state that the only syllable final consonant phonemes in
PUS are /kI, 1m! and /fJ/ and that there are rules which occur within and between
morphemes to change the underlying forms to their surface counterparts. .However,
there is no proof that words such as [dalle] have an underlying form "'/damle/. Paul
Kiparsky (1968:12) writes, "morphemes which are always phonetically identical
must have the same underlying representations." Kiparsky argues ag.ainst overly
abstract representations which never occur on the surface. Following his argument

61 consider the final nasal in the prefixes maN-, meN-, peN-, paN-, and saN- to
be lUi, based on the form they take when preceding a vowel inltial root. As will be
shown under the rule a-gemination, in such an environment the final nasal in each
of these prefixes geminates to [UIJ].
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Intramorphemicconsonant clusters:



Intermorphemic consonant clusters:
p t k b d 9 1 j s h b ill n 0

k kp kt kk kb kd kg kl kj ks kh -- km kn kfJ
m mp mt mk rob md mg ml -- ms mh -- rom ron--
U UP Ut Uk Ub Ud Ug U1 -- Us Uh -- -- -- --

/kp/ /mak-papia/ [ma7papia] 'make'
/kt/ /mak-tappak/ [ma?tappa7] 'wash clothes'
/kk/ /mak-katapi/ [ma7katapi] 'play guitar'
/kb/ /mak-basa/ [ma7basa] 'speak'
/kd/ /mak-doik/ [ma7d6i7] 'have money'
/kg/ /mek-guhu/ [me?guhu] 'study'
/kl/ /mak-lebak/ (ma7leba7] 'throw'
/kj/ /mak-jama/ [ma7jama] 'repair a road'
/ks/ /mak-saleoleo/ [ma7saleoleo) 'relax'
/kh/ /mak-hogokl [ma?h6go?] 'to smoke'
/km/ /mak-mahomahol [ma7mahomaho] 'fuss'
/kn/ /mak-nasu/ [ma?nasu] 'cook'
/kU/ /mak-uo~k/ [ma7U6~7] 'moo'
/mp/ lum-petuak/ [umpet\la?] 'to watch'
/mt/ /um-tutuk-i/ [unt\ltu?i] 'close'
Imk/ /um-kekek/ [uukeke7J 'bite'
Imb/ /um-bata/ [umbata] 'read'
/md/ /um-d~uguk/ [und~ugu7] 'hit.
/mg/ /um-gahhik-i/ [uUgahhi?i] 'to free'
Iml/ /um-lappakl [ullappa?] 'let go'
/ms/ /um-sakka/ [ussakka] 'catch'
/mh/ /um-hutuk/ [uhhutu7] 'look Of or ,
/mm/ /daham-muy [ dehammu] 'your horse'
Imn/ /um-nennek-i/ [unnenne7i] 'look at'

'Consonant sequences of IfJuI occur when u-final prefixes attach to vowel initial
roots as shown in (30). This is an example of IJ-gemination which creates a
sequence of (IJIJ].
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I will refrain from positing intramorphemic processes when there is no internal
evidence for such changes. That is why Istated above that all consonant phonemes
can occur syllable final, while only /kI, 1m! and Ir;j/ occur morpheme final.

,

Intermorphemically, /kI can be followed by any consonant, save /bI. The
absence of •/kb/ co-cccurences is due to the fact that tDI rarely is found morpheme
initial. Likewise, there arc no ·/m~ or */IJD/ lntermorphemlc $e(luenccl;. The only
other exceptions to intermorphemic consonant sequences 0 Involving /mj 0.1' Jcl are
that no combinations of */mj/, ·fujl, *fmu!, or */rJ"!J/ have beenobserved,? Again,
these gaps are probably due more to the rarity of the phonemes /j/ and /rJ! than to
any phonological limitations.
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IUPI Ima~-pajul [mampaju] 'measure'
/~tl /mau-tulikl [mantuli7] 'write'
/Uk/ /me~-k~h~/ (me~kihre] 'to work'
/Ub/ /mau-baja/ [mambaja] 'to weed'
IUdl Ima~-daGik/ [mandisi?J 'sew'
I~g/ /ma~-gahusuk/ (maugahusu?] 'to iron'
/~l/ /mau-lulum/ (mallulum] 'roll up'
/~s/ /mau-suhak/ [massuha7] 'write'.
/~hl Imau-hekeml [mahhekem) 'count'

4.3 Vowels

Any vowel can fiJI the nucleus of any of the four syllable patterns. Less than
15% of all PUS morphemes begin with a vowel. Over 80% of these vowel-initial
morphemes begin with the phonemes (in order of frequency) Ia/, Iii or lui. The six
vowel phonemes can co-occur (without the intervention of a consonant) as follows:

Intramorphemically:
i e ~ U 0 9

i -~-- i~ iu io ia
e ei -- e~ eu eo ea
~ ~i ~e -- -- -- --
u ui ue U~ -- -- ua
o oi oe -- -- 00 --

a ai -- -- au ao aa

li~1 Ipi~kl [pi'f7] 'break'
liul 111uI [l1u] 'continual'
liol Idlol [dio] 'below'
lial Ihombial (homb1a] 'sago'
leil Isendeheil [sEndehei] 'celery'
/e~1 Ita-de~kl [tadere?] 'hungry'
leul Ileutaml (leutam] 'island'
/eol /me-teol [meteo] 'to sting'
/eal Iheal [heal 'tall grass'
I~il .Is~p~ikl [s~p~i?] 'short duration'
I~el Im~s~el [m~s~e] 'long time'
luil Imuil [mui] 'let, allow'
luel Ibuel [bue] 'beans'
IU~1 Ikalimbu~/ [kalimbure] 'spring'
lual /muanel [muane] 'man'
loi/ Idoik/ [doi?] 'moneyt

loel Ikaloekl [ka16e7) 'parrot'
/001 Itookl [toAO?] 'base'
/ail Isaidik/ (saidi?] 'a little'
laul /baul [bau] 'fish'
lao/ Ikao/ [kao] 'I'
laa/ Isa-paal [sapaAaJ la bunch

.(bananas),



The intramorphemic geminates 1001 and laa!- and the pair lei! are extremely
rare, each occurring only once or twice. However, when vowel geminates do occur
(intra morphemically or intermorphejpically) one of two things happens. Generally
there is a weak glottalization ( ) between the two vowels, making clear
rearticulation: Isapaa/ - > [sapa" a]. In these cases penultimate stress on words
such as the example above further verifies that these are true geminates, i.e.,
sequences of two syllables. More rarely, or in fast speech, the two vowels coalesce
into one lengthened vowel. Even in these cases, however, the stress pattern acts as
if there are still two distinct syllables; /illaam/ -> [illa.m] (not "[Illa.mj) 'in', .

Intermorphemically:
i e ,; \1 0 a

i ii -- i,;iu io ia
e ei ee e,;eu eo ea
ce ad -- cea:
u ui ue U~ uu uo ua
o oi -- Oie-- 00 oa
a ai ae a~ au ao aa
lii/ /di-issam/ [di"1ssam] •known,

** /i~1 /na-hambu-i-~k/ [nahambui~7] 'smoke is coming
at me'

/iu/ /di-udukl [diudu7] - 'to smell'
** /io/ /mai-ol [maio] 'here'

/ia/ /sule-i-aml [suleiam] 'repeat'
/eil Ika-mase-i-~kl [kamaseia:7] 'pity me'
/ee/ /ke-e~kok/ [ke~Qk07] 'have a tail'
/e~/ /ke-~nrekl [ke~nre?] 'have children'
/eu/ /me-uham-ij [meuhanni] 'rain on'

** /eo/ /sule-o-i/ [suleoi) 'it comes again'
lea/ /me-ampa/ [meampa] 'watch over'
/ie!/ /urn-iel~-i/ [muiel~i} 'remove it'

** /i£a:/ /malJ-pere-cekl [mamere"ie7JII search'
/uil /um-tammu-i/ [untammui] 'to meet' ,

** /ue/ /taUkihik-ku-e/ [taUkih17kue) 'my cup'
** /u~/ /liu-~k/ [11u~7) 'I continue'

luul /ku-udukl [ku"udu7] II smell (it)'
/uo/ /mu-olJei-ak/ [muoueia?] 'you all stay'
lua/ /mu-annal [muanna] 'you store'

** loil /um-sahho-il [ussahhoi] 'you cry about'
** /orel /lao-~kl [laoce7) 'I go'
** /001 /iaeo-o/ [yabo~o] 'up there'

/qa/ Ika-maho-am/ [kamah6am] 'stupidity'
jail /di-papia-i/ [dipapiai) 'to be made'
/ae/ /ma-elakl [maela7] 'slow'

** lare/ /ke-mesa-~k/ [kemesa~7] 'if just me'
lau/ /na-uham-i-rek/ [nauhannire7] 'I'm rained on'

** lao/ /bakba-ol [ba7bao] 'that door'
laa/ /um-baea-am/ [umbaaaAam] 'you take for'

**The second vowel in the pair is a clitic.
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As lui and 10/ are close phonetically, it is not surprising to find they seldom co-
occur. In fact, when they do co-occur intermorphemically, $enerally the lui is
deleted so that' a word such as mu-okkok 'to sit' is pronounced [mokko"],

Sequences of three vowels are also very common intermorphemically.
Sequences of four vowels are more rare but do occur. Sequences of more than two
vowels generally involve the suffixes -mn or -i or one of the vowel-initial clitics. In
regular speech,' however, I do find that in certain cases a vowel will be deleted.
One commonly heard case is with luua! as heard in the words /ku-uaf 'I say' and
Imu-uaf 'you say' which come out as [kua] and [mtia] respectively. Example (17)
presents occurrences of three or more Juxtaposed vowels. .

(17)

jum-papia-ij [umpapia.i] 'to make (it)'
jku-peu-soe-am/ [kupessoeam] 'I throw underhand'
jlao-cekj [lao~7] 'I go'
jke-di-ua-i/ [kediuai] 'if to say'

4.4 Consonants and Vowels

There are no co-occurrence restrictions between consonants and vowels in
PUS words. The only gaps noted are lag/, logl, lej/, lijl, /j~/, Ijel, and /ji/. These
omissions are undoubtedly due to the infrequency of the phonemes Ig/ and Ijl rather
than any phonological restrictions.

5. PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

In this section I will present the various phonological processes which occur in
PUS. The full meanings and usages of PUS morphemes are dealt with elsewhere
(see Campbell 1989). For the present I am concerned only with phonological
aspects of the language.

It was stated earlier that only the phonemes /k/t Irri./t and Inl can occur
morpheme final in PUS. It stands to reason then that some of the most frequent
phonological processes involve these three phonemes.

When /kl occurs syllable final the following process holds:

(18) k-weakening:

/k/ --> (7] / _ {:}

(19) a. julikj (\iIi?] 'rope'
,b. jbojokj [b6jo7] 'squash'
c. jbakbaj [ba7ba] 'door'
d. jmak-tulakj [ma?tula7] 'speak'
e. jmak-otoj [ma76to] 'go by car'



(20) k-sibilantization:
/k/ --> [s] / _ - am ]

SUffix

(21) a:/pak-pe-tuak-am/ [pa7petuasam] 'view'
b./ki-tulak-am/ [kitulasam] 'we tell (him)'
c./baluk-am/ [balusam] 'merchandise'

A process related to k-sibilantization takes place in the language of Toraja
Saqdan, in which root final Iq/ becomes [r] or [s] before the derivational suffix -an.
Sometimes the same base can have both 'r' and's' derivations with no difference in
meaning. Although I am presenting a synchronic analysis in which we see /k/ - >
rs], historically it seems that the process has gone the other direction. Concerning
Toraja Sa'dari, Mills (1975:97) writes: .

Even though the majority of bases have derivations with only one or the other
consonant, the presence of final Irl or lsI in underlyin~ forms is still ...
debatable .... It is fairly clear that Sa'dan speakers view the process as
(synchronically)

q -> r,s I _ + an

rather than

r,s,-> q/_#

8An alternate hypothesis would be that the underlying form of the derivational
morpheme is *-sam. If this were the case, the lsi would be lost in all positions
except after /k/. When the stem final consonant is /kI, then /kI would be deleted
and /sl would remain. The reason for the loss of one of the consonants (either the
stem final consonant or the Is!) would, perhaps, be to avoid unallowable consonant
clusters. However, this argument is weakened when we consider vowel final stems
such as ande 'to eat', When derivational -illll is attached, there is no /s/ present:
ande +am -> [andeam] 'something edible', not "[andesam]. There are no
conditioning factors which require the deletion of /s/ before a vowel final stem.
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Syllable final /k/ becomes [?]. This process applies within the morpheme when
/kI is followed by a consonant, and before morpheme boundaries. Why do I posit
/kI as the underlying phoneme and not *I?I, when in fact [?1 occurs more frequently
than [k] at the surface level? The phonemes Ip,t,k/ form a natural class of
[+consonantal, -continuant, -voice], The phonemes Ip,t,*?1 do not form such a
natural class. Also, it is more natural to consider the phoneme /k/ weakening to I?]
in the syllable final position than to consider the phoneme ·I?I strengthening to k]
in the syllable initial position. [k] occurs word and syllable initial as do [p] and t],
Based on this natural class of stops, I have chosen to posit /k/ as the underlying
phoneme rather than *I?I.

An exception to k-weakening is k-sibilantization, which takes place when word
final /k/ is followed by the verb suffix (benefactive) -am or the nominalizer -am. In
such cases, /kI changes to [S].8 .



9Mills posits the set of final consonants in Proto South Sulawesi as (p?), t, k, m, n
ng, r, h, I, and s (1975:334-5). The fact that Toraja Sa'dan only produces 'r' and '5'
before derivational -an, and PUS only produces 's' before derivational -illll, leads
to Mills' conclusion that a neutralization of consonants before the derivational
suffixes is a result of analogy.
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Only such a change in the rules will account for the presence of Irl or lsi in
the doublets, and for the fact that these inserted consonants for the most furt
have little relationship with the reconstructible PSS [Proto South Sulawesi or
PAN [Proto Austronesian] final, and thus must be the result of analogy,"

PUS has taken the analogy one step further and regularized the process so that
all (historically) non-nasal final consonants are now realized as [?] word final and
[s] before the derivational suffix -am.

It is significant to note here (cf. 4.1) that in addition to /k/ changins to [5] the
consonant also changes from being the coda of the word final syllable (before the
addition of -ill!!) to taking the onset position of the -~m syllable. Thus /ba.luk.arn/
becomes [ba.lu.sam], K-sibilantization applies before k-weakening in a bleeding
order relationship, The following derivation demonstrates both of the preceeding
'k- rules':

(22) Underlying form /la-ku-pak-tappak-am-ko/
k-sibilantization la-ku-pak-tappag-am-ko
k-weakening la-ku-pa2-tappas-am-ko
stress la-ku-pa7-tappas-am-ko
new syllabification la-ku-pa7-tappa.s-am-ko
other la-ku-pa7-tappa.s-au-ko
Surface form: [lakupa7tappasauko]

'I'll wash-clothes for you.'
As earlier noted, several major processes of PUS also involve the phonemes

1m! and ITJ/. The general rules for morpheme final Irn/ and lUi follow.

First, I will look at what occurs when a nasal is followed by a non-syllabic
phoneme. '

When a nasal is followed by a stop (p,t,k,b,d,g) or another nasal (m, n, 13), the
nasal assimilates to the same point of articulation as the following stop.

(23) Nasal assimilation:

[a anterior] / [-SYllabiC][+nasal) ---> ~ coronal / a anterior
f3 coronal

This rule applies intermorphemically and inter-word within phonological levels
PI and P2 (see 3.2.2).



(26) a. /um-sakka/ -> [uagakka] 'catch (fish)'
b. /um-haaik/ -> [uhhaei7] 'hit w/ device'
c. /meQ-Iao/ -> [mellao] 'to travel'
d. /l~~rerohante/ -> [l~urehhante] 'go up to Hante'
e. /itim lima-rou-o/-> [itil limamm~o] 'your hands'

(25) Continuantization:

[ ] [
-syllabic ]. +con~inuant' I +con~inuant

[+nasal] --> a V01ce / a V01ce .

This rule also applies intermorphemically and inter-word within phonological
levels PI and P2 (see 3.2.2). The following examples show the underlying form and
the surface form after nasal assimilation and contmuantization occur.

(24) a. /um-tibe-~k/ --> [unt1be~7] II throwaway'
b. /daham-ku/ --> [daha~ku] 'my horse'
c. /tedom-na/ --> [ted6nna] 'his buffalo'
d. /ma~-bata/ --> [mamhata] 'to read'
e. /pissam di-ande/ --> [pissan diande] 'eaten at once'
f. /asam kale-ku/ --> [asaO kaleku] 'my whole body'

There are two further processes closely related to nasal assimilation.
Continuantization produces a continuant .geminate, and consonantdeJetion retains
the nasal and deletes the following consonant. Both of these processes are ordered
after nasa] assimilation. First we look at what generally occurs when a nasal is
followed by a continuant, i.e., /l,e,s,h/. When this occurs, the. nasal undergoes total
assimilation in all features thus resulting in a geminate so that IN-I, N~, N-s, N-h/
-> [11,be, ss, hh],

The two processes nasal assimilation and continuantization similarly function in
English with the prefix in-. Note the assimilation of the nasal in the words
'intolerable' and 'Impossible' and the process of continuantization in the words
'illogical' and 'irresponsible' (however in these cases [11] and [rr] reduce to [1] and
[rD·

If .possible, it would be better to combine nasal assimilation and
continuantization into one rule. As will be shown in consonant deletion, however,
they are really two separate but related processes.

Before ~oing on to consonant deletion we will look at a process involving the
prefix saO- a, one'. When §1UJ- is followed by a vowel initial morpheme the IIJI
geminates according to Pi-gemination, e.g., Isau-ampak/ -> [sanuampa?] 'a mat'.
When, however, the pre IX saIJ- is followed by a non-syllabic word initial phoneme,
the final 1fJ/ of the prefix is deleted in a process unique to this prefix.
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+consonant
+anterior
-nasal

~ --> ¢ / - s a - [-syllabic]

/sa~-buli/ --> [sabuliJ la stalkl (bananas)
/saU-k~ju/ --> [s~k~juJ la stick' (corn, fish)
/sau-1ampu/ --> [salampu] la section·of bamboo'

Nasal deletion occurs before continuantization in a bleeding order relationship.
If the order were reversed then 88lJ- plus a continuant-initial word would result 10
the final lUi becoming a continuant such as IsalJ-soppel -> "[sassoppe] when it is
actually [sas6ppe] 'a bunch (of bananas)'. One notable exception to this rule is
/saq-hupa/ which is a commonly used word meaning 'a kind of. In this case the
surface form is [sahhupa] which means that /hupa/ is marked [-nasal deletion] in

. the lexicon which leaves the nasal intact to be affected by continuantization
resulting in geminate [hh].

In a few rare cases involving IIJ/-final prefixes followed by word initial Ip/, /bl,
ItI, or Is/, the word initial consonant [s deleted, leaving only the nasal. The fact that
the nasal is at the point of articulation of the deleted stop bears out that nasal
assimilatj(nl must be ordered before consonant deletion, which is ordered before
£2ll!.iuLMUUi~ulliul. Note also thut ~ occurs before ~n:iQnoD1.d~ in
a bleeding order relationship.

(28) Consonant deletion:

(27) Nasal deletion:

--->. ¢ / (+nasal] -

prefix
It must be noted that in order to form a natural class for this rule I have used

[+anterior] which also includes Idl and 11/ (as well as /bl, but it rarely appears word
initial). To date, no cases of this process have actually been found involving /d/ and
/lI. At this writing I do not know whether the fact that both Idl and /lI are voiced
alveolars eliminates them from the consonant deletion rule or whether it is just a
matter of infrequency of occurrences of the application of this rule. In any case,
because of the randomness of the occurrences, the roots involved will have to be
marked in the lexicon as [+ consonant deletion]. Following are examples from the
roots Isaael 'to burn', /suhak/ 'write', /totttek/ 'pierce', and /bisrek/ 'split wood with
axe'.
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- V --> 1 2 3 3 4
+nasal
-anterior
-coronal
- -

- C V

1 2 3 4

(31)

a. /mau-allo/ [mauuAllo] 'to sun'
b. /meu-olokolok/ [meuuolo76107] Ianimal-like ,
c. /di-po-pak-pau-ohhok/ [dipopa7peuuohho7] Ito land-filII
d. /peu-andak-am/ [peuuandasam] 'handle'
e. /sau-ampim/ [s8uuampim] la section (of

a mat)'
When the transitive prefix !!I!l- occurs before a vowel-initial word, luI

rnetathesizes with 1m! resulting in the prefix [mu] (not to be confused with second
person pronominal prefix mu-). For examples of Uffi- before a consonant-initial
word, refer to nasal assimilation and continuantization.

(32) urn-mu metathesis:

- u m -J V --> 2 1 3
1 2 3

prefix
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(29)

u. form /mau-sobe/ /mau-suhak/ /mau-tott~k/ ./maU-bis~k/
Nas Asim man-sobe man-suhak man-tott~k mam-bis~k
Cons. del man-_obe ----- man-_ott~k mam-_is~k
Con'z'tion- ----- mas-suhak ------- ------
k-weak ----- mas-suha2 man- ott~2 mam- is~7
stress man- aae mas-suha7 man- 6tt~7 mam- 1s~7
Surface [maneee] [massllha7] [manatt~7] [mamis~7]

So we see that while Isuhak/ is unaffected by consonant deletion, IS0ge/ltottrek/
and jbisrek/ must be labeled [+consonant deletion]. .

Next we will examine the processes which take place when a vowel follows lUI
intermorphemically. When the prefixes maQ-, msn-, ,mm-, 12illJ-,and sao- occur

.before a vowel-initial word, IlJ/becomes gemmate [IJIJ]

(30) u-gemination:



(35)

[mualli.?][mu1tako].
(mua1l.iki?]

'I buy (bananas)'
'you see (the bird) •'we remove (it)'

Ar. stated earlier, both the benefactive suffix on verbs and the nominalizing
suffix have the form -mn. When stem final Im/ is followed by -!UJl, 1m! becomes
/oJ·

(34) Nasal velarization:

[+nasal] -->
-anterior
-coronal /

/ - V [+nasal] -

Note how ImI -> [g) when the suffix -mn is added to the roots /hapaml
'example', lehaml 'ladder' and Itanam/ 'to plant'.

(33) a. /um-alli-~k/
b. /um-ita-ko/·
c. /um-.l.-i-kik/

a.b.c.
/pe-hapam-am/ --> [pehapauam] 'moral story'/po-eham-am/ --> [poehauam] 'ladder materials'/ku-tanam-am/ --> (kutanauam] 'I plant for (him)'

Nasal velarization is iterative as shown below:

(36) Underlying form /bauom-am-am-zk/
k-weakening bauom-am-am-m?
nasal velarization bauon-am-am-m?
nasal velarization bauou-an-am-z7
stress bauou-au-am-~7
other •••
Surface form [bauoU~UZnnZ7]

'Raise (him) for me.'
When word final/reI is followed by the derivational suffix -am, the fhone [~] is

inserted. This process is undoubtedly related to the la:/-afJ relationship will briefly
discuss in section 8.10

(37) u-insertion:
~ --> U / ~ - am -

Underlying form /peU-~h~-am/ /pe-lmntm-am/
u-insertion peu-kmhmn-am pe-l~ntzn-am
stress peU-k~h~u-am pe-lmnt2u-am
Surface form [peUkeh~oam] [p.l.nt~oam]

'task' 'garden house location'

lOSee the appendix for a presentation of neighboring language correspondences to
the PUS [ee], .
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I showed above in nasal velarization that fill} becomes Iul when followed by a
suffix -ll!l1. In other cases of word final 1m! 01 owed by u vowel, whether across
morpheme, clitic or word boundary, /m/ becomes [nn].. The rule m:n-geminution
will demonstrate this occurrence.

(38) m:n-gemination:

m {;} v· ---> n n 2 3
123

m:n-gemination states that whenever 1m! is followed by an affix, clitic, or word
boundary which is in turn followed by a vowel; the /m/ geminates becoming [nn] as
is illustrated in the following examples:

(39) a. Iku-issam-il --> [kuissanni] 'I know it'
b·/daham-ol --> [dahanno] '(that) horse'
c. Imau-anam-~kl --> [meDuanann~?] 'I am·weaving.'
d. lasam#akal --> [asan naka] 'all of them?'
e: Idi-kuh~m-il --> (dikuh~nni] 'to decrease'

Contrary to expectation, m:n-gemination does not take place in the case of the
perfective clitics followed by the first person clitic -rek.

The perfective clitic occurs in three forms. I will present these forms and the
environments in which they occur without attempting to identify one particular
underlying form.

(40)

a. When following a vowel, the form is -m:

lakbi-m --> [la7bim] 'already more'
pitu-m --> [pitum] 'already seven'

b. When following a Ik/, the form is -um:

mammak-um --> [mamma?Um] 'already asleep'
lekbak-um --> [le7ba?um] 'already left'

c. When following a Im/, the form is -mi:
uham-mi
asam-mi

--> [l1hammi]
--> [asammi]

'already raining'
'already all of them'
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(43)

(41) Underlying form /mau-ande-m-~k/
u-gemination malJu-ande-m-~k
k-weakening malJu-ande-m-~?
m:n-gemination ---------- Not *mauu-ande-nn-ID?
stress malJD-ande-m-~?
other •..
Surface form [malJlJandem~7] Not *[malJlJandenn~?]

. 'I've eaten.'
The derivation above shows how, contrary to expectation, the perfective clitic

-m does not undergo m:n-gemination. The same is true when the perfective clitic
form -lUD precedes the first person clitic -~.

Possessiveness in PUS is shown by the addition of the appropriate possessive
pronoun suffix to the possessed nominal word. WhiJe this is more fully discussed
elsewhere (see Campbell 1989), there is a particular phonological pattern which
warrants mention in this study. When the nominal word ends in the vowels Ii/, lui,
and in many cases, Ia/, then a nasal excrescent 'N' is inserted before the possessive
suffix. However, when a nominal word ends in leI, 1a:.1, or 101 there is no Insertion
of N. In his studies of Toraja Saqdan, (a language closely related to PUS), Van der
Veen (1924) found that nasals are iriserted after possessed nouns which end in Iii or
lui and after some nouns which end in Ia/. More recently, Sick (1988) has studied
the presence of such nasal segments in several South Sulawesi languages. Sirk
presents an historical explanation showing that the nouns which take a nasal
insertion before a possessive suffix are those nouns which are derived from proto-
forms ending in vowels. Those nouns which cannot take nasal insertion are those
which derived from proto-forms which ended with consonants.

While acknowledging the historical developments of South Sulawesi languages,
I here present rules which capture synchronic characteristics of the phonology of
PUS. In order to capture this nasal insertion process it would be preferable to use
one rule (which would be the more economical presentation). However, as only
about ·30% of the la/-final nominal words are affected, it would be less accurate to
include Ia! in the same rule as Iii and lui even if we in turn marked the excluded
cases in the lexicon. So, instead I will present two almost identical rules which
describe how words are affected by N-insertion.

(42) N-insert,ion:i,u

~ ---> [+nasal] /
- -

V
+high, - - ~

possessive SUffix

The following example demonstrates how perfective clitic -l!! does not become
[nn] when followed by -rek. . .

30

Underlying form
nasal insertion
nasal assimilation
stress
Surface form

/punti-mu/
puntiN-mu
puntim-mu
puntim-mu

[puntimmu]
'your banana'

/asu-ku/
asun-ku
asulJ-ku
asuIJ-ku

[asuIJku]
'my dog'
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Note that the nasal insertion rules must come before nasal assimilation.

(44) N-insertion:a

~ ---> [+nasal] / a
possessive suffix

This rule is limited in applicability. Check the lexicon for affected words.
Below are the derivations of two Ia/-fwal nominal words. Note that /banua/ is
affected and would need to be so marked in the lexicon.

(45) Underlying form
nasal insertion
nasal assimilation
stress
Surface-form

/banua-na/
banuali-na
banuan-na
banuan-na

[banuanna]
Ihis house'

/sola-na/

sola-na
[solana)

'his friend'
In certain closed syllables the phoneme lei undergoes a change which laxes it to

the allophone [El.

(46) e-laxing:

e ---> £ / {~}
E-Iaxing laxes the phoneme leI in the environment of a closed syllable except

when the following consonant is a back consonant, i.e., [k], [0], [?] and [h].

Underlying form /tettek/ /meIj-diok/ /meIj-kcehce/
nasal assimilation men-diok ---- ...
k-weakening tette.1 men-dio? -----
e-laxing t~tte? m~n-dio? -----stress tttte? men-dio? melJ-kaahce
Surface form (tlttte?] [mendio?] [melJkmhce]

'houri 'to bathe'. 'to work'
Nasal assimilation must be ordered before e-laxing. Since the allophone [E]

appears in closed syllables which are closed by non-buck consonants, any rule
which would change the point of articulation of a consonant from back to non-back
or vice versa must occur before e-laxing.
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We see in the example above that vowel repetition must occur before e-Iaxing
and the stress rules.

(47) vowel repetition:

# eve # --> 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5

-cons
-cant
-anterior
-coronal
-voice
+weak

345

Vowel repetition applies to words spoken in isolation

Underlying form Ideml Itookl
vowel repetition de'"em t~A~k
k-weakening ---- t~Am?
e-Iaxing de'"Em ----
stress placement de'"Em t~A~?
surface form [de'"Em] [tcr~?J

'there is' 'no'

I mentioned earlier that one-syllable words are rare in PUS. When one-
syllable words are spoken in isolation, generally the vowel nucleus is repeated after
a weak glottal stop.

In another rule involving vowel weakening, unstressed fal raises to [:l] before 8
sequence of lUI followed by a non-syllabic phoneme.

(48) a-raising:

a --> a /(-stress] IJ (-syllabic}

(49) u. form /maIJ-allo/ /maIJ-baja/ /maIJ-kekek/
nasal assim. ------- mam-baja maIJ-kekek
'J-gem. maIJIJ-allo ---- ------
stress maIJIJ-allo mam-baja maIJ-kekek
a-raising m.2IJIJ-allo ---- mgIJ-kekek
k-weakening ------ ---- mau-keke.1
Surface form [mauualloJ [mam-bAja] (maIJkeke?]

'to sun' 'all' Ito bite'
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V
+low
-back

(50) vowel harmony/~:

v
+low --> [-back] / _ (C) (C)

Before a-raising can occur any rule involving the generation of [un] must occur.
Therefore, as shown above, nasal assimilation and o-gemination precede a-raising.
Also, stress placement must precede this rule since stressed /al is not affected.

We saw in 4.3 that phonemes fa! and fa:./ never co-occur intramorphemically,
and intermorphemicalJy only co-occur between word and clitic. Even when there
are intervening consonants within the word we never find [a] and [a:] within the
same word unless there is also an intervening vowel. This is due to vowel harmony.

word

/ma-l~ppuk/ --> [m~l~ppu7] 'tired'
/~ak-krelluk-rek/ --> [mre7k~llu7~kJ 'I'm shaving'
/na-~g~k-i/ --> [n~~g~7i] 'he's lying'

As the rule reads, vowel harmony only occurs right to left. Thus we find the
following forms in PUS:

/mnrek-na/ --> (~n~?na] 'his child'
/b~b~-kam/ --> (b~b~kam] 'just (gave it to) us'

I stated above that vowel harmonyJ~ only occurs within words. It does not
occur across clitic or word boundaries. Note the absence of vowel harmony when
the clitic /rek/ follows a word.

/mak-tekak-~kl --> [ma7teka7~7] '11m tree-climbing'
Imaoonak-~kl --> [mamma7re7) '11m sleeping'

Vowel harmony/a~ occurs across clitic boundaries only when the benefactive
suffix -am is followed by the first person clitic -rek as shown below.

/huntu-i-am-~kl --> [huntuimnn~7] 'pUll for mel
Vowel harmony/~ presents an enigma. There are many roots in PUS which

have more than one lre/. In light of vowel harmony/re do we then consider the
underlying form of (lrenta:.] 'garden house', for example, as /lanta:./? Or is it /lrentre/
independent of vowel harmonylce? The argument regarding positing underlying
forms which never exist on the surface (see 4.2) must apply here. Although there
ore indications that vowel harmony mny playa role withm the root, there is no
proof thut the first fa:.! ln, fur example, /hentrel is uctually lui, since thut ulternunt
never exists phonetically. Therefore, I cannot justify positing such an underlying
form.
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(51) vowel deletion/~:

~VJ+low
-back --> 4J I

V
+low
-back
+stress

Underlying Form lala-am-~k/ /ua-am-~kl
vowel harmony/~ ~I~-~m-~k u~-rem-~k
m:n-gemination relre-ren-nrek u~-~n-n~k
stress placement rel~-~n-nrek ure-~n-nrek
vowel deletion/~ reI -~n-nrek u -~n-nrek
k-weakening reI ~~n-nre7 u -~n-nre7
Surface form [~1~nnre7] [u~nnre7]

'get (it) for me' 'tell me'
Note that in addition to coming after vowel harmonyLre, this deletion rule must

be preceded by stress placement.

One way in which a question is formed in PUS is by the addition of the clitic
-1m after the verb. Frequently in addition to -ka we find the uncertainty clitic -hi
preceding -0 and helping to form the question. While the exact role of -hiis not
yet clear it seems to carry the meaning of contra-expectation/surprise/uncertainty.
Here I will discuss what happens phonologically when -hi and -ka are juxtaposed
with certain pronominal clitics and/or the plural clitic -ak. .
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· The pronominal affix -rek is most often found as a clitic, but is also found to
fill the slot of a suffix when marking the benefactee in a transitive verb clause. In
such cases vowel harmony takes place along with another process, Le., vowel
deletion/reo In PUS we only find the geminate lrere/ intermorphemically, and only
then if both vowels are unstressed. When the second lrel in the pair is stressed, as
we find after vowel harmony (as found in benefactive verb constructions-first
person as benefactee), the unstressed lre/ is deleted.



(53) jla-sola-hi-ko-ka-ak adi-mu l~~~m hante dakokj
[las6lahokoka? adimmu l~U~h hante dako?]
'will your younger brother go with you up to Hante
later?'

Following a vowel-final stem:
Underlying form Surface form

-hi-ka --> haka
-hi-ka-~k --> hrek~7
-hi-ko-ka --> hokoka/hakoka
-hi-kik-ka --> hakika
-hi-ki-ka-ak --> hakika?
-hi-ko-ka-ak --> hokoka?/hakoka?

Following a consonant final stem:
Underlying form Surface form

-di-ka --> daka
-di-ka-~k --> drek~?
-di-ko-ka --> dokokajdakoka
-di-klk-ka --> dakika
-di-ki-ka-ak --> dakika?
-di-ko-ka-ak --> dokoka?/dakoka7

(52) jla-sola-hi-ki-ka-ak adi-mu l~u~m hante dakokj

[las6lahikika7 adimmu l~ureh hante dako?]

'will your younger brother go with us (incl) up to
Hante later?'

Table 6.-Questiop Clitics with Juxtaposed Pronouns

(54) jla-sola-hi-ka-kam adi-mu l~urem hante dakok/

[las61ahakakan nadimmu l~ureh hante dAko?]

'will your younger brother go with us (exel) up to
Hante later?'

Example (52) above is given us an example of no phonological alteration for
hl-ki-ke. In forming the question with the second person pronominal elide -kg
(example (53») we see vowel harmony which results in hl-ko-ka -> [hokoka].
Observe also the vowel harmony in example (54) where hi-ka -> [haka].
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Table 7.-Perfective -mi with the Absolutive Pronouns

Following Vowel Flnal stems: -m
sule-m-~k --> -m~7 'I've come.'

-ko -~ko' 'You've come.'
-koak -Qkoa? 'Have you all come?'

s!-tammu-m-kik -~ki? 'We(du in) have met.'
-kiak -Qkia? 'We all (in) have met.'

sUle-m-kam -Qkam IWe(ex) have come. '

Following Nasal Final Stems: -roi
bUllm-mi-~k --> -m~? 'I'm lost.'

mak-tedom-mi-ko -moko 'You have buffalo.'
kasalle asam-mi-koak -mokoa? 'You all are big.'

bUlim-mi-kik -miki7/-maki? 'We're(2in) lost.'
bulim-mi-kiak -mikia7 'We're(in) all lost.'

mak-sambajarn-mi-kam -makam 'We(ex) prayed.'

Following Glottal Final stems: -urn
tahhuk-um-reklao --> tahhu?-mre?lao 'I'm going on'
t~k-Ym-ko la landak--> trek-uUkola landa? 'You won't' land'
t~k-Ym-koak mala --> trek-uUkoa?mala 'You(pl) can't'
trek-1!!!l-kik --> trek-uuki7 'We(du in) won't·'
saidik-Ym-kiak --> saidi?-uUkia7 'We(in) almost'
meu-tuelik-Ym-kam --> mentueli?-uukarn 'We moved'

Table B.-Forms of Imperfective -pi

sule-Ri-~k --> P~? 'later when I corne'
-ko poko 'later when you come'
-koak pokoa? 'later when you all come'
-kik piki?/paki? 'later when we(2 in) corne'
-kiak pikia? 'later when we all come'
-kam pakam 'later when we(ex) come'
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Similarly, vowel harmony occurs when perfective -mi or imperfective -Ill are
juxtaposed with pronominal elities and/or the question elitie -ka. Tables 7 and 8
demonstrate the surface realizations of juxtaposed pronominal clities and the aspect
elitics -mi and -m. Examples (55), (56), and (57) illustrate vowel harmony in
questions which are modified by one of the aspect clitics,



(55) /mala-pi-ko-ka sule makalek/
[malapokoka sule makale7]
'Can you come a9ain tomorrow?'

(56) /dem-mi-ka/
[dtmmaka]
'Are there already?'

(57) /dem-mi-ko-ka l~u~m makkasak/
[dtmmokoka l~D~rn makkasa7]
'Have you been to Makassar?'.

(58) vowel harmony/clitic:

This rule states that when the clitics -.!li, _·ni, or -mi precede' either the
pronominal clitics or the question clitic -ka, the vowels in the former clitics will
harmonize with the first vowel of the following clitic.!'

Let me now return to example (53) above. In addition to vowel harmony note
that hi-ko-ka-ak becomes rhokoka?] with the deletion of an [a]. Example (52)
shows this same deletion. There is a similar occurrence with the first person elitic
-eek, .

(59) /na-ita-i-hi-ka-~k/

[naitaih~k~7]

'Did they see me?'

HAn exception to this involves the pronominal eli tic -kik as illustrated in the
example /hulim-mi-kik/ 'we're (2in) lose in which we would expect the vowel of the
perfective clitic -mi to harmonize with the following i forming Lrniki?]. That indeed
IS one of the possible surface forms, but the surface form can also optionally be
(makj?]. Similarly, -pi·,kik can have the surface form [piki"] or [paki"].
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V
a back
f3 high
r low

--> 1 2
a back
{3 high
r low
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(61) vowel deletion/clitic:

v --> ¢ / (C) (CD - V

clitic
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In example (59) hi-ka-eek is pronounced [heekee"]. Two processes are at work
here. First, the vowel [a] preceding lrek! is "deleted. According to vowel
deletionlclitic (see (61)) when a ditie followed by a morpheme results in two
juxtaposed vowels, then the first of this pair is deleted. Secondly, after vowel
deletion is complete, vowel harmonization take place.

Another example of vowel deletion involves perfective -!!!D. which we looked at
earlier. Note what happens when -!lID is in turn followed by a vowel-initial eli tic:

(60) /lekbak-um-~k/
[le7ba7m~7] (not *[le7ba7urn~7J)
'I went'

Note that in this case the deleted vowel is not juxtarosed with another vowel,
but rather a vowel initial clitic follows a consonant fina elitic. The vowel of the
first elide is deleted when the second c1itie is vowel initial.

Underlying form /na-larnbik-um-~k/
k-weakening na-larnbi2-urn-re2
v-del/clitic na-lambi7- m-~7
stress na-lambi?-m -~?
Surface form [nalambi?mre7]

'(it) already got me'
One other example of vowel deletion involves the clitic -hi when followed by

the free pronoun ia '3p'. When this occurs -hi attaches to the following pronoun
and vowel deletion/ditic takes place as shown below.

/ku-saua posa anna asu hi ial
[kusaua p6sa anna Asu h1a]
'I thought it was a cat, but it's a dog.'

Vowel deletion/clitic states that the vowel of a clitic which is followed by a
vowel initial clitic will delete.



r~
1-

hi-ka-iek
hi-k_-~k
h~-k -iek
hie-k -ie.l
[halka:?]

When syllable final fa! of an antepenultimate syllable is followed by a vowel
initial penultimate syllable, fal coalesces with that faHawing vowel forming a
diphthong. The diphthong then takes the stress,

(62) diphthongisation:

a V --> a v / (C) (C) V (C) #

(63) a. /baine/ --> [b~ne] 'woman'
b. /tau-mu/ --> [taUmmu] 'your guests'
c. /pao-ku/ --> [paoku] 'my mango'

In the' process h-replacement/d the phoneme /hi in the clitic -hi is replaced by
[d] when preceded by a consonant.

(64) h-replacement/d:
/

h ---> d / c

Underlying form
v-del/clitic
vowel harmony/clitic
k-weakening
Surface form

_vJ -
clit-ic

(65) /ta-tuUkak-i-hi-ka bakba-na/
[tatuuka?ihaka ba?bana]
'Shall we open his door?'

(66) /ti-tuukak-hi-ka bakba-na/
[tituuka7daka ba7bana]
'Is his door open?'

(67) /t~k ku-issam battu la-malsa:e-hibattu la-tiek-hi/
[t~7 kuissam battu lam~s~ehi ba.ttu lat~7di]
'I don't know if it'll be a long time or not.'
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(68) /la-mak-tappak-hi-ko-ka la-mak-base-hi-ko-ka/
h-rep/d la-mak-tappak-di-ko-ka la-mak-base-hi-ko-ka
v har/clit la-mak-tappak-dg-ko-ka la-mak-base-hQ-ko-ka
k-weak la-ma7-tappa2-do-ko-ka la-ma2-base-ho-ko-ka
stress la-ma7-tappa7-do-ko-ka la-ma7-base-ho-ko-ka

Surface [lama7tappa7dokoka lama7basehokoka]
'Are you going to wash clothes or do dishes?'

(69) /ku-saua tedom anna daham hi ia/
h-replace/d ku-saua tedom anna daham gi ia
v-del/clitic ku-saua tedom anna daham d_ ia
nasal assim. ku-saua tedom anna dahan d ia
m:n gemin. ku-saua tedon nanna dahan d ia
stress ku-sa~a tedon nanna dahan d 1a
Surface fo!m [kusaua tedon nanna dahan dia]

'I thought it was a water buffalo but it's a horse'
In example (65) above -hi follows a vowel and retains the phone [h]. In

example (66) ~ consonant precedes -hi and because of h-replacement/d and vowel
harmony/c1ittc, the resultant surface form is [dal. In example (67) -hi becomes [dil
when following a consonant but remains (hi] after a vowel. this -hi - > ~di
occurrence seems odd at first glance as it IS difficult to perceive any phonologica
motivation. Note, however, that the PUS phoneme Ih/ corresponds to Irl in the
neighboring Marnasa language. In Marnasa Ir/:-> [d] in the same environment as
/hI-> [d] in PUS. The Mamasa phonological process, in which ttl>-> [d] when
following consonants, is phonologically motivated and helps account for the
corresponding process in PUS.

In example (69) h-replacement/d must precede nasal assimilation.

Table 9 presents the rules we have covered in this paper. While not all rules
in PUS are ordered there are, as we have seen, several sets of rules which must be
ordered. Only the rules shown connected A-B(-C) are actually ordered with
respect to each other. The remaining rules are placed arbitrarily on the chart.



Table 9.-0rdered Rules

1. v.del/clitic
2. v.har/clitic
3. h-repl/d
4. N-insert:i,u
5. N-insert:a
6. nasal assim.
7. nasal del.
8. cons.del.
9. cont-tion
10. lJ-gem.

PUu Ulunna Salu

11. v.repetition
12. a-laxing
13. vQe.stress
14. diphthongisation
15. stress place
16. a-raising
17. v.harmonY/i2
18. v. del/~

19. k-sib'tion
20. k-weakening
21. nasal velar.
22. m:n-gem.
23. lJ-insertion
24. urn-rou metathesis
25. k-deletion

41



As with speakers of all langua~es, PUS speakers do not always adhere to the
phonological rules used to descnbe the lan~uage. We find variation between
speakers as well as variation in the speech of individuals. In the following cases of
speech variation I have not been able to identify groups by gender, age, social
status or any other category which would explain patterns of variation .. Perhaps
more time in the location of research will enable me to begin identifying speech
groups, if there are indeed specific groups. I will now outline some of the common
variations.

A common alternation in Austronesian languages is between the phones [u]
and [0]. PUS is no exception to this. Thus we find variations as follow.

(70) /poheea/ --> [poheea]
'clothesI [puheea]

(71) /muheam/ --> [muheam]
'common cold' [moheam]

In the case of fu]/[o] variation I find that the same speaker will always
pronounce the word the same way. So this is an alternation between speakers.

The causative prefix Ipal is pronounced by some' speakers as [po], This
alternation is also speaker specific.

(72) /di-pa-bahinnik/ --> [dipabahinni7]
'to make smallerl [dipobahinni7]

(73) /di-pa-ma-hempo/ --> [dipamahtmpo]
Ito shorten' [dipomahtmpo]

Earlier I presented the prefix urn-, Most speakers use the form JuN] before
consonant-Inltlal transitive words (in the case of continuant-initial war s the 1m! is
replaced by the following continuant, resultin.s in a continuant geminate-see
continuantizatjon and example (74». The form [mu] is optionally used for lli!1- and
is considered an acceptable speech form.

(74) /menna um-si-pak-tulak-am/ --> [m~nna ussipa?tulasam]
'with whom did you speak? I [mtnna musipa?tulasam]
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I showed in n-insertion that when word final/rei is followed by -am, then the
phone rlJ] is inserted. Also acceptable, but less common, is the formation of
lre/-final-am forms without the insertion of IIJ/.

(75) /pe-l~nt~-am/ --> [pel~nt~~am]
'gardenhouse location' [pel~nt~am]

(76) /ka-lemp~-am/ --> [kalEmp~~am]
'path to house' [kal£mp~am]

The same speaker may use both forms, but the IIJI form is generally spoken.

According to k-sibilantization the phoneme Ik/ is replaced by [s] when
immediately followed by-the suffix -illJl. While the use of Is/ In this environment is
considered by local speakers as the standard form, it is not uncommon to hear /k/
instead. When questioned, local speakers will invariably say that both forms are
fine. Some will add, however, that the /k/ form is an influence from 'outside'. I
have yet to identify the source of this form as Ireceive varying opinions.

(77) /peU-dlok-nm/ ---> [pendi6aamJ
'bathingarea' [pendi6kam]

(78) /pak-petuak-am/---> [pa7petuasam]
'view' [pa7petuakam]

When the clitic -hi undergoes vowel harmony/clitic the surface vowel
harmonizes to the vowel of the following pronominal clitic, Alternately, and just as
acceptable (though less common), is for the surface form to be [hal; probably due
to harmonizing with the [a] in the question clitic [ka].

(79) /si-biasa-hi-ko-ka ma-saki susi/ 'Is he usually sick
like this?'

[sibiasahokoka masaki susi]
or [slbiasahakoka masaki susi]

In particular words there optionally occur nasalized vowels. This nasalization is
not present in every occurrence of these words, even when spoken by the same
person. Perhaps the phonemes 1m! and /h/ affect the nasality of following vowels.

(80) [mahJhiJl / [mahihi] 'yellow'
[sum~hh9] / (sumahho] 'cry'

When the prefix di- (passive) is preceded by la- (irrealis), frequently the Q is
dropped so that /la-di/ -> flail; e.g. /la-dl-tanam/ 'will be planted' becomes
[laitanarn ].



/um-tunkak-i-kam/ --> [untunkáikam) 'we open (the door) ,
/um-tutuk-i-~æk/ --> [untutúiæ?] 'I close (the book) '

I showed in vowel harmony/æ that within words the phoneme /a! will
harmonize to [re] when /re/ is the nucleus of the adjoining syllable to the right. In
fast speech I find that harmonization occurs across elitic and even (rarely) word
boundaries.

In previous sections I have referred to several features of fast speech. The
most common features appear at morpheme and wordboundaries where vowels
juxtapose or word final [? IS followed by a vowel.

Final vowels on prefixes followed by vowel-initial words are occasionally
deleted in fast speech.

(81)
a. /di-pa-okkok/ --> [dipókko?] 'to seat'
b. /ku-ola/ --> [kóla] 'I travel over'
c. /mu-ua/ --> [múa] 'you say'
d. /di-pa-ande/ --> [dipánde] 'to be fed'

In each of the cases above the juxtaposed vowels are back vowels which are
either the same vowel or differ only by one degree of vowel height. In each case
the stressed vowel is retained. Example (81d) IS unique in that It has become the
regular speech form to the point that, to the PUS speaker, the form *[paánde] is
not recognizable as the same word. (This may have developed to dIfferentiate
from the similar word /pak-ande/-> [pa?ande] 'to eat a lot.) I cannot make a
general statement about deletion of juxtaposed Ia/, as even in fast speech there are
forms such as /ta-ande/-> [ta andel, 'let's eat'.

In fast speech word final /k/ ([?]) is weakened and sometimes eliminated before
vowel-initial suffixes or elitics.

(82)

7. FEATURES OF FAST SPEECH

(83)

a. /mesa-æk/ --> [mésæ^æ?] 'by myself'
b. /sia-m-æk/ --> [síærn~æ?] 'I already •••truly'
c. /lekbak-æk/ --> [lé?b~æ^~æ?] 'I go'
d. /mu-arnpa-i-am#ænæk-na/ --> [muampái~æn nænæ?na]

'she looks after her child for her'

Of particular interest is example (83c) where we see not only vowel harmony
but weakening of the glottal stop at the end of the word, before the clitic.
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8. ADAPTATION OF LOAN WORDS

I will now present a brief overview of what occurs when words are borrowed
into PUS and adapted to the phonology of PUS. The following presentation is not
meant to be the final word on the subject but rather a quick peek at some of the
things which occur when PUS speakers borrow words from Indonesian.

The first thing one notices concerning loan words is that there are various
stages of adaptation. Some are fully altered to fit the acceptor phonology while
others are not yet completely changed and still retain aspects of the source
language. Often I find differences in pronunciation of the loan words among
speakers of the acceptor language depending on the degree of exposure to the
source language. '

The above points are true concerning loan words in PUS. In this section on
loan words Iwil present several rules for word adaptation. These 'rules' are to be
taken as 'rules of thumb' to help summarize the statements here but not as hard

. and fast rules. A further, more in depth, study may enable firm up or alter these
findings.

The foHowing is a sampling of loan words from Indonesian. All PUS examples
are written phonetically, while Indonesian examples are written orthographically
(note, Indonesian c -> [ts]; ng -> [n]).

Table 10.-Loan Words

INDONESIAN PUS
1. layang-Iayang lajal-lájam 'kite'
2. (ber)sembahyang (ma?)sambájam 'pray'3. celana talána 'pants'
4. (mem)baca (mam)báta 'read'5. sepatu sapátu 'shoes'
6. selimut salimu? 'blanket'
7. obeng óbem~ 'screwdriver'8. cakalan takálam 'tuna'
9. piring pihim 'plate'10. barang báham 'goods'
11. roti hóti 'bread'
12. langsat l~æssæ 'type of fruit'13. benang bænnæ 'thread'
14. cangklr tankihi? 'cup'
15. asal asála? 'providedthat'16. tanggal tangála? 'date'17. kikir kikki? 'file'
18. perkakas pankákka? 'tools'19. sekerup sikúhu? 'screw'
20. gergaji gahagáji 'saw'
21. kursi kahósi 'chair'
22. tuan dokter tondótto? 'physician'
23. bensin bessim 'gasoline'

Examples 1 and 2 demonstrate what occurs when words with medial 'y' are
borrowed into PUS i.e., y->j. This also occurs in place names such as Salu
Mayang -> [salumæjæ] (name of village).
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(86) loan rule final m:

y --> j / V V
From exampl~s 3, 4, 8, and 14 we s~c that since there is no phoneme ·Ic/ in

PUS, all IC' sounds in loan words change to the alveolar stop It/.

(85) loan rule cit:
c ---> t

In examples 3, 5, 6, and 20 the Indonesian sound 'e ([a]) becomes [a] in PUS.
While the e -> 1:a] change often occurs, there are also examples such as 19 in
which 'e' becomes i'.

I have shown that the only word-final nasal in PUS is Im/. Examples 1, 2, 7, 8,
9, 10, and 23 show that any other word-final nasal becomes [m] in PUS.

(84) loan rule y/j:

[nasal) --> m / #
There is no [r] phone in PUS. All 'f' sounds in loan words are replaced hy [hI,

as shown in examples 9, 10, 11, 14, 19, 20, and 21 above.

(87) loan rule r/h:
r ---> h

The sound combination [anI in Indonesian words generally results in ther.honeme lrel in PUS. Examples 12 and 13 show this occurring. I also find that
ndonesian place names which end in lang' are pronounced with the corresponding

PUS [re), e.g., Salu Tabang is pronounced [salut.cb.c] (name of village). I have
encountered examples of other words which mayor may not be loan words but
which show the same kind of correlations such as jarang - > [m<cd~ch~e] 'seldom'.
This word is interesting because we can sec that the root [d~ch.c)shows (in addition
to the (10->~ correspondence) both the j-> [!11 and the r-> llil
correspondences.

There are also u number of words yet to be totally PUS-ized such as examples
1, 2, and 10 above. It is not known whether these words will one day further
change so that, for instance, 'b:.lfang' becomes *[b.cluc] or whether the current
pronunciation [baham] will remain as the accepted form. We saw in o-insertion
that [IJ] is inserted after lre/ and bdore the suffix am. It may be that an historicuJ
study will show [am] to be underlying 1a:.1. In the neighboring languages of Toraja-
Saqdan and Mamasa we frequently encounter [aIJ] corresponding to [te] in PUS
words'!;! An example of this is the word [babag] in Mamasa which is [bcebiE]
'merely' in PUS.

l2See the appendix for furth~r examples.
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Not all non-nasal consonant final Indonesian loan words are changed in this
way. Another type of alternation is illustrated in examples 14, 15 and 16 where
instead of just the replacement of the final consonant with [?] an echo vowel is
inserted after the final consonant, before the glottal stop.

(89) loan rule final consonant/[?]:

C
1

v
2

C
-nasal # ---> 1 (1) 2 7 4

4
3

(88) loan rule au/~:
au # ---> ~ #

Loan words of similar structure may not always be altered in the same way.
An examfle of this is the pronunciation of an Indonesian word which ends in a
non-nasa consonant. Example 7, selimut -> [sallmu"] shows what often
happens, i.e., the final consonant becomes [?]. The same occurrence is found in
examples 17, 18, 19, and 22. (Note that in examples 17 and 18 the word medial
consonant geminates.)

(90) loan rule final consonant/echo vowel:

C
-nasalv # ---> 1 2 1 7 3

123

At this point it is not clear why both of the above processes exist nor when
each comes into effect.

Examples 20 and 21 demonstrate what happens when the loan word has a
non-PUS consonant cluster. In each case a vowel is inserted between the
consonants. 'Presently I do not know what factors determine which vowel is to be
inserted.

In example 22 the co.nsonant cluster kt in 'tuan dokter' becomes. the geminate
[ttl· There is no [kt] cluster within the morpheme in PUS. Example 23
demonstrates the process of continuantization as the Indonesian cluster ~ becomes
[ss] in PUS. However, in this case continuantization takes place within the
morpheme, not across a morpheme boundary.
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APPENDIX

THE PHONEME lrel
In this appendix some PUS words which have the phoneme lrel are presented

along with corresponding words in neighboring languages. Patterns are noted but no
historical-comparative conclusions are drawn.

PUS Tabulahan Mamasa Toraja Gloss
~k~7 aQka7 auka? raise
~n~7 ~nre7 anak anak child
~ne ana ane termite~w~ awau awau bran
balintot~7 balintohte7 balintotok woodpecker
b~b~ babau merely
b~k~ b~k~U bua~ buaU molar
b~kk~ bika bakka crack open
b~l~ balaQ balau lungs
b~nn~ b~nn~D bannaD bannau thread
b~t~ b~t~u batau batau stembelu~7 beluh~7 beluak beluak hair
bLhee bihceU biraIJ female
bint~ bintcelJ bintoen bintoen star
bis~7 bissak bissak split wi axe
bok~7 boUa? mOD~a7 rowdybo7b~7 bombeD bo1ook bo7bok dig holebol~7 bolok bolok nasal mucusbombse bombeu13 crevice
bODk~ buOkolJ bukkau crabbulint~ bulintelJ bulintolJ bulittolJ tadpole
bund~ bundaD bundalJ boil
(sa)d~kcem dalJkan dalJkan s~and~UgU7 dOlJku7 dalJguru7 dalJguru7 h1t
g~j~ gayalJ gayaQ stab
h~lJ~m diha:!Q~lJi ralJann! rauanni addhOlE huaQ ruaQ14 insidehOSSlE? hehs~? mud
ill~ illolJ illolJ noseiss~ ilJselJ issolJ isso~ mortar
kaled~7 kalerae7 . armpit
kalibcembce kalibambau kalibambalJbutterfly
kalimbuce timbu kalimbuau kalimbuau spring
kasi~ kaseceu sia-siau fish gillsk~do7 pekaro? kado7 to latch
k~hlE k~hlEU karau karaIJ to work
m~k~ti7 m~k~tiu makatti7 makati? to itch
keb~tt~ kehcehtceu kebattalJ keba?tau pregnant
kohhce? kohhe? korrok kumorrok to snore

13The Tabulahan gloss for this form is 'a dug hole'. While differing in gloss from
PUS, the form is clearly related.
14The Mamasa form is restricted to the meaning 'stomach'.
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PUS Tabulahan Mamasa Toraja Gloss
koll~-koll~ kado-kado garro-garro esophagus
kumond~ lumumpa? kumondou ma?dondo to run
l~o~m laQuan lauuan to go up
lamt~ lantaulS lantaQ lattau garden house
l~pp~? l~hp~? mellopa tikaloppak blister
le~ leaIJ cave
lemb~ lemb~IJ lembaulembaIJ valley
lemp~ lemp~Q lempau lempau turn
limb~ le?be? limbou limbou pond
11pp~? lihp~? lippak explode
lit~? litak litak ground
lol~ lole~ lolok loloIJ to flow
lol~7 1010 1010 treetop
Londee londou16 Londajj Londoq male
lo?bie 10?baU lo?baU 10?baU empty
malot~ maloteQ malotolJ malotoIJ black
miene? mane? manuk manuk chicken
rna-piei? map~i? mapa!? mapai? bitter
pieppie? pahse pappak pa?pak tree bark
p~so? paso? pasok paku to nail
POppie? pohpe? poppok po?pok ghoul
s~d~ sua sadau sadau mouth
mas~e masae. masae masae long time
s~gie sieIJkieQ injure
seh~ seh~1J seralJ seralJ nest
s~ke? salJke? sakke? to tie
ma-s~kke? masakke7 masakka7 masakka7 cold
s~mb~?i mambamba sambakki sambakki hit with twig
s~nd~? siendie? sandak try
Siep~i7 s~mp~i7 sappalli7 a moment
ma-si~7 mabaya masiau rnasiau bright
t~ie7 daih tae7 tae? no, not
tiei t~i tai tai excrement
tieke taQke talJke talJke branch
tiell~ tallalJ tallau k.o.bamboo
t~mpie7 t~mpie7 tampak tampak end
ma-ties~7 rnatasak rnatasak ripe
tond~7 tondok tondok village
tont~m tontolJ tontolJ same
tUie7 tU~7 tuak palm wine
mie-w~hh~m miehieh~D ma?rau thirsty

lSfhe Tabulahan gloss for this form is 'raised platform below house'.
16The Tabulahan gloss for, this form is limited to male chickens, i.e., roosters.



l'The abbreviation T stands for 'final syllable'
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Correspondences of PUS [~J found in Tabulahan:
PUS Tabulahan Syllable

~/a m~ne? / mane? 1
p~s07 I paso? 1
mas~e I masae 2
d~Ugu7 / daUku? 1

~I au hoe I hualJ f17
l~nt~ / lantau f
lez I leau f
lo?be / 10?balJ f
s~ke7 / salJke? 1

~/~D b~nn~ / b~nn~D f
b~tm / b~tzlJ f
b1hz / bih~U f
bint~ I bintzlJ f
kasi~ / kase~u f
k~h~ / k~h~lJ f
keb~tt~ / keh~ht~Q f
leIDb~ / lemb~U f
lemp~ / lemp~Q f
s~g~ / s~lJk~~ l/f
sehm I sehzlJ f
t~ko / taOko 1

~/e balintot~?1 balintohte? f
kahh~? I kohhe? f
popp~? I pohpe? f

~/eu bomb~ I bombeu f
bulint~ I bulintelJ f
1ssm I ilJselJ f
lol~ / laleD f
malatz I malateu f

~/e7 limb~ I le7be7 f

m/o\) lond~ I landoD f

e?/o lole? / 1010 f

k~/lJa bok~7 / bOlJa7 f



18The Marnasa form [akl at the end of the word corresponds to (re?) at the end of
the PUS form. The [te form in the first syllable of the PUS form is expected as
the phonemes Ia! and lrel never co-occur intramorphemically in PUS (see (50)).
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Correspondences of PUS [~] found in Mamasa and Toraja:
PUS Mamasa Toraja Syllable

~/a b~kk~ bakka 1,f
d~UgU7 dauguru? dauguru? 1
h~u~m rauanni rauanni 1,2

~7/ak ~n~? anak anak f18
belu~? beluak beluak f
bis~? bissak f

~/au ~k~? auka? auka? 1
~w~ awalJ awalJ f
b~b~ babalJ f
b~l~ balalJ balau f
b~nn~ bannau bannau f
b~t~ batau batalJ f
bihce birau f
bund~ bundau bundalJ f
d~krem dalJkan dauka 1
g~j~ gayau gayaU f
ho~ ruau f

~/oen bint~ bintoen bintoen f

~?/ok balintotre? balintotok f
bolre? bolok bolok f
bo?bre7 bo7bok bo?bok f

~/ou bOUk~ buUkoQ bukkau f
. bulint~ bUlintolJ bulittou f

illce illolJ illoU f
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1. INTRODUCfION

The Mamasa language is an Austronesian language on the island of Sulawesi.
It is often considered a dialect of Toraja (Sa'dan).' Most of the approximately
100,000 speakers of Mamasa live in the eastern part of Kabupaten Polewali-
Mamasa, although the language area does extend into the Kabupatens of Tana
Toraja and Pinrang. The Mamasa language is comprised of at least three dialects:
northern (Kecamaian Mamasa), middle (Kecamatans Sumarorong, and Pana'), and
southern pf Pattue' (Kecamutan Polewali), This study reflects the phonology of the
northern dialect. The field work that is the basis for this paper was conducted in
the village of Tatale, Desa Tawalian, Kecamatan Mamasa.t

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES

Not much has been published about the Mamasa people and language. There
are three articles in Dutch by A Bikker, who was a missionary living in Mamasa
during the 1930's. The first of Bikker's articles is about marriage and rice
ceremonies. It has a number of short texts which, as Mills has guessed, contain
many old forms. The second article by Bikker is just a short description of the
travels of the children of Pongka Padang, who was the common ancestor for all the
Pitu Ulunna Salu) (PUS) area' <some of Pongka Padang's children settled in the
'Mamasa area as its first inhabitants). There is no text material in the article
outside of the explanation of place names. Bikker's third article contains 70
Mamasa riddles. There is also one article in French by Jeannine Koubi, who did
research in the greater Toraja area in the 1970's. Koubi's article contains a long
text about the ancestor Ambe' Susu. Unfortunately her informant, who was born in
Toraja, used a mixture of Toraja and Mamasa. In checking the first paragraph of
the text with a Mamasa speaker a number of differences in lexicon and phonology
were discovered." There is a small book in Indonesian by Arianus Mandadung
about the Mamasa area and culture. His book was written with the purpose of
revealing the potential for tourism in the Mamasa area. The only article in English
about the Mamasa language is Valkama's survey report on the Toraja sub-family of
languages.

1 Valkama (1987:124) considers the language of Mamasa to be a member of
the Toraja subfamily, which consists of: Toraja, Mamasa, Kalumpang,
Luwu/Rongkong, and Talondo',

2 Research for this paper was carried out under the auspices of the
Cooperative Program between Hasanuddin University and the Summer Institute of
Linguistics.

3 Pitu Ulunna Salu, literally the 'seven heads of the river', refers to the ancient
confederation of seven kingdoms centered around the headwaters of the Mambi
River in Kecamatan Mambi. Each of these kingdoms was headed by one of
Pongka Padang's children .

.•Koubi's other two works were recently brought to my attention but I have yet
to see a copy of them.
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3. SEGMENTALS

3.1 Phones and phonemes

This section is a description of the phones and underlying phonemes of the
Mamasa language.

3.1.1 Chart of phones

The following phones are present in Mamasa:

Table 1: Mamasa Phones

CONTOIDSs
labial alveolar alveo- palatal velar glottal

palatal
stops

vI p p: t t: k k: R ? A

~ b d g
alli~~ ~
frivative s s:
nasal m m: n n: 9 g:
lateral . 1 I:
trill r r:
semivowel w y

VOCOIDS
front central back

h~h i u
mid tense e 0

lax. e
~w a

diphthong a' ae aO au

3.1.2 Chart of phonemes

.Underlying the previously mentioned phones are fifteen consonant phonemes
and five vowel phonemes. .

S [A] symbolizes a weak (lenis) glottal stop which occurs when a vowel sound is
rearticulated. In words such as [muba'ta] 'you bring' the two vowel sequence is not
separated by a strong glottal stop, nor is the vowel the lon~ vowel [a:]. [R]
symbolizes an unreleased voiceless velar stop. The symbol [:] IS used to indicate
length on the consonants.
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P t k ? b d g mOD J r s wy
syllabic - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
consonantal + + + - + + + + + + + + + - -
continuant - - - - - - - - - - + + + + +
nasal - - - - - - - + + + ~ - - - -
anterior + + - - .+ + - + + - + + + - -
coronal - + - - - + - - + - + + + - -
wic~ ----++++++++-++
back - - + - - - + - - + - - - + -
lateral - - - - - - - - - - + - - - -

Table 2: Mamasa Phonemes

CONSONANTS
labial alveolar palatal velar glottal

stops
vI p t k?
vd b d g

fricative s
nasal m n U
lateral I .
trill r
semivowel w y

In comparing the phoneme chart with the phone chart there are several sounds
that are not considered phonemic: ["'], [e], [s], the diphthongs, and the Ion]
consonants. The weak glottal stop [A] occurs only between 'double' vowels, the [cJ
is in free variation with [t] before the high vowel [i], [e] is an allophone of leI which
occurs in closed syllables, the diphthongs are phonemically Ia/ followed by another
vowel in a penultimate syllable, and the long consonants are reinterpreted as
geminate clusters. .

3.1.3 Feature matrix

The following are the feature matrices for the Mamasa phonemes listed above,

Table 3: Feature Matrices

CONSONANTS

VOWELS
i e a 0 u

syllabic + + + + +
high + - - - +
low - - + - -
back - - + + +

S8 Mamasa

VOWELS front central back
. u

hi~h ~ 0
m~ a
low



3.2 Interpretation

3.2.1 Consonant vs, vowel

Mamasa, like many other languages, presents a problem in the interpretation
of the segments [u] and [i]. In the following positions they are ambiguous: 1)
between two vowels, 2) word initially before a vowel, and 3) word finally following
a vowel.

The easiest of these three enviroments to deal with is the intervocalic. In that
environment these segments are interpreted as rw) and [y). This is supported by
the lack of unambiguous three vowel sequences Intramorphemically in Mamasa. It
is further supported by historical and comparative evidence. Consider the following
words from Mamasa, PUS (Pitu Ulunna Salu), Toraja, and the Proto-South
Sulawesi (PSS) reconstructions of Mills (1975).· .

Mamasa PUS Toraja PSS6
/awan/ /repre/ laanl '"a(b )ang 'hull'
lawak/ /feFJfe?1 laak! *awak 'waist'
/bulawan/ /buJaflam/ /buJaan/ "bulawan 'gold'
/kayu/ /kaju/ /kayu/ "kayu 'wood'
Igayanl Igfejre/ IsayaIJI "'gayang 'stab'
Iboyo?/ !b0Jo?/ !boyo! "'boyo(k) 'squash'

The second environment in question, that of word initially before a vowel, is
not as easily dealt with. I will attempt to show that they are best interpreted as [w)
and [YI. For our discussion here we will consider the following words:

Mamasa PUS Toraja7 PSS
uasel luasel /wase/ ·wase 'axe'
uani /uani! Iwani! "wani 'bee'
uai) /u~ai! Iwai! "wai 'water'
iao /ia~ol Idao/ --.. 'above'
iaya] ----- Ida(y)a/ *daya 'upstream'
ioloJ liolol Idolol ·010 'earlier'

A few notes need to be added to the above:

1) In the Toraja dictionary the forms uase, uani, uai are also found.

2) There is a rule in PUS that allows for the allophones [w] and [y] before
stressed vowels (Campbell (this volume:6).

3) While Mills reconstructs a PSS initial ·w he does not reconstruct a PSS
initial "'y. .

6 Parentheses in the Proto-South Sulawesi data indicates that the consonant in
question cannot be reconstructed.

7 Parentheses in the Toraja data indicates that both forms containing the sound
and forms without the sound were found in the Toraja dictionary.
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ta.u 'person'
li.u 'continuous'
re.u 'sword grass'
ba.i 'pig'
ru.i 'move soil in rice field'
Ue.i 'to place'

Stress in Marnasa falls on the penultima of a word (see section 4.1). Stress
placement is affected by the addition of a suffix to a word: that is, stress is placed
on the penultima of the word inclusive of any suffixes.

[
reu] 'sword grass'
reuoku] 'my sword grass'

3.2.2 Sequence vs, unit

There are three sets of sequences that warrant discussion: nasals followed by
homorganic stops, geminate consonants, and two-vocoid sequences.

60 Mamasa

4) Older Mamasa speakers tend to write words such as [uai] as uai while
younger speakers tend to use the w to symbolize the first sound.

5) Some speakers of Mamasa will write the last three words of the above list as
;yaD, iyaya, and iyolo, others will write them as yao, yaya, and yolo, while others
writes them as lao, iaya, and lola,

6) There is a PSS (and PAN - Proto Austronesian) locative marker ·di which
may have a reflex i- in the Toraja languages (the Toraja dictionary lists both i- and
di-, but it is found only in frozen forms in Mamasa, that is, native speakers view
words such as illau? 'downstream' as single morphemes and not as Ii -lau?/)

7) there are word initial vowel sequences in Mamasa that are unambiguous
such as ao? 'bamboo'.

Considering the above factors word initial [w] is posited for the following
reasons:

1) since there are no three vowel sequences in Mamasa [uai] 'water' must be
interpreted as [wail, and

2) the existence of word initial ·w in PSS.

Although Mills does not posit word initial .y for PSS it appears that speakers
of Mamasa have begun to interpret word initial [i] as [y] when It is found in forms
involving the now frozen locative marker i-. Thus we conclude that Mamasa does
have word initial [y] in a limited number of words.

In the third environment, word finally following a vowel, the segments lui and
Iii are interpreted as [u] and [i]. This mterpretanon is based on native speaker
intuition and stress placement.

In words that end with a vocoid sequence containin~ the segments [u] and [i]
word finally native speakers make the following syllable divisions.
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All nasals followed by homorganic stops are interpreted 'as sequences, and not
pre nasalized stops for two reasons: 1) they never occur word initially or word
finally and 2) both members of the sequence are established as separate phonemes.

lam.paJ 'mat'
lam.be?! 'father'
/ben.to.en/ 'star'
lin.do?! 'mother'
Isam.po! 'cousin'
Isau.go.reIJ! 'peanut'

'Double' consonants are interpreted as geminates on the phonemic level which
are realized as long consonants on the phonetic level. They occur only at syllable
boundaries, where native speakers consider the first stop as the coda of the first
syllable while the other stop is the onset of the second syllable.

lap.pa?j 'four'
lan.na! 'and'
/bit. ti?! 'calf {of leg)'
liI.IonJ 'nose
/sok.Ko?/ 'corn rice'

Two-,:ocoid sequences are interpreted as sequences and not as diphthongs for
the followmg reasons: . .

1) In all cases both parts of the sequence have been established as separate
phonemes in other enviroments,

2) When the stress shifting possessive suffixes are added to words containing
vowel sequences the stress moves to the second vowel of the sequences except in
the case of !aI initial sequences:

/bue! ---> (b6el 'beans'
/bue-ku/ ---> bueku] 'my beans'

!puaol ---> (p6au 1 'lord'
/puaO-ku/ ---> puanku] 'my lord'

Ipeol --- > [PeO] 'loincloth'
{peo-naJ ---> pe6na] 'his loincloth'

but:

/bail ---> [bai] 'pig'
/bai-ku/ ---> [bainkuJ 'my pig'

From this it seems sequences of vowels are best thought of as sequences since
stress shifts to the second member of the sequence in the above enviroment. The
diphthongs that do exist are really sequences on the phonological level. See the
diphthongisation rule discussed in section 6.1.2.

3) Native speaker intuition. When Mamasa is written two-vocoid sequences
. are always written as a sequence of two vowels.



3.3 Description of phonemes

3.3.1 Consonant phonemes

The Mamasa consonant phonemes are shown word initially, medially, and
finally in the following list.

Table 4: Positions or Consonant Phonemes

/pl initial Iparcl [pAce] 'rice plant'
medial lapi/ [api] 'fire'

It! initial ftedonl ftedOlJ] 'water buffalo'
medial Ipitul pitu] 'seven'

/k/ initial /kaluku/ Ikal6kU] 'coconut'
medial likol iko] 'you'
final /manuk/ manuk] 'chicken'

I?I medial- /ho?bo?1 [bo?bo?] 'cooked rice'
final /kuli?1 [kuli?] 'skin'

/hI initial /bail [bail 'pig'
medial Itibe/ [tibe] 'throwaway'

/d/ initial. Idaraul [d,ifaIJ] 'horse'
medial /budal [buda] 'many'

Ig/ initial Igaun/ [.Gaun] 'cloud'
medial Iraga/ [nlga] 'ball'

lsI initial Isola/ [s61a] 'friend', 'with'
medial lisi! isi] 'tooth'

Irl initial Irural [iura 1 'mud':
medial /hara?1 [bara"'] 'wind'

1m! initial /makalev/ (maktile?] 'tomorrow'
medial Itemol terno] 'now'

In! initial Inipa/ IniPa] 'type of palm'
medial Imanuk/ manuR) 'chicken'
final luran! uran] 'rain'

lUI initial IUeil IUeil 'place'
medial /bo i/ boUi] 'night'
final ItedlOlJ/ tedoU] 'water buffalo'

IV initial /lila! [lila] 'tongue'
medial Isulel stile] 'return'

Iyl initial Iyao/ [yao] 'on', 'above'
medial Ikayul [kayu] 'tree', 'wood'

Iw/ initial Iwanil (wani] 'bee'
medial Ikawa/ kawa] 'coffee'

8 Word medially 111occurs only before voiced consonants. A weak glottal stop
r"l is inserted between identical vowels (see weak glottal insertion rule). .
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3.3.2 Vowel phonemes

In the list below the vowel phonemes are shown in a noncontigous relationship
with the other vowel phonemes. '

Table 5: Position of Vowel Phonemes

Iii 1st syll lifu?/ lru?] . 'to drink'
lilloul ilIoIJ] 'nose'
Ipiran/ pilan,) 'when'
linde/ Inde 1 'this'

2nd syll Imonil moml 'noise'
/kanniol kanm~] 'eyebrow'
/buIJin/ b6Uin 'sand'

both IrindiIJ/ nndig 'wall'

/el lst syll /bela?/ bela"] 'garden'
ItedoIJ/ tedolJ] 'water buffalo'
/lendoIJ/ lendon) 'eel'

2nd syll Ipolel pole] , 'next'
Irante/ fante] , 'flat land'
/kide/ kide] 'forehead'
Isulel stile] 'return'

both /tettek/ tEtteR] 'hour'
/lene/ t6ne] 'urine'

lui 1st syll lula?/ ula?] 'snake'
/puntil puntil 'banana'
Ipunel pune 'tree fern'
/bulol bulo] 'type of bamboo'

2nd syll lasu/ asu] 'dog'
Ipitu/ pitu] 'seven'

both /buntu/ b6ntu] 'hill'

/01 1st syll /basil b6si] 'rotten'
IgolIaI golla 1 'sugar'

2nd syll Itemo/ iemo] 'now'
lampo/ ampo] 'grandchild'
Ipiso/ plso] 'knife'
/bulo/ btilo] 'type of bamboo'

both /tondok/ tondoR] 'village'

/a! 1st syll /manel manel 'before'
Idako?/ dak01] 'later'
Irambu/ rambu] 'smoke'
Irapi?/ rayi?] 'twin'

2nd syll /butal buta] 'blind'
Idada/ dada] 'chest'
lindan/ Indan] 'Joan'
/posa! posa 1 'cat'

both fraral rara] 'blood'
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3.4 Phoneme contrast

In the following sections we will look at examples of contrast between
phonetically similar phonemes in minimal or near minimal pairs.

3.4.1 Contrast of consonant phonemes

Ipl vs. fbI /pasa?/ [pasa"] 'market'
/basal [basal 'injury'
/ampa?/ fampa?l 'mat'
/ambe?1 ambe? 'father'

It! vs, /d/ ftau! (taU] 'person'
/dau/ dau) 'don't'
/bula! (bUla] 'blind'
/buda/ bfida1 'many'

/k/ vs./g/ /raka?1 (raka?] 'hug'
/raga/ raga 1 'ball'
/kaol Ikao 1 '1'
/gau?/ gau~] 'deed'

/k/ vs. P/ /di-barrak/ [di-bafiaK] 'poured'
Ibarra?/ [baria?] 'hulled rice'

/m! vs. In! Imani/ (manil 'later'
Inani/ nani] 'sing'
/temoJ (temO] 'now'
Itene/ tene] 'urine'

1m! vs. IIJI Itama! (hima] 'enter'
IsaTJa/ saTJa] 'name'

In! vs. /rj/ Idena?1 [dena"] 'sparrow'
IsefJa?f [seUa?J 'other'
/kamban/ (kamban] 'thick'
/karnban/ kambaq] 'swell'

In/ vs, N Inawal (miwa] 'breathe'
/lawai lawa] 'to block'
/mane/ (mane] 'just, before'
/bale/ bale] 'meat'

N vs, Ir/ /Iambuk/ (bimbuR] 'pound'
/rambu/ rambu] 'smoke'
/bale/ [bale] 'meat'
Iparel [pare] 'field rice'

If I vs./d/ Irambu/ [rambu] 'smoke'
Idambu/ [dambu] 'kind of fruit'
luru?1 [uru?] 'rub'
/uduk/ [6duK] 'smell'
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Iwl vs, /bl Iwail [wail 'water'
/bail [bail 'pig'

/bawan/ [bawan] 'parrot'
/babak/ [babak] 'taro'

With regards to geminate consonants the following pairs of words have been noted
to date:

lisil 'tooth'
lissil 'contents/meat'

/bisik/ 'whisper'
/bissik/ 'drizzle'

/bolol 'mix'
/boll01 'spill'

Ikutu/ 'louse'
/kuttu/ 'lazy'

Itorol 'stron~'
Itorrol 'dwell

3.4.2 Contrast of vowel phonemes

Iii vs. leI /kila?/ [kila?l 'lightning'
/kela?1 [kela1] 'bite'

/bati?1 [bati"] 'relative'
/bate?1 [bate"] 'batik'

Iii vs, lui Ipira! [pifa] 'how many'
Ipura! [pufa] 'all gone'

Irambil [cambi] 'hit'
Irambu/ [cambu] 'smoke'

101 vs, lui Ipolol (pOlO] 'section'
Ipulol pula] 'ten'

/bulol [buIo] 'type of bamboo'
/bulu/ bulu] 'hair, feather'
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4. SUPRASEG~lENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section we will first examine word stress and then intonation.

4.1 Stress

Stress in Mamasa is not phonemic. Normally the penultimate syllable of a
word is stressed (except in the case of the rather rare one-syllable word).

!lei Ie) 'OK'
/aka/ aka} 'wha t'
IduaJ dua 'two'
/indan/ indan] 'loan'
/mala! mala] 'able'
/benna/ bsnna] 'who'
/banua/ banua] 'house'
/kalibambaJ)! kalibambarj] 'butterfly'

Stress .shifts one syllable to the ri~ht when a suf~ix is added to a word., that is,
the penultimate syllable of the resulting new word IS stressed. The suffixes that
affect stress placement are the following:

(1) Nominals with possessive suffixes:

/kide-rnu/ [kid6mu] 'your forehead'
/beluak-ku/ beluakku] 'my hair'

(2) Verbs with the transitive (locative) suffix Ai:

Iteka?-i} [teka?il 'to climb something'

(3) Verbs with the benefactive suffix -an:

/na-dasiv-an-nav/ --- > Inadasbanna?] 'she sews for me'
/an-ku-kayo-an-ko/ --- > ankukay6al)ko] '50 that I clean for you'

e4) The nominalizing suffix -an:

/iru?-anl ---> [irusan] 'thing used for drinking'

(5) The norninalizing confix pelJ- -an:

/peIJ-karaIJ-ani --- > [pejjkarajjan] 'a task'



v ---> (+ stress] I eC) eC) (V) (e)
(-stress]

vocative stress placement:

v ---> (+ stress] I (e)

stress placement:

#

vocative word

There is one exception to this stress rule. Vocatives are always stressed on the
final syllable of the word. Therefore the following two stress rules are ordered with
the vocative stress rule occurring before the regular stress rule in a bleeding order.

##

word

Notice that vocatives such as janil (girl's name). are stressed according to the
vocative stress rule on the last syllable, that is [am], and hence do not undergo the
stress placement rule since the stress placement rule applies only to words with
unstressed final syllables. Notice also that the stress placement rule must be
considered non-iterative, that is, it will first stress the penultimate syllable if there is
one and the shorter version of the rule will apply only if there is no penultimate
syllable to stress.

In constrast to the above examples regarding suffixes the addition of a clitic to
a word will not move the stress from the penultimate syllable of that word.
Therefore, the following clitics have no effect on stress placement:

(1) The clitics markin~ person on verbs: -na? Is, -ka 2s, -i 3s, -kan 1p-
exclusive, -ki? 1p-inclusive, These clitics mark the subject in
intransitive or antipassive clauses and the object in transitive clauses.

/meIJ-karaIJ-kol ---> ImeIJkarangkol 'you work'
/um-ande-nav/ --- > ummandena? 'I eat (a banana)"
/ku-ita-ko/ ---> kuitako] 'I see you'

(2) The plural clitic -a?:

lum-ande-ko-a?/ --- > [urnmandekoa"] 'you (pI) are eating'

(3) The perfective (or completive) clitic -mo:

/kadake-mo-i/ --- > [kadakerni] 'it is already dirty'

(4) The imperfective (or continuative) clitic -pu:

/buda-pa-iI _.-> [budapi] 'there still is a lot'
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[rnalaka ditananni lo?bana belak] 'Can it be planted in the garden?'

To date only three sentence level intonational patterns have been encountered:
falling, for statements and imperatives; rising, for questions (both yes-no and
content); and sharply rising, for any sentence ending with the tag question marker
Ie.

statements:

."
[lalaokan lako belak] 'We are going to the garden.'

[maqkamo? ummande] 'I have already eaten.'
imperatives:

[laornokoi] 'Go!'
yes-no questions:

(5) The elitie -i used as an emphasis marker:

jpaela?jJ ---> [paelavi] 'go slowly'

(6) The deictie elitie -0:

jitin-oj -> [itinno] 'that'

(7) The deictic clitic -e:

/manuk-e/ ---> [manukke] 'chicken'

(8) The elitic -ka used with yes-no questions:

/buda-ka bua-na/ [budaka buana] 'Is there a lot of fruit?'

(9) The elitie -rav

/deen-ra-ka sial [dsndaka sial 'Is there any salt?'

4.2 Intonation

[rnasaekoka yao rnangassa"] 'Were you in Makassar long?'
content questions:

[aka nio illa:an bela?mu) 'What grows in your garden?'

[aka mupake] 'What did you wear?'

9 The exact meaning of the elitic -ra is not clear yet, but it seems to indicate
contra-expectation, uncertainty, or surprise.
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[paela"! Ie] 'Go slowly, OK?'

5. DISTRIBUTION

5.1 Syllables and phonological words

The basic syllable pattern in Mamasa can be expressed with the following
formula:

([-syllabic]) [+syllabic] ([-~yllabic])

or (C) V (C)

The above formula allows the following syllable types: V, ve, ev, and evc. The
following chart shows the frequency of occurrence of each of these syllable types
based on a list of over a thousand morphemes:

Table 6: Syllable Frequency

Type Percent

V ~7%
VC 4.7%
ev 49.4%
eve 39.2%

. The majority of Mamasa morphemes consist of two syllables. Whereas the
largest number of syllables found in a single morpheme is four (e'I?' [ka.lim.bu.ag]
'spring'). From a list of over a thousand morphemes the following percentages
were found:

One syllable morphemes 5.6%
Two syllable morphemes 75.9%
Three syllable morphemes 16.4%
Four syllable morphemes 2.1%

One syllable words are rare in Mamasa, but they do occur. The word bu
'smell', and the tag question marker le are examples. Phonological words up to
seven syllables have been observed (jdi.pak.ka.lun.te.ba.san] 'to put up a propeller
for').

Theoretically the aforementioned four syllable types yield sixteen possible
combinations of juxtaposed syllables. Within the word all of these combinations
occur except ve.V and ve.ve as the following list shows:
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5.2 Consonants

V.V lu.el 'rattan'
V.VC lao?1 'bamboo'
V.CV la.ka/ 'what'
v.cve la.luk/ 'religion'
·VC. V not found
·VC.VC not found
VC.CV lam. pol 'grandchild'
VC.CVC /am.bun/ 'fo~'
CV.V /la.ol 'go
CV.VC Ida.un/ 'leaf
CV.CV Ima.tel 'dead'
CV.CVC /la.lan/ 'path'
CVC.V Ima?-. o.tol 'go by car'10
CVC.VC Ipa?-. en.de/ 'an animal that likes to eat'
CVC.CV /lin.do/ 'face'
evc.evc /la?bo?1 'machete'

Although consonant clusters are not found within the syllable, they do occur at
syllable boundaries as is shown by the above list. Generally, a closed syllable can
precede another syllable only if the following syllable is consonant initial.'! This
restriction triggers resyllabification of stems that end with a consonant when vowel
initial suffixes are added. The consonant moves from the coda of one syllable to
the onset of the following syllable:

/baluk/ --- > (ba.luRl 'sell'
/mu-baluk-an-i/ ---> mu.ba.lu.kan.nl] 'you sell it'

Morpheme final/?1 occurring before a morpheme initial vowel does not trigger this
resyllabification, rather the glottal stop remains as the coda of the syllable
regardless of whether a vowel or consonant follows (see the examples for v.ve,
VC.v evc.c, and CVC.VC above).t2

Table 7: Juxtaposed Syllables

There are 15 consonant phonemes in Mamasa: Ipl, It/, /kI, f?1, /b/, Id/, IgI, Im/,
In/, Irj/, N, lt], lsi, Iwl, and Iy/. Of these, all but f?1 can fill the onset position of the
syllable. The same is true for morpheme initial consonants although Irj/, Iwl, Iyl are
rather rare.

10 The only occurrence of the syllable type CVC before a syllable beginning
with a vowel is when the CVC syllable is a morpheme ending with a glottal stop.

H Notice the absence of VC.V and VC.VC in the above list of juxtaposed
syllables.

12 Except if the following morpheme is -an in which case the glottal stop
sibilantization rule of section 6.2.9 applies.
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Table 8: Intrarnorphemic Consonant Sequences

p t k ? b d g m n lJ Irs w y
p pp
t tt
k kk
? ?b ?d ?g ?I
b
d
s
m mp mb mm
n nt nd nn
lJ IJk Ug UU
I II
r rr
s 58
w
Y

Ippl lappa?1 appa?] 'four'
Ittl Itettek/ tEtteK] 'hour'
/kkJ /basikki?1 basikki"] 'narrow'
f?bl /la?bo?1 hi?bo?] 'machete'
j?d/ Ipa?del pa?de] 'lost'
f?gj Ita?ga?1 ta?ga?) 'take in pawn'
f?fJ /la?laIJ! Ui?lan] 'umbrella'
1mpI lampal ampo] 'grandchild'
Imbl /ambun/ ambun 1 'fog'
Imm/ /mammi? I rnamml"] 'delicious'
Inti l~untu?1 ~untu?) 'thunder'
Ind/ Imdel inde] 'this'
Inn! /kanniIJ! kannin] 'eyebrow'
InkJ Idankan! daIJkan) 'hand span'
Ing/ langa! anga] 'only'
Inn! Ipanna1a?1 p'alJIJala?] 'forest'
/Ii! lillo1J/ 11l~J 'nose'
/rrl Itorrol t6rro] 'dwell'
Issl Jissorj/ issog] 'mortar'

From the above chart and list of examples we see a rather uneven distribution of
co-occurring consonant phonemes. We see that nasals occur only with homorganic
stops or as geminate clusters. The same is generally true for non-nasal consonants
as well, that is, they co-occur only as geminate clusters or as the second segment in
a nasal homorganic stop sequence. The one exception to this is the glottal stop j? I,
which occurs before a few voiced consonants.
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Only four consonant phonemes can occur word finally in Mamasa: /kI, PI, InI,
and /TJ!. Morpheme finally these same four consonants are found with the addition
of Iml which IS found in the prefix urn- and the infix -urn-.

The consonant phonemes can occur in sequence intramorphemically as
illustrated in the following chart.



Table 9: Consonant Phoneme Distribution

word word gemin. nasal follow word
initial medial clust, stop cl glottal final

# V V C.C N.C ?C - #-
Ip! + + + + - -
It! + + + + - -
/kJ + + + + - +J?/ - - - - - +
fbI + + - + + -Id/ + + - + + -Ir) + + - + + -/m/ + + + + - -In! + + + + - +/IJI + + + + - +
IJI + + + - + -
/T/ . + + + - - -
lsI + + + - - -
/wl + + - - - -
Iy/ + + - - - -

The consonant phonemes can occur in sequence intermorphemically as
illustrated in the chart below.

Table 10: Intermorphemic Consonant Sequences

p t k ? b d g m n lJ Irs w y
P
t
k kp kt kk km kn
? ?p ?t?k ?b?d ?m?n ?I?r?s ?w
b
d
g
m mp mt rnk mb md rng ml mr IDS
n np nt nk nb nd nm nn nl nr ns
lJ lJP Ut Uk lJb Ud u& urn un Ul Ur Us
I
r
s
w
y
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The distribution of the consonant phonemes within the morpheme are
summarized in the following chart:
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The above phonemic sequences are affected by several phonological processes: k-
weakening, glottal strengthening, nasal assimilation, n-deletion (san-), and leI
replacement of Id!. Below is a list of the affected sequences and their phonetic
realizations: .

/kpl ---> ?p]
/kt! --> ?t]
/krnI _a> ?m]
/kn/ ---> ?n]
j?k/ -> kk]
Imt! --- > nt]
Imk/ --- > ukj
Imd! --> nd
Img) --> ~Imf! ---> II
Imrl ---> rr
Imsl ---> ss
llip~ --:> mp]
Ink! --- > Uk]
Inbl --- > mb]
Inm! --- > mm]
InV ---> ~l .
Inri . --- > rr
Insl ---> 58

lup/ --> m~], ~p]Inti --> nt , [t
ITjb/ --- > m], b]
/Tjd! ---> nd], [d]
ITjrn/ ---> m]
ITjn/ --- > ~ITjV -- > 11 , [I
ITjrl ---> rr , f~
ITjs/ ---> ssj, ~j

The following examples illustrate the above co-occurrences. Where two
phonetic realizations exist two examples are given.

/kpl !bossik-pa-i/ b6ssi?pi] 'still wet'
/ktl /manuk-ta/ mamJ1tal 'your chicken'
/kkI /beluak-ku/ beluakku] 'my hair'
/krnI /millik-mo-i/ milli?mi] 'already awake'
/kn/ /manuk-na/ mamJ?na 'his chicken'
j?pl Ima?-pikki/ ma?pikki 'to think'
j?t/ Ima?-tappi/ ma?tappi 'to winnow'
j?k/ Ima?-kada/ makkada 'to speak'
j?b/ Ima?-baluk/ ma?balu ] 'LO sdl'
f?d/ Irna?-dama/ ma?dama] 'to work'
j?m/ Iboyo?-mo-i/ b6yo?mi] 'already tired'
f?n/ Ima?-nasul ma?nasu] 'to cook'
f?V Ima?-lambuk/ ma?lambuR:] 'to pound (rice)'
f?rl Ima?-rusun/ ma?rusunl 'to push'
f?s/ Ima?-surru?1 ma?suiTu"] 'to suck'



f?wl Ima?-wai-wai/ matwaiwal] . 'to play with water'
Impl lum-peanl umpean) 'to look for'
Imt/ lum-teka"?-i-na?1 unteka"ma?j 'I climb something'
Imk/ luin-kela?/ UlJkela?~ 'to bite something'
Imbl lum-base-i1 umbasei 'to wash it'
Imdl lum-dasi?-i/ undasi?i 'to sew it'
Img) lum-garal?a/ u!Jgara~a] 'to make something'
InpI /urari-pa-i/ urampiJ 'still raining'
Inti /pen-tallu/ pantallu] 'third'
Inkl Ipen-karual pelJkarua] 'eighth'
Inbl lpen-buda/ pembuda] 'many times'
Indl Ipen-dual penduan] 'twice'
Inm/ /bulawan-mu/ bulawammu] 'your gold'
InnJ /kurin-na/ kurinna~ 'his/her pot'
InV /pen-lima/ penlima 'fifth'
InrI /den-ra-ka/ dsndaka 'is there'
/nsl Ipen-5a-pulol psssapulo] 'tenth'
Inp/ /man-porb' mamp6ri] 'to tie'

Isan-piak/ sapiak 1 'a piece'
/Ut! /meu-teka?/ menteka"] 'to climb'

/tedong-ta/ ted6taJ 'our buffalo'
/Ukl Ime:n-kayal menkaya] 'to swim'
/nbl Imen-buni/ membuni] 'to hide'

Isan-bulan! sabiilanl 'one month'
IUdl Imen-dio?1 mendio;] 'to bathe'

lsal)-dankan/ sadaqkari] 'one handspan'
/ng) /men-gayaTJ! mengayalJ) 'to. stab'
/nrn/ Ilo?ban-mo-il 16?bami] 'already empty'
/nn/ lalan-na/ alana] 'his/her rice barn'
/nV ImaIJ-Iamun/ mallamun] 'to inter'

IsaIJ-lolol sal6101 'one log'
InrI /man-reken/ marreksn] 'to count'

IsaIJ-raku/ sarakuJ 'one handful'
IIJsl Ipan-sikola/ passikola 1 'student'

/S8 IJ-Siii sas"'''i] 'one bunch'

5.3 Vowels

Mamasa has five vowels any of which can fill the nucleus of any of the four
syllable patterns. Therefore vowels can occur in sequences representing segments
from two syllables. There are no three vowel sequences within a single morpheme
in Mamasa. The five vowels can occur in the sequences listed in the following
charts (the gaps in the charts are probably accidental due to lack of data). Notice
that sequences of identical vowels are realized phonetically with a weak (lenis)
glottal stop inserted between them.
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13 Underlined sequences in the chart indicate sequences that occur at clitic
boundaries which are marked by = in the examples given.
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Table 11: Intramorphemic Vowel Sequences

i
e
u
a
a

i e u 0 a

--- --- iu io ia
et ee eu eo ea
ui ue uu uo ua
oi oe --- - oa
at ae au ao aa

liu! /liu/ liu) 'continual'
liol Idiol dio] 'there'
lia/ Isial sial 'salt'
leil IfJeil fJe~ 'place'
leel /deen/ de En] 'there is'
leu! Ireu/ reu 1 'type of grass'
leal Ipeol peO] 'loincloth'
leal Ikeara?j keafa"] 'angry'
luil Imuil mui] 'although'
luel /bue/ bue] 'bean'
luu/ Isuun/ s(('un] 'to come out'
luol Ituol tuo] 'to live'
lua/ /banual ban6a] 'house'
foil /doi?I d6i?1 'money'
loe/ ,'bentoen! bentoen] 'star'
loal /lanoa?/ lalJoa?] 'to yawn'
lail /bainel baine] 'woman'
lae/ Itae?j tae?] 'no'
lau/ Idaun/ dauri] 'lear
laol /balao/ balao] 'rat'
laa/ lillaan/ illa""an] 'inside'

Table 12: Intermorphemic Vowel Sequences'I

1
e
u
o
a

i e u 0 a

11 .ig iu ]0 ]a
ei gg --- gQ ea
UI yg uu uo ua
oi ~- 00 oa
ai ae au ao aa

lii/ /di-ira? I IdiAffa?l 'to be sliced'
lief linde#doti ::;:e/ inde#d6tie] 'this spotted buffalo'
liu/ Idi-ui?/ diui?] 'to be put under'
fiof /di-ola/ diola] 'to be made to go'



5.4 Consonant and vowel co-occurrence restrictions

Glottal stop never occurs before a vowel within a root since it is never found
syllable initial tn Mamasa, Besides this one restriction there 00 not seem to be co-
occurrence restrictions relating to vowels and consonants. The only gaps in the
data are legf, lug/, Iwol, lowl, lwu/, lweI, lewl, lyiI, leyl, and Iye/. Each of these pairs
involves a TgI,Iwl, or Iyl all of which are relatively rare.

6. PHONOWGICAL PROCESSES

To facilitate our discussion of Mamasa phonological processes we will consider
these processes in three groups: . those which occur within individual morphemes,
those which involve prefixes, and those which involve suffixes and enclitics.

6.1 Processes that occur within individual morphemes

There are five phonological processes in Mamasa that don't involve segments
interacting across morpheme boundaries.

6.1.1 Unreleased word final k

Word final /kJ is realized as the unreleased voiceless velar stop [k].. Thus the
following rule can be written:

k-unreleased;
/kJ -> (-release] I #

/beluak/ --- > [beluak] 'hair'
/bossikl --- > [b6ssiK] 'wet'
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lia! Idi-annal dianna) 'to be stored'
leil /ka-mase-i/ kamasei] 'to pity'
leel linde =el indeAe) 'this'
leal Ipole = 01 poleo] 'once again'
leal /ke-anak/ ke{mak) 'to have children'
luil 1mu-issan/ muissan] 'you understand'
luel linde#tau =el inde#t3ue] 'this person'
luu! Iku-uduk/ ku.•..uduK] 'I smell (something)'
luol Imu-olal mu6la] 'you ~o'
lual Iku-allil . kuallil 'I buy
loil Idi-allo-il dialloi] 'it is dried in the sun'
lee! lampe =el ameoe] 'this grandchild'
1001 ·/dio = 01 dio 0] 'that there'
loal Ina-pa-torro-an/ napatorroan] 'they left (it) for (them)'
lail Ina-Ital naita] 'he/she sees
lael Irna-ela?1 maela"] 'slowly'
lau! /na-uran-i-nav/ naurannina"] 'I got rained on'
lao/ Ita-ola! ta6la] 'you (honor.) go'
laa! Ina-andel na.•..ande] 'he/she eats'
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6.1.2 Diphthongisation

If the phoneme Ia! occurs syllable finally' in the antepenult before a vowel
initial penult the Ia! and the following vowel will coalesce producing a diphthong.

diphthongisation:

laYI ---> [aV] 1_ (C)(-)(C)V

Diphthongisation is ordered before stress placement.

/bainel Itosae-ku/ Ibue-ku/
Diphth ba'ne tosas-ku _
stress ba'ne tosas-ku bue-ku
SF [ba'ne] [tosasku] [bueku]

~woman' ~myguest' ~mybeans'

Notice in the above examples the sequence lail diphthongizes while the sequence
lue! does not since the initial vowel is not Ia! as required by the rule.

6.1.3 E-Iaxing

The phoneme leI is laxed to [E] in closed syllables except before the consonants
[k], [g], [IJ], and [?].

e-laxing:

I C { 41 }leI ----> [-tense] I [+anterior] C
/

Note that the consonants [w) and [y] are also [-anterior] but do not occur syllable
final in Mamasa,

/benna/ ---> IbEnna] 'who'
Isesse?1 ---> sssse? 'torn'
/karuen/ ---> kanisri] 'afternoon'
/meq-keppez/ ---> meIJkEppe?] 'to stick'

6.1.4 Vowel deletion

When two identical vowels occur in a sequence within a word the second vowel
of the pair will be deleted if the word is not phonological phrase final. This
process can be seen in the following alternations:

1) /suun/ 'come out':

(
ta?pa#sla"'un] 'hasn't come out yet'
sun#illam#mai#dapo?] 'came out from the kitchen'
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2) /deen/ 'there is';

[tae?#de ....En] 'there isn't any'
[dEndaka#sia] . 'is there any salt?'

3) lillaan! 'inside':

(
deuan#illa ....anJ 'is inside'
sun#ilhim#mai#dapo?] 'came out from the kitchen'

4) /baa/ 'bring'

[aka mUbaAal 'what are you bringing?'
[umbana?#pare] 'I am bringing field rice'

vowel deletion:

V / V #
[n feature] ---> 0/ [n feature] ee)-

I
Vowel deletion applies to words that are non-phonological phrase final.

,
underlying form /suun#illaan#maV /um-baa-na?/
nasal assimilation suun#illaam#mai um-baa-na?
stress suun#illaam#mai urn-baa-ria?
vowel deletion s6n#illam#mai um-ba-na?
surface form (sun#illam#mail Jumbana?j

come out from inside' 1 bring'

Note that vowel deletion must follow stress placement.

There is another approach that could be taken instead of vowel deletion to
account for this alternation. Campbell (this volume:32) notes in his study of PUS
that one syllable words are rare in PUS and that when spoken in isolation generally
undergo a process of vowel repetition and the insertion of a weak glottal stop
between the repeated vowels. He posits the following rule:

vowel repetition:

- cons
- cont
- anterior

j eve # ---> 1 2 3 - coronal 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 - voice

+ weak

Vowel repetition applies to words spoken in isolation.

A similar vowel repetition rule could be posited for Mamasa with the
restriction that it operates only on phonological phrase final words. If such a rule



- consonan
- cont
- anterior
- coronal
- voice
+ weak

underlying form */den/ ·/sun/
vowel repetition. de"'en Asu un
e-laxing de"'En

de"'En ,'"stress su un
surface form [de"'En] [su....un]

Here we do not posit a rule like the above but instead argue for the longer
form of the words beinlthe underlying form. The alternation between [iIIan] and
[iJJa"'an] is revealing: 1 if the underlying form is -Iillanl the vowel repetition rule
as stated above would ave no effect on it since it is a two syllable word; and 2)
the stress on the surface form [illan] is on the final syllable, which is a violation of
the stress rule, therefore the deletion of at least the nucleus of the final syllable
must have taken place. From this we can conclude that the underlying form for the
pair is lillaanl. This conclusion seems to be further supported by the existence of
the forms [illalan] and [delJan] which alternate with lilla"'an] and [de"'En] in the
data. It seems more likely that these variations would occur if the underlying forms
were those with the double vowels. .

Also when the intramorphemic co-occurrence of vowels is considered we are
led to believe that any of the vowels may occur in a two vowel sequence in
Mamasa (assuming for the moment that those sequences not found to date are just
gaps in the data). To posit the above rule would eliminate all sequences of like
vowels from the list of possible co-occurring vowels. To do so does not seem to be
justified since another way to account for the data exists.

One further item of interest is ·that the cognates of Mamasa /ba~a/ and /su~un/
are /ba~a/ and Isu~un/ in PUS which would seem to indicate that the longer version
of these words, that is not -/ba/ and */sunl, existed in the proto language from
which both Mamasa and PUS have descended (proto-Sa'danf), Mills (1975) lists
the forms ·(b)a(b)a 'carry', -su(b)un 'to come out, emerge', as well as -dia(n)
'there is', and (dr)alim 'inside' as the reconstructions of these words in Proto South
Sulawesi.

6.1.5 Weak glottal insertion

This rule is closely related to the previous rule, in that, it too operates on
identical vowel sequences within the word, but it only operates on those sequences
found in phonological phrase final words.

weak glottal insertion:

o --->

Mamasa

were posited it would have to be ordered before e-laxing and the stress rule as the
following examples show: .

/
/

/ [a
/

v V
feature] [a feature]

phonological phrase

79
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6.2 Processes involving morpheme boundaries

Before we can posit any rules that operate at the morpheme boundary between
prefix and stem we must make some decisions regarding the underlying form of
various prefixes, Consider the following data:

busuk] • mambusuk] 'wash clothes'
pana] - mampana] 'shoot an arrow'
dio] - mandio] 'bathe'
t6nu] • mant6nu] 'burn' .
gayang] - maqgayang] 'stab'
kali] • mankali] 'dig'
rekEn] • maffeksn] 'count'
Iamun] - mallamun] 'inter (buryy
sapu] • massap.ul 'sweep
alIi] - mafJfJalli 'buy'

From this data we conclude that the underlying form of the verbal prefix is ImafJ-l.
The final Irj/ assimilates to the point of articulation of the following consonant
except in the case of continuants, in which case it completely assimilates to the
following consonant. When maIJ- is followed by a stem that begins with a vowel
the final Irj/ of the prefix geminates. This same process occurs with the other nasal
final prefixes: meIJ-, paIJ-, pey-, pen-, um-, saQ-, and an- (although the prefix say-
does not full)' follow this general pattern). ThIS set of changes is by no means rare
in the world s languages. A similar process is found in English regarding the prefix
in-, which yields words such as impossible, indeterminate, incongruous, inability,
irregular, and illegal (Hyman (1975:90). We posit two rules to capture the above
process: nasal assimilation, and nasal gemination.

6.2.1 Nasal assimilation

Morpheme final nasals assimilate to the point of articulation of following stops
and nasals. If the following consonant is a continuant then the nasal totally
assimilates to that continuant.

nasal assimilation:

underlying form Ideen/ Isuun/
e-laxing deen -----
weak glottal de"'En su''un
stress de"'en s6Aun
surface form Ide"'Enl Is6"'un]

there is' come out'

[+N]--->

a anterior
tJ coronal

~
+ co.ntinuant)

Y VOice
lateral

I
I
I
I
I
I -
1_

C
a anterior
Il coronal

<
+ co.ntinuant)
Y voiceo lateral
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This rule applies intermorphemically as well as across word boundaries within the
phrase.

/maq-busuk/ [mambusuk] 'to wash clothes'

/maq-reken/ [maffeksn] 'to count'

/am-teka-i-nav/ [untekaina"] 'I climb'

/kurin-mu/ [kurimmu] 'your pot'

/turun sia-mo-i/ [tulus siami] 'he really came down'

/kayu randan [kayu randam
ma-Iankav-na/ malauka?na] 'the tallest tree'

Nasal assimilation is ordered before e-laxing in a feeding relationship.

under. form /meu-teka?-na?1
nasal assim. men-tekav-na?

- e-laxing msn-tekav-na?
stress men-tekav-na?
surface form Im€nteka?na?l

Iam climbing

6.2.2 Nasal gemination

When a prefix ending with a nasal is followed by a stem beginning with a
vowel the nasal geminates.

nasal gemination:

(+ nasal] - V ---> 1 1 2 3
123

where 2 = morpheme boundary between prefix and stem

/um-ande-nav/ -- > umrnandena"] 'I eat (a banana)'
/um-iru?-na?/ --> ummffu?na?] 'I drink (coffee)
/mau-alli/ -- > mauuallil 'to buy'
/mau-ula? / ---> malJlJula"l 'to follow'
/meu-amma?/ ---> meUlJamma?] 'to swallow'
/pau-allo-na/ ---> paUIJall6naj 'her/his laundry'
/pau-iru?-an/ ---> palJnirusan 'food served with drink'
/pen-appav/ ---> peririappa? 'fourth time'
/san-allol ---> sauualJo] 'a day'
/salJ-issi?I ---> salJlJissi?] 'a slice'



--> (2)

1. IsaglJanOl 'one day'
2. saIJIJissi1] 'one slice'
3. salJklloJ 'one kilogram/kilometer'
4. sagkalebu] 'one whole round thing'

When the prefix salJ- precedes a (-back] consonant initial stem the Irj/ is deleted as
the following examples show:

1. sapiak] 'on piece'
2. sabulan] 'one month'
3. sataun] 'one year'
4. sadaQkan] 'one hand span'
5. sasi?]] 'one bunch (of bananas)'
6. sa1610] 'one log'
7. saraku 1 'one handful'

Therefore the. following rule must be posited in a bleeding order relationship with
nasal assimilation.

n-deletion (salJ-):

prefix

+ nasal
+ back

6.2.3 g-deletion (salJ-):

The prefix sasj- 'one' is consistent with the established pattern for prefixes
ending in a nasal when it precedes a vowel initial or [+ back] consonant initial
stem:

#

c
+ continuant
- voice

v
(+ low]

C
-[-back]

IsaIJ-miIJgu/ --- > samingu] 'a week'
IsaIJ-piaki ---> saPiakl 'a piece'
/saIJ-boIJi/ ---> saooIJi 'one night'
/saIJ-taun! -- > sataun 'one year'
IsaIJ-daIJkan! --- > sadagkan) 'one handspan'
/salJ-raku?/ --- > saraku?] 'one handful'
/san-Ioiol --- > sa1610] 'one log'

The need for rule ordering can be seen if the following words are considered:

U. form IsaIJ-taun/ ImeIJ-tia?1 IsaIJ-lolol Irnag-Iamun!
IJ-del. sa-taun ------ sa-lola ---------
N. assim, ------- men-ria? ------- maJ-Jamun
e-laxing ------ men-ria? ------- ---------
stress sa-taun men-ria? sa-1610 mal-lamun
surface Isataunl JrnEntia?] Isa1610] Imallamun]

one year' to fly' one log' to bury'
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Another solution to this alternation between rsa-] and [saIJ·}would be to posit
lse-] as the underlying form of the morpheme with a velar nasa insertion rule that
operates before both vowel initial and back consonant initial words. This solution
does not seem to be well motivated with regards to the latter group. Also, the
positing of Isa!).J as the underlying form is further supported by the existence of
forms such as [saubua] 'one fruit' and [saqpatti] 'one case' in Toraja.

6.2.4 Final luJ deletion

Word finalluJ is deleted when followed by a suffix, clitic, or word that begins
with a [·back] consonant. This rule is very similar to the JIJ/ deletion rule for the
prefix say-. .

final-q deletion:

SUffix, enclitic
<word>

The effects of this rule are most often seen with the addition of the possessive
suffixes and the enclitics -mo and ·pa. Here we choose as an example several
possessed nouns.

U. form ItedoIJ-kul ItedoIJ·mul /tedon-na'
final-n del. •••••••• tedo-rnu tedo-na
stress tedoq-ku tedo-mu tedo-na
surface form JtedolJku] Jtedomul Jted6na]

my buffalo' your buffalo' his/her
buffalo'

This rule is also observed across word boundaries as the following example shows.

IdelJan#di-kua#boua#sarolJ#manikl
Ideuan#dikua#boIja#saro#maniR]
there is (another) called bonga sarong manik (a type of water buffalo)'

6.2.5 Nasal insertion before possessives

Possession in Mamasa is marked by the addition of one of the following
possessive pronoun suffixes to the possessed nominal word:

-ku first person singular possessive
-mu second person singular possessive
-na third person (singular and plural) possessive
-ki first person plural exclusive possessive
-ta first person plural inclusive possessive
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When the nominal word ends in Iii or lui a nasal is added. This nasal corresponds
in point of articulation with the initial consonant of the possessive suffix. Some. of
the stems that end in Ia/ also are affected by this rule. Sterns that end in leI or 101
are never affected

N-insertion.i.u.a

possessive suffix
NOTE: Some words ending with Ia/ are not affected by this rule and will have
to be marked as exceptions in the lexicon.

This rule must ordered before nasal assimilation as the following derivations show.

U. form
N-insertion:
nasal assim.
stress
surface form

/punti-rnu/
puntiN-rnu
puntim-mu
puntim-mu

Ipuntimmu]
your banana'

lasu-ku/
asubl-ku
asug-ku
asuIJ-ku

Iasuukul
my dog

Below are the derivations of two la/-final nominal words. One word, banua
'house' is affected, while the other sola 'friend' is not affected and will have to be
marked in the lexicon.

underlying form
N-insertion:a
nasal assirn,
stress
surface form

/banua-na/
banuaN-na
banuan-na
banuan-na

{banminna]
his/her house'

Isola-na/

sola-na
{solana]
his/her friend'

For comparative purposes the following two lists of common Ia/ final words are
provided:

1) Words undergoing nasal insertion before possessive suffixes;

/banua/
/lima/
IsaQa/
ItahIJa/
/ro-ma-tua/

'house'
'hand'
'name'
'ear'
'parents'
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"'"'
+ back
- voice

2

C
a coronal

- a back

1

v
- [- low] ---> 1 1 2 3

3

where 2 = boundary between either stem and
suffix, or word and enclitic

-cons
-back

k-weakening:

2) Words not undergoing nasal insertion before possessive suffixes:

/balal 'fence'
/bual 'fruit'
Iposal 'cat'
Iragal 'ball'
Iraral 'blood'
Isola! 'friend'
/talana/ 'pants'

6.2.6 Consonant gemination

Above we discussed nasal gemination of prefix final nasals before vowel-initial
words. A similar process takes place at the boundary between consonant final
stems/words and vowel initial suffixes and clitics, Remember that the only
consonants found word final in Mamasa are: InI, /rJ/t /kit and f?I. All of these but
PI will geminate' when occurring before suffix or clitic initial Iii, lei, or 10/.
Regarding the vowels Ial and lui two things must be noted: In/t Irj/, and /k/ do not
geminate before the suffix -an (which is the only la/-initial suffix or c1itic in
Mamasa), and there are no lui-initial suffixes or clitics in Mamasa. .

consonant gemination:

Mamasa

--->
/
/--

-
#

c
-[- back]

/intin-o/ ---> itinno] 'that'
linde#manuk-el ---> inde#manukke] 'this chicken'
linde#tedolJ-el -.; > inde#tedolJlJe] 'this buffalo'
lpa-indan-i-na?1 ---> paindanninav] 'loan me'
Ipa-randuk-il ---> pafandukki] 'it began'

6.2.7 /k/ weakening

If a stem final /k/ is followed by a suffix, clitic, or word (within the phrase) that
has an initial non-back consonant, then the /kI is weakened to a glottal stop.
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c
+ back
- voice

Imanuk-mu/ -- > ImamJ?mu]
/beluak-na/ . ---> belua?na]
Imillik-mo-i/ ---> milli?miJ
lanak#dara/ ---> ana?#dara]

6.2.8 Glottal stop strengthening

This rule is the reverse of the previous rule, in that, a gloual stop is
'strengthened' to [k] when it occurs before a suffix, clitic, or word initial /k/.

glottal stop strengthening:

-cons
-back --->

c
+ back
- voice /

/_-
-
#

'my chicken'
'her hair'
'he is already awake'
'young woman'

or /?/ ---> [k] / _
-
# Ikl

/dl-pat-kaluntebav-an/ ---> [dipakkaluntebasan] 'to put up a propeller for'

/ben-na?#kaol ---> [bsnnaksskao] 'give (it) to me'

6.2.9 Glottal stop sibilantization

When the benefactive suffix -an, the nominalizing suffix -an, or the
nominalizing confix pal)- -an is added to a word ending in a ~lottal stop the glottal
stop is replaced with lsI. The following rather unnatural rule JS posited:

glottal sibilantization:

I?I ---> [5] / -[lanl
sUffix

/na-dasit-an-nav/ ---> InadasiSanna?l 'she sewed for me'
/na-bayav-an-nav/ ---> nabayasanna'[] 'she pays for me'
liru?-an/ --- > irusal!J 'glass, cup'
IpalJ-iru?-an/ ---> palJlJlrusan] 'food served with drink'

Of course another possible solution would be to treat the [s] as the underlying
form and posit the following rule:I"

lsI ---> [?] 1 ~_ #

14 Mills (1975:97) notes that in Sa'dan (Toraja) a similar rule probably depicts
what happened historically by analogy.
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The form -of the aspectual clitics -mo, -pa, and -ra are modified when followed
by the person marking clitics -nar, -kan, -k;?, -ko, and -i as illustrated in the
following table:

a-deletion:

v / V
[+ low] ---> 0 / [+ low] -

suffix

+ nasal
+ anterior
+ coronal

U. form /na-ala-an-nav/ /na-po-pe-baa-an-i/
a-deletion na-ala-n-na? na-po-pe-baa-n-i
consonant gem. na-po-pe-baa-n-ni
stress na-ala-n-na? na-po-pe-baa-n-ni
vowel deletion na-po-pe-ba-n-ni
surface form {naAalanna?l {napopebanni]

he got. (it) {or me' she sent it to her'

6.2.11 Modifications to the clitics -mo, -pa and -ra

But this is to be rejected for two reasons: 1) another rule would have to be added
to account for the 'appearance' of the glottal before suffixes and clitics beginning
with consonants or vowels other than /aI, and 2) native speakers view the glottal as
the underlying form.

6.2.10 /a/ deletion

When the benefactive suffix -an is preceded by a stem final/a/ then the vowel
of the suffix is deleted.

Table 13: Aspectual and Person Marking Clitics

1s Ip.ex le.in 2s ~s/pl
na? kan kl? ko 1

rna mo? rnokan miki? moko mi.

pa pa? pakan piki? poko pi

fa ra? rakan riki? roko n

From this table three generalizations can be made:
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1) The segments In! and Ia! are deleted from the clitic -na? when it follows
the aspectual clities -mo, -pa, and -ra.

underlying form /uni-ande-mo-nav/ Isae-pa-na?1
nasal gemination umm-ande-mo-na? ----------
na-deletion umm-ande-mo- ? sae-pa- ?
stress umm-ande-mo-? sae-pa- ?
surface form (ummandemo?] (saepa?]

I already ate' I came and am still. here'

2) The vowels Ia! and 101 in the aspect clitic harmonize with the vowels in
the person marker clitic. Note that these vowels don't harmonize with
Ia/, as evidenced by the form [mokan] in the above table.

Underlying form /la-lao-ra-ko-ka/ Ila-Iao-mo.ki? -ka/
vowel haromony la-lao-ro-ko-ka la-lao-ml-kiv-ka
stress la-lao-ro-ko-ka la-lao-mi-kit-ka
surface form palaorokoka] JIalaomiki?ka]

are you going?' do we already want
to leave?'

3) The vowel of the aspect elitic is deleted when followed by the third person
marking clitic.

underlying form /dadi-mo-i/ Imanka-pa-i/
vowel del. clitic dadi-m-i manka-p-i
stress dadi-rn-i manka-poi
surface form rdadimi] JmaiJkapi]

it's already done' later when it is finished'

6.3 Rule ordering

In the above discussion of Mamasa phonological processes we have made
reference to rule ordering a number of times. The following chart shows which
rules are ordered rules. Only those rules shown connected by A-B are actually
ordered with respect to each other. All other rules are placed on the chart
arbi trarily.



+ delayed release
+ high

1. lJ-del:salJ

2. N-insertion

3. final IJ-del:

4. nasal assim,

5. e-laxing

6. diphthongisation

7. a-deletion

8. stress placement

9. vowel deletion

10. weak glottal insert

11. ?-sibilantization

12. k-weakening

13. ?-strengthening

14. nasal gemination

15. final consonant gemination

16. k-unrelease

7. FREE VARIATION

Some speakers of Mamasa will pronoun the phoneme It! as [c) when it occurs
before Iii.

c
- cantin
+ coronal
- voice --->

Table 14: Ordered Rules

1
1_-

V
+high
-back

Ipunti/ -- > [punti] - (punci] 'banana'

/andora? tina/ ---> [andora? tina) - [andora? cina] 'potato'
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8. FEATURES OF FAST SPEECH

To date only two features of fast speech have been detected. Above we
formulated a rule that stated that the 1m! III the prefix um- would geminate before
vowel initial words. In fast speech this sequence of lum-I plus vowel initial word is
sometimes realized as [m] plus the word. For example, instead of lum-andel
becoming [ummande] we occasionally find [rnande] in fast speech. Apparently this
is what Van der Veen had reference to when he stated that Mamasa regularly has
the prefix m- corresponding to Sa'dan un- (Mills (1975:104)).

. The other feature of fast speech is that the first person singular pronoun kao is
often reduced to [k6].

9. ADAPTATION OF LOAN WORDS

Mamasa, like most languages, has borrowed a segment of its lexicon from other
languages. Almost exclusively these borrowings have been channeled through
Malayllndonesian although their origin is Sanskrit, Arabic, Dravidian, Dutch, and
other languages. The education of the young seems to have affected the borrowing
process. As more people became educated in the national language there was less
adaptation done to the Malayllndonesian loan words. An example of this is the
Indonesian word gereja 'church'. It has been reported that the older generation
said [gareda 1, but now everyone uses the Indonesian pronunciation. The tendency
to keep the Malay/Indonesian pronunciation of a borrowed word has been applied
rather unevenly, therefore the adaptation of loan words from Malay/lndonesian into
Mamasa does not follow a rigid set of rules, but nevertheless a few generalizations
can be made.

9.1 Replacement of Malayllndonesian e (schwa)

Generally first syllable Malay/Indonesian e (schwa) is replaced by Ia!:

Indonesian

eelana talana] 'pants'
gereja gareda-rereja] 'church'
pendeta pandita 'minister'
selimut salimu? 'blanket'
sembahyang sambayau] 'pray'
sepatu sapatu J 'shoe'
terigu tarigu] 'flour'

The one exception to the above is when the Malay/Indonesian e (schwa) occurs
between lsi and /k/, in which case it is replaced by Iii: .
Indonesian Marnasa

sekolah [(pas )sikola( an)] 'school t

sekop [sikupaq] 'shovel'
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9.2 Replacement of final consonants

Generally word final stops that do not conform to the Mamasa constraint
regarding word final consonants are changed to a glottal stop.

Indonesian Mamasa
adat ada"] 'customary law'
duit d6i?) 'money'
Kamis kami"] 'Thursday'
langsat lasa?] 'kind of fruit'
liter lite"] 'liter'
meter mete?] 'meter'
poor . pild?] 'think'
selimut salimu"] 'blanket'
tamat tamma1] 'graduate'

There are some exceptions to this rule:

Indonesian Mamasa
kapal Ikappala?j 'ship'
sekop sikupalJ] 'shovel'
tomat tamrnaie] 'tomato'

9.3 Replacement of Malay/Indonesian j

Indonesian /j/ is replaced by Id/ in Mamasa:

Indonesian Mamasa
~ereja Igareda-gereja) 'church'
jambu dambul 'kind of fruit'
Jumat duma? 'Friday'
puji piidi] 'praise'

9.4 Other loan words

Beside the above regular changes there are a number of idiosyncratic changes
such as the following:

Indonesian Mamasa
baju bayu] 'clothes'
sapi sapiIJ] 'cow'
gula ~611a] 'sugar'
waktu auu] 'time'
kacanz goreng saIJgoreIJ] 'peanut' ('fried peanut')
reken'" - reken] 'count' (Dutch reken 'count')



10. COMPARISONS WITH NEIGHBORING' DIALECfS AND LANGUAGES

As stated in the introduction this paper reflects the phonology of the northern
dialect of the Mamasa language. In this section an attempt will be made at
comparing the phonology of this northern dialect with the other dialects and
language areas that surround it.

10.1 Other dialects of Mamasa

I have yet to make a detailed study of the dialectical variations within the
Mamasa language. Any comments here must be taken as preliminary. As
mentioned in the introduction to this eaper, Mamasa consists of three dialects
based on lexica-statistics. The most stnking phonological difference between the
northern dialect (Kecamatan Mamasa) and the southern two dialects is the absence
of the homorgamc nasal-stop sequences Impl, Inti, and 1r.Jk/ in the latter. In their
stead are found the geminates Ipp/, Itt/, and /kkI. Most likely related to this is the
absence of the N-insertion before possessives rule (also called Veen's rule by Sirk
(1988:285)) in those areas that lack the homorganic nasal-stop sequence.

Other aspects of the phonology that are known to vary throughout the Mamasa
lan~uage area are: 1) in some areas stem final lui is not deleted before suffix or
clitic initial l- back] consonants, 2) the replacement of the phoneme Iyl with IdZl, 3)
the use of the form -makan (clitic; perfective first person plural exclusive) in the
middle and southern dialects whereas the northern dialect uses the form -mokan,
and 4) the lack of deletion of Irj/ in the prefix say- (one) before [- back)
consonants.

10.2 Toraj a and PUS

The Mamasa language area is bounded on the east by the Toraja language
area Sande and Stokhof (1977:21) mention in .their article on the phonology of the
Kesu' dialect that there are ten Toraja dialects which vary in (subjphonemic
variation and lexicon. Valkama on the other hand lists only five To raja dialects but
his conclusions are based on differences in the lexicon alone. According to
Valkama (1987:125) the northern and middle dialects of Mamasa relate to Toraja
as a whole with an average of 84.9% lexical similarity. He also notes that the
Toraja areas geographically closest to Mamasa relate to Mamasa with a higher
percentage (for example their Balla word list related to the northern and middle
Mamasa dialects with an average of 90% lexical similarity), whereas those areas
geographically further away from Mamasa (such as the prestigeous Kesu' dialect)
relate to Mamasa with a lower percentage (Kesu' being 80.6% on average with
wordlists collected from the northern and middle Mamasa dialects). Of all the
Toraja dialects the Kesu' dialect has received the most linguistic attention.
Therefore the comparisons made in this section will be between the. northern
dialect of Mamasa and the Kesu' dialect of Toraja unless otherwise noted (data
from Salombe (1982) and Sande and Stokhof (1977).

To the west of the Mamasa language area is the Pitu Ulunna Salu (PUS)
subfamily of languages consisting of PUS (also known as Bambam), Aralle-
Tabulahan, Ulumanda', and Pannei. Of these languages PUS is the most closely
related linguistically. It is also the closest geographically. According to Stremrne
(1987:25) the PUS language has on average a 79% lexical similarity with the
Mamasa language. The comparisons in this section will be between the PUS
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language and the northern dialect of Mamasa. Campbell's study of the phonology
of the Salu Mokanam dialect of PUS will be the basis for these comparisons.

10.2.1 Phonemic inventories

Recall that the Mamasa has the following15 consonant phonemes: Ipl, /bl, /wI,
ImI, It/, Id/, N, ttl; In/, lsi, fyI, /kI, 19i, lui, and J?I. The consonant phonemes in .
Toraja are:. /p/, /bl, Im/, It/, leI/, /1/,Irr; In/, lsi, Iy/! /kI, Ig/! Ig/'vand J?I. The consonant
phonemes in PUS are: Ipl, /bl, I~/, ImI,/t/, Id/,/j/ (that IS ldZ/), lsi, In/, /1/, /kI, /g/, /hi,
and Ig/. We see that Toraja lacks the extra bilabial phoneme found in both
Mamasa (/wI) and PUS (/~I), Toraja and Mamasa have lt! whereas PUS has /hi,
Toraja and Mamasa have Iyl whereas PUS has Ij/, also PUS lacks J?I which is found
in both Mamasa and Toraja (note however that [?] does exist in PUS as an
allophone of 1kI).

The vowel phonemes in Toraja are the same five found in Mamasa (JiI, leI, lui,
10/, Ia/). PUS has these five plus I~/.

10.2.2 Distribution

As noted above only four consonant phonemes occur word finally in Mamasa:
/kI, J?/,/n/, and /0/. This same restriction holds for Toraja as well, but in PUS only
/kI and ImI can occur word finally. The following list is illustrative of the
comparisons that can be made across languages (phonetic transcription has been
provided where it differs significantlyfrom the phonemic transcription):

Toraja Mamasa PUS

/beluak/ Jbeluak/ /belwek/ 'hair'
[beluak] [beluai] [belu~?)

Imanuk/ Imanuk/ Im~nek/ 'chicken'
[manui) [manuk] [mcene?]

./bo?bo?1 Jbo?OO?1 /bokbok/ 'cooked rice'
(OO?OO?]

lasag/ lasan/ lasarn/ 'all'

lannanJ lannan/ lannam! 'six'

ItedoTJ! ItedoTJ! Itedom! 'water buffalo'

lilloo/ /illoo/ lill~/ 'nose'

lbaIJkaan/ /baIJkawan/ /baIJka~am/ 'grass roof panel'

luran/ /uran/ luham/ 'rain'



10.2.3 Phonological processes

10.2.3.1 E-Iaxing

In Mamasa the phoneme leI is laxed to [e] in closed syllables except before the
consonants [k], [g], [n], and [?]. There is an sImilar rule in PUS that laxes leI to IE]
except before a nearly identical set of consonants: [k], [n], [?], and [h] (Campbel

(
thiS volume:31). Sande and Stokhof (1977:32) claim that leI is always realized as
e] in the Kesu' dialect of Toraja.

10.2.3.2 Vowel deletion

Perhaps the Mamasa vowel deletion rule and the PUS vowel insertion rule are
two ways of looking at the same phenomenon (refer back to section (6.1.4) for a
full discussion).

10.2.3.3 Weak glottal insertinn

The Mamasa weak glottal insertion rule is contained in the PUS vowel
repetition rule (see sections 6.1.5 and 6.1.4).

10.2.3.4 Nasal assimilation

Generally in Mamasa, Toraja, and PUS, when a morpheme final nasal is
followed by another consonant (excluding glottal stop), the nasal assimilates in one
of the following manners: 1) it the morpheme that contains the nasal is a prefIX
and the following consonant is a continuant then the nasal totally assimilates to that
continuant, 2) if the following consonant is a stop or a nasal than the preceding
nasal will assimilate to the same point of articulation of the following consonant.
This is true for prefIX final nasals as well as for nasals that occur before suffixes and
enclitics. There are some exceptions to this general rule: 1) morpheme final In/
does not assimilate before any consonants in Toraja,15 2) stem final In/ is deleted
before non-back consonants in Mamasa, and 3) there is a deletion rule involving
the nasal in the ~prefIXmeaning 'a, one' in both Mamasa and PUS (san- in Mamasa
and sam- in PUS). In Mamasa the /n/ is deleted before non-back consonants, while
in PUS the 1m! is deleted before non-syllabic phonemes.

Mamasa /tedon-na/ -- > [tedóna] 'his/her buffalo'
Toraj a ItedonMna/ - > tedónna] 'his/her buffalo'
PUS /tedom-na/ --- > tedónna 'his/her buffalo'
Mamasa /san-boni! --- > Isabóni] 'one night'
Toraja /San-boni/ MM_> sanboni] 'one night'
PUS /sam-beni/ --- > sabéni] 'one night'
Mamasa /san-kayu/ > [sankáyuI 'one Jog'
Toraja /san-kayu/ -- > sankáyu 'one log'
PUS /sam-kceju/ __M> sakæju] 'one log'

IS Mills incorrectly makes the generalization that an final consonants do not
show assimilation to suffIX initial consonants in Toraja. He bases his conclusions on
a text recorded by van der Veen. What Mills apparently was unaware of was van
der Veen's decision not to show the assimilation of the phoneme In! in the
orthography for this enviroment (Tammu and van der Veen 1972:xv).
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10.2.3.5 Consonant deletion (PUS)

The above phonological process works on the underlying form of prefixes such
as the Mamasa /um-/ to bring about the surface realizations: [urn], [un], [un], [us],
[ur], and [ul]. This process as applied to prefixes works identically in Mamasa and
Toraja. But in PUS there is an anomaly which gives rise to an extra rule. This
extra rule is a consonant deletion rule that applies only to roots that are marked in
the lexicon (Campbell (this volume:26).Thc; following is an example of this
process in pUS:   

Mamasa PUS
U. form /man-bisak/ /mam-bisæk/
nasal assim. mam-bisak mam-bisæk
cons. del N.A. mam- isæk
k-weakening mam-bisak mam- isæ?
stress mam-bísak mam- ísæ?
surface Imambísak] [mamísæ?l

split wood split wood'

10.2.3.6 N-insertion before possessive suffixes

This seems to be a widespread rule, in that it is found in both PUS (Campbell
(this volume:30)) and Toraja (Salombe (1982:27»), as well as in many other
languages of South Sulawesi (Sirk (1988)).

10.2.3.7 Consonant gemination

It will be recalled that in ~M~amasathe consonants /k/, In/, and /n/ geminate
before suffIxes or clitics with an initial Iii, leI, or 10/. This process is also found in
Toraja, but Salombe does not mention if it occurs with anything other than the
suffix Iii. Salombe (1982:29) states: "Konsonan final (suatu morrem asal) /k/, /nI,
/n/, yang diikuti oleh sufiks -i (sufiks fungsional atau sufiks derivasional), masing-
masing menjadi konsonan /kk/, Inn/, /nn/. " .

There seems to be a counterpart to this rule in PUS, Campbell's 'm:n-
gemination' (this volume:29). His rule states that: "whenever 1m! is followed by an
affix, clitic, or word boundary which is in turn followed by a vowel; the 1m!
geminates becoming [nn]. "

10.2.3.8 IK/ weakening

In Mamasa when a /kI is followed by a suffix or clitic that begins with a non-
back consonant the /k/ is 'weakened' to a glottal stop /?I. There is a generalized
version of this rule in PUS, where it includes all syllable final /k/ (Campbell (this
volume:22) ).

10.2.3.9 Glottal stop sibilantization

When /?I occurs before the suffix -an the glottal is replaced with [s]. This may
seem like a rather strange rule but there are SImilar rules ,in, the same environment
in both PUS and Toraja. In PUS /kI changes to [s] (Campbell (this volume:23)),
while in ~Toraja /?I changes to [r] except if Ir/ occurs previously in the word, in

. which case it changes to [s] (Salombe (1982:30)~.
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10.2.3.10Ia/-deletion

Salombe (1982:30) includes this same process in his list of rules that operate at
stem and suffix boundaries in Toraja. He writes: "Sufiks derivasional -an
kehilangan vokal la/, ill belakang satu morfem asal yang berfonem final vokal /a!."
There IS also a similar rule in PUS that deletes one of the members of the
geminate [rere] (Campbell (this volume:34)).

10.2.3.11 Replacement of /Il/ or /r/ with [d]

Campbell (this volume:39) notes that when the PUS clitic contra-
expectation/surprise/uncertainty clitic /hi/ is preceded by a consonant the /hi of the
clitic is replaced with /d/. There is a similar process in Toraja that replaces the Ir/
in -ra with a [d) when preceded by /n/ and followed by the question clitic
-kil{Tammu and van der Veen (1972:xiv)). The process appears to be even more
limited in Mamasa since it only takes place after the word den 'there is' and before
the question clitic -ka.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLIC CONVENTIONS

A absolutive var variant
A Aralle vd voiced
Acr actuative vl.. voiceless
A·T Aralle-Tabulahan yNQ yes/no question
ATR advanced tongue root
C consonant 1.••............first person
CMP completive 2 second person
conj conjunction 3 third person
E ergative s singular
EMPH emphatic d dual
FUT future p plural.
GPRO ~eneral pronoun n inclusive
IC Intonation contour x exclusive
INT intransitive # word boundary
LOC locative - morpheme boundary (ex.s)
NCMP incompletive + morpheme boundary (rules)
nom with nominals $ syllable boundary (rules)
NZR nominalizer V.V syllable boundary (ex.s)
PASS passive
POS possessive V. . lengthened segment
PRT particle 'Y stressed syllable
PSS Proto South Sulawesi - is in variation with
PUS Pitu Ulunna Salu .•................disallowed form
REC reciprocal
REF referential / / (morpho)phonemic script
s/t. something J ) phon.etic script
T Tabulaha.n English gloss
TAGQ tag question ( ) optional
vcr uncertainty
UF underlying form ( one of two or more
V vowel ( alternates

Aralle-Tabuluhan100
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aralle-Tabulahan (A-T), an Austronesian language, is a member of the
northern South Sulawesi language family. Most of its 7,000 speakers live in the
subdistricts of Aralle, Raile Anak, Tabulahan and Mambi in the northern and
western parts of Mambi district in South Sulawesi's Polewali-Mamasa subprovince.
Linguistic surveys have variously categorised A-T as: a dialect/dialects of the Pitu
Ulunna Salu language (PUS) (Grimes & Grimes 1987); a probably separate
language, comprising what may be a single dialect (Friberg 1987); a separate
language and member of the proposed Pitu Ulunna Salu subfamily (Strernme 1987).
I concur with Strernme's conclusion that A-T is a separate language, sharing enough
common features with languages to the south to be considered part of a common
SUbfamily, and sufficiently few similarities with languages to the east to be
considered part of the Toraja-Sa'dan subfamily. Strernme lists three dialects for A-
T, including Marnbi, However since Mambi IS as close lexically to PUS as it is to
A-T, and on the surface at least appears phonologically closer to PUS than to A-T,
I do not consider it a dialect of A-T and have made no attempt at this point to
analyse its phonology.

To the best of our knowledge no previous linguistic work has been carried out
in the A.:T language. 'Linguistic research is currently being undertaken in the
neighbouring PUS language, known locally as Bambam/Bambang, Written work on
PUS includes an unpublished manuscript on the phonology of that language
(Campbell- this volume). A-T shares a number of common phonological features
and processes with rus, but also differs on a number of points.

The field work on which this study is based was conducted under the UNHAS-
SIL cooperative working agreement and mostly in the villages of Salu Leang and
Tabulahan in the Tabulahan subdistrict. Accordingly this paper deals principally
with the Tabulahan dialect of the language, although the major points of divergence
from this as evident in the Aralle dialect have been noted as well. I have based the
analysis on the generative approach, but have reserved the right to depart from this
where it seemed helpful to do so.



stop (vI)
(vd)

fricative
nasal
lateral
flap
semivowel

b t d k?A

S h
In n U

I
"r

y

Two glottal stops have been posited. In addition to 'regular' ~lottal stop [1]
which occurs in syllable final position, a second weaker glottal [A), differing only in
this respect, is found occurring between identical vowels. Section 2.4.1 discusses its
status more fully. (See also section 5.3 Rule 15.)

Table 2· Vocoids

front central back

102

high tense
lax

mid tense
lax

low

1 U
l U
e 0
e o
re a
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2 SEGMENTALS

2.1 Phones and Phonemes

There is little allophonic variation among A-T consonant phonemes, but most
A-T vowel phonemes have more than one phonetic form. The charts in this
section present the phones found in A- T and their underlying phonemes.

2.1.1 Phones

Of the 25 phones found in this dialect, 15 are contoids and 10 are vocoids.

Table 1 • Contoids

bilabial dental alveolar palatal velar glottal



hi~h
mid
low

From the 25 phones tabulated above, 18 are to be considered phonemes.
These 12 consonants and 6 vowels are listed below.

Table 3 - Consonants

labial coronal back

stop (vi)
(vd)

fricative
nasal

, lateral
semivowel

P t k
b .d

s h
m "n U

I
Y

It can be seen from Table 3 that the" phones [?1, ["] and [r] have not been
assigned phoneme status. It will be shown in section 5.1 that /kJ and /d/ are subject
to strength changing processes in certain environments (Rules 3 and 4), producing
the allophones r'1] and [r] respectively. Section 5.3 also shows the process deriving
the phone ["] (Rule 15). "

Table 4 - Vowels

front back

2.1.2 Phonemes

i u
"e 0
re a

The 10 vocoids presented in Table 2 are thus reduced to six vowel phonemes.
Each of the non low vowels has two allophones, one tense (+ ATR) and one lax
(- ATR). The processes describing these allophonic changes are found in Section
S.l (Rules 5 & 6). .

2.1.3 Distinctive Features

Table 5 • Consonant Feature Matrix (including allophones)

p t k b d s h m nul y ? f

syllabic
consonantal
continuant
nasal
anterior
coronal
voiced
flap

Aralle- Tabulahan
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
+ + + + + + - + + + ~ - - +
- - - - - + + - - - + + - -
- - - - - - - + + + - - - -
+ + - + + + - + + - + - - +- + - - + + - - + - + + - +
- - - + + - - + + + + + - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - +
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syllabic
high
low
back
ATR

+ + + + + + + + + ++ + + + - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - + +- - + + - - + + - +
+ - + - + - + -

2.2 Interpretation

2.2.1 Consonant versus Vowel

When occurring in a syllable peak Iii is interpreted as a vowel:

(1) [hi.pe] /hipel 'across'

[1.0] liol 'yes'

When occurring in syllable onset or coda position Iii is interpreted as a consonant:

(2) [te.ye] Iteyel 'hand'

[krey.yrelJ) /kreyyrefJf 'big'

[ya.lilJ] fyalilJl 'inside'

If the word ·/teiel existed, it would be distinguishable frorn,/teyel on the grounds of
stress. Compare "[te.i.e] with [te.ye], When Iii occurs in word final position, stress
cannot always be the basis of proof that Iii is either vowel or consonant.

(3) [rna.i] Imai/ 'to here'

In example 3, [moil would be stressed as shown, whether a one ·or a two syllable
word. It could then be interpreted as either Imai/ or Irnay/. However, since
monosyllabic words are quite infrequent in A-T, an Interpretation of vowel is more
likely to be correct. I am interpreting all cases of word final/if as vowel then, until
there is evidence to the contrary.

The other high vowel lui, is always interpreted as a vowel. It only occurs in
syllable peaks.

(4) [u.ha.ti] luhati/ 'grub'

[leh.su"] /lehsuk/ 'egg'

[ta.u] Ilau/ GPRO

104 Aralle- Tabulahan

Table 6 • Vowel Feature Mutrlx (Including allophones)

i t u u e E 0 ~ re a
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2.2.2 Segment versus Sequence

The Tabulahan dialect of A-T displays no affricates/ stop + homorganic fricative
combinations other than in a few Indonesian loan words.

Four sets of potentially ambivalent sequences occur in A- T and therefore need
to be addressed:

a) nasal + homorganic stop
b) double segments (geminates)
c) glottal stop + other stop
d) vowel clusters

a) Nasal + homorganic stop combinations abound but only word medially and
across a syllable boundary. They are interpreted then as sequence; never as
prenasalised stop.

(S) [larn.bu] /Iambu/ 'to pound'

[pan.tu.he] /pantuhe/ 'tube for blowing fire'

[talJ·ke] /tauke/ 'branch'

b) Double consonants 'often occur at morpheme boundaries and only across
syllable boundaries. They are rather less frequent than in many other South
Sulawesi languages, generally correspondin~ to the form [he]. That is, where
cognates in related languages (or dialects VlZ. Aralle) have a geminate consonant
cluster ([CC]), the Tabulahan dialect of A·T frequently has the form [he]. Thus:

(6) /bittik/ (Aralle) = /bihtik/ (Tabulahan) 'foot'

/hesseek/ ( II ) = /hehseek/ ( ") 'mud'.

This sequence of fricative + frictive/stop is itself univalent and grounds to interpret
its geminate counterparts as sequence.

c) Glottal stop + other stop is a combination again interpreted as sequence.
Besides occurring across syllable boundaries in certain roots,

(7) [u?da] /ukda/ 'no' (Aralle/Mambi),

This combination frequently occurs across morpheme boundaries and is also
generated by a morphophonemic process affecting stative verbs (see section 5.3,
Rule 21)

(8) [mahrnbejj] /malimbeg/ 'deep' ,

becomes [mali'vbe"] /malikbek/ 'very deep'

d) Vowel clusters generally have reversed counterparts and all vowels occur in
combination with at least four of the other vowels. Accordingly I am interpreting
all such clusters as sequences, not as diphthongs or long vowels.
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2.3 Description of Phonemes

2.3.1 Consonant Phonemes

All A-T consonant phonemes occur in word initial and medial positions. In
addition to initial and medial Eositions, /k.I and Ipl are also found word-finally. In
this position /k.I is realised as L?]. As word-initia phonemes the functional load of
Iyl and of IrJlis extremely low; only a few examples of either exist in this position.

Consonant Phoneme Positions

Ipl Voiceless bilabial plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(9) initial /puha/ (PUha1 'already'
medial IpepahiJ pepahi] 'wind'

It! Voiceless dental plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(10) initial Ituho/ (tUhO} 'to live'
medial /matel mate] 'to die'

/k/ Voiceless velar plosive, realised by the following variants:

[?] Voiceless glottal stop, occurs syllable finally in word medial and final
positions.

(11) medial /sikda/ (si?da 1 'truly'
final /dakek/ dakE1] 'not yet'

[k] Voiceless velar plosive, occurs syllable initially in word initial and
medial positions.

(12) initial /kaba/ (kaba] 'coffee'
medial jhakaj haka] 'ball'

/hI Voiced bilabial plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(13) initial /bohto/ [b5hto] 'village'
medial /kaheba/ [kuheba] 'news'

IdJ Voiced alveolar plosive, realised by the following variants:

[f] Voiced alveolar flap, optionally occurs in intervocalic position.

(14) /tadial [tadia] 'not' (nom)
- [tafia]

[d) Voiced alveolar plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(15) initial Idial [{Ho] '2s'
media] Ikundan! [kundan] 'thunder'
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lsI Voiceless alveolar frictive, occurs word initially and medially.

(16) initial Isua! [sua] 'mouth'
medial !dasaIJ/ dasaIJ] 'house'

/hi Voiceless glottal fricative, occurs word initially-and medially.

(17) initial /hapu/ [hapu] 'kitchen'
medial /pehelJiI [pehcIJi] 'yesterday'

1m! Voiced bilabial nasal, occurs word initially and medially.

(18) initial /madondon/ [marondJ!J] 'tomorrow'
medial /kamehsa/ [kamshsa J 'nine'

!n! Voiced alveolar nasal, occurs word initially and medially.

(19) initial Inreik/ [nasi"] 'young girl'
medial /kenek/ [kenE~] 'rain'

!IJ! Voiced velar nasal, occurs word initially, medially and finally.

(20) initial IIJaIJIJak/ !IJaIJIJa?] 'bridle'
medial !seIJak/ selJa?] 'different'
final IpudulJl puruIJ] 'nose'

/II Voiced alveolar lateral, occurs word initially and medially.

(21) initial lIalaIJI [laJaIJI 'road'
medial lilel [ile] 'snake'

Iyl Voiced palatal semivowel, occurs word initially and medially.

(22) initial Iyahol [yaho] 'up'
medial /teyel [teye] 'hand'

2.3.2 Vowel Phonemes

All six A-T vowel phonemes occur in both stressed and unstressed open
syllables and both stressed and unstressed closed syllables us the following examples
show.

Vowel Phoneme Positions

Iii Voiced high front unrounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following
variants:

[l] Voiced high open front unrounded vocoid, occurs in closed syllables before
anterior consonants.

(23) Idinnel [dinne] 'here'
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[i] . Voiced high close front unrounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables and
syllables closed by back consonants.

(24) open /hipe,' [hipe1 'across'
closed /bihti?1 [bIhti?] 'leg'

leI Voiced mid front unrounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following variants:

[e] Voiced mid open front unfounded vocold, occurs in closed syllables.

(25) /betek/ [bets"] 'to go across'

[e] Voiced mid close front unrounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables.

(26) /behiUI [behiq] 'edge'

lrel Voiced low front unrounded vowel phoneme, occurs in open and closed
syllables.

(27) open /breIrebrek/ [brelrebre?] 'woven bamboo'
closed Itremprek/ [teempee"] 'youngest'

lui Voiced high back rounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following variants:

[6] Voiced high open back rounded vocoid, occurs in closed syllables before
anterior consonants.

(28) /sumbana/ [surnbana] 'before'

[u] Voiced high close back rounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables and
syllables closed by back consonants.

(29) open Isupul [supu] 'only'
closed luhpak/ uhpa"] 'four'

101 Voiced mid back rounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following variants:

[J] Voiced mid open back rounded vocoid, occurs in closed syllables.

(30) /saohkok/ [sadhko"] 'small'

:0] Voiced mid close back rounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables.

:31) Ipanol [pano] 'go level'

luI Voiced low back unrounded vowel phoneme, occurs in open and closed
syllables.

(32) open lahal (aha] 'there is/are'
closed /ampok/ ampo"] 'but'
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2.4 Contrast of Phonemes

2.4.1 Contrast of Consonant Phonemes

Two possible conclusions can be reached in analysing the phones [k], [?] andn
Firstly, . [7] appears word finally and medially before other contoids and so

complements r] which only occurs intervocalically. It would seem then that they
are allophones of the one phoneme. Pairs can be found to illustrate contrast
between [k] and I?I intervocalically, leading to the conclusion that they are separate
phonemes.

(33) /kI,/?/ /haka/ [haka] 'ball'
/ha?a/ [ha"'a] 'top plate (of house frame)'

/dakulJ/ [dakalJ] 'basket (man's)'
Ida?a/ da"'a] 'don'tl'

However [?] also occurs intervocalically at morpheme boundaries.

(34) /pa-elav-i/ [paela?i] 'go carefully!'
Ima?-otol [ma?6to] 'to go by car'

Alternatively if we examine [A] in context we find it not only occurs
intervocalically, but also always between identical vowels.

(35) [lOd6"'o] 'that'

[tndeAe] 'this'

[mani''I] 'soon'

There are no geminate vowels in A-T, so it would not be unreasonable to posit
an epenthetical process by which [A] is inserted to break up the vowel cluster
present in the underlying structure of words such as lhaAa). ThIS being the case, we
are left without intervocalic contrast between pairs like /haka/ and /h6.a/. [k] occurs
word initially and intervocalically (ie always syllable-initially); [?] occurs only
syllable finally. Since the environment governs the selection of either one or the
other and does so completely predictably, we can conclude that [?] and [k] are
allophones of a single phoneme, which we will call /k/.

I have adopted this second analysis as being the more reasonable and elegant,
because the glottals are completely predictable and the net result is one less
phoneme. There remain only four other pairs of consonants close enough to need
contrasting.
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(36) - Consonant Contrasts

/p/jbl /pahel [pahe] 'rice (plant)"
Ibahi/ [bahi] 'pig'

It/Jd/ ftontoIJ/ [tSnt::>IJ] 'to remain'
ftondolJl [t5nd::>n] 'top'

/k/,/h/ /kenek/ fkenE?] 'rain'
/henek/ hene?] 'sago glue'

/n/,/ul fnaoal [naoa] 'he said':
fIjaool [IJ80"'O] 'you're lying!'

2.4.2 Contrast of Vowel Phonemes

(37) - Vowel Contrasts

Ii/Jel /kalumpini/ [kalumpiniJ 'sideburns'
/kalumpeni/ [kalumpeni] 'swift (bird)'

le/Jre/ lheJJkreTjI [hETjkreTj] 'to laugh-cry'
IhrelJkreIJ/ [hrelJkrelJ] 'twig'

lre/Jal llemprelJ/ flempwq] 'to stop and visit'
/lempaTj/ lempaIJJ 'to overflow a cup'

la/Jo/ /lekbak/ [IE?ba?J 'to leave'
/lekbok/ lE?b;>? 'sea'

10lJut /paan/ [poaIJ] 'tree'
/puaIJ/ puaU] 'lord'

3 SUPRASEGMENTAL FEATURES

3.1 Stress

Stress in A-T is regular and predictable. Apart from three conditions which
place stress on other syllables, stress in this language always falls on the
penultima te.!

(38) Itamil] 'to enter'
patama] 'to cause to enter'
kupatarna] 'I cause to enter'
lakupatarna] 'I will cause to enter'



Rule 1 - Stress placement

S --> [+stress] / S
- [-stress]

The three conditions overriding this general pattern are:

a) distal vocative stress placement
b) enclitics
c) certain off-glides

a) Vocatives will follow one of two patterns. When addressing someone at close
range, stress placement on the name or term of address is on the penultimate
syllable in accordance with the general pattern of the language. But if the
addressee is at some distance from the speaker the stress placement is altered such
that stress now falls on the final syllable. With this there is usually an increase in
volume or force of delivery commensurate with the distance involved.

(39) close range (0 s5?yaIJ] 'Oh Sofian'
distance s~?yalJ] 'Sofian' (called)

This process can be handled by the following rule:

Rule 2 - Distal Vocative Stress Placement

S --> [+stress] / ] #

distal vocative word
Rule 2 needs to precede Rule 1 in rule ordering, so that the the final syllable

of a distal vocative will already be stressed and therefore not undergo Stress
Placement.

b) As stress placement is measured from the right end of the word, prefixes and
proclitics can have no bearing on it. Suffixes and enclitics on the other hand do
affect the positioning of stress. Any suffix attached to a root in A-T will cause the
stress on that root to shift to the right so that it remains on the penultimate
syllable.

(40) (daSaIJ1 'house'
daS8lJku] 'my house'

With suffixes then, stress remains on the penultimate syllable.

Enclitics, however, by definition cannot be stressed and neither do they cause
the stress to shift from its position on a root or stem. They merely 'lean' on the tail
end of a word and in so doin~ add extra syllables to the right of the stressed
syllable. Thus with one enclitic attached stress will be on the antepenultimate
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word



The major difference so far encountered is with content questions at the
sentence level. Where PUS for example has a rise in intonation at the lust stressed
syllable of the sentence with both yes/no and content questions, A-T content
questions would generaIJy have a sharp fall followed by a rise to the initial level.

For most sentence types the intonation is level until a nucleus at the last
stressed syllable. Here the pitch level changes either up or down and either
remains at that level until the end, or changes again on the following syllable.

Below is a list of sentence level intonation patterns frequently encountered.
This is neither an exhaustive list, nor are the intonation patterns described
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syllable; with two it will be found on the preantepenultimate syllable. Both
frequently occur.

(41) ImarSnd~IJJ + [-kE?] - > fmar5nd~lJkE?1
tomorrow (NCMP) tomorrow' (NCMP)

Iuok5~ti?J -t [-fal + [-kal -> JUJ.Jk5hti?r~kal
you pick (UCf) (YNQ) Old you pick?'

c) Certain vowel sequences, notably those beginning with lel can in rapid speech
skew the expected stress pattern. Where stress should occur on the second vowel
of the sequence, it is sometimes thus left-shifted one place. A closer examination
of the same word at a slower speed reveals that in fact stress does full on the
second of the sequence as expected.

(42) Imai?dil - Imai?dil 'many'
sa5hk5o'}] ... saJhk~o'}] 'small'
paela?i] - paelavi] 'go carefully'

3.2 Vowel Length

Consonantal length has been handled at the segmental level, above. We have
seen that lengthened consonants are phonemically determined and are
interpretated as gernlnute sequences,

A-T has no phonemica1Jy lengthened vowels, However vowel length is present

J
)honcticully to u predictable /)Httern. In stressed open syllablcs there is u slight
engthening of the syllable nuc eus, not present in other syllables.t

(43) (i.Si1 lisi/ 'tooth'
ihsi] lihsi/ 'to fill'

3.3 Intonation

Speakers of surrounding languages sometimes refer to the speech of their
Tabulahan neighbours as being like Chinese or like 'bird talk'. A-T is certainly not
a tonal language; neither is its intonation system radicallr different from those of
neighbouring languages. There are however some interesting differences.

3.3.1 Sentence Level
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completely definitive. Rather these are patterns we have observed, which are
subject to a certain amount of variation due to subtle meaning differences.

Statements typicaIly have a level intonation falling at the nucleus and remaining
at the lower pitch level until the end. The fall often seems to be equivalent to a
fall of a major third in music.

ICI '--
(44) Imagsihuag dLlle]

We are frying corn.'

ICl '--
Pa?bi sambulaq]
More than a month.'

This is also the pattern for hortatives, though the fall is not necessarily so
pronounced.

rei "\ _
(45) Imaimo anna mohkohjke]

Come let's sit down.'

Imperatives are also signalled by a falling intonation, but the nucleus is the last
syllable.

IC2 -,

(46) pEmpregkaQko A
Stop and visit!

ICl ,
Jempei'''i]
Wait!'

Vocatives can have one of two intonation patterns. Close range is identical
with the pattern for hortative intonation.

ICI "--
(47) Io mama? 5ndJIJ]

0, Ondong's mother ...'

When people are being called, that is the range is somewhat further, the
intonation pattern for vocutlves is sharply rising on the lust syllable which i:i also
stressed and lengthened, then falling slightly as it trails off.
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IC3

(48) {pua? hande.]
Uncle of Hande ..:

. Yes/no questions rise at the last stressed syllable, sometimes remaining high for
the rest of the sentence,

lC4

(49) paolaIanauraka]
Are you going to weave a herringbone pattern?'

but more commonly falling for the remaining syllables.

lC5

(50) pamasaeo di yahol
Will you be up there long?'

lCS

Jaha pakulimmu]
Have you any medicine?'

Content questions can follow this latter pattern also.

IC5

(51) Jumbanoa ulJsa?di~]
How do you feel?

However the general pattern for content questions is usually a fall equivalent to
a perfect fourth In music (but may be anywhere between a major third and a
perfect fifth), at the last stressed syllable followed by a rise to the previous pitch
level for the remaining syllables.

IC6

(52) Ji pihhaq larnao bou dal ? di mankasa"]
When are you going to Ujung Pandang again?'

IC6

JSlUJoaka taumrnu mepane]
How many people do you have harvesting rice?'

Tag questions follow statement intonation, but with a sharp rise on the final
syllable.



JIamalaraka unalltinkre? uhase]
Can you buy me an axe?'

IC7

(53) Jdako?ke? mane kukunii touo dio ne]
Later I'll delouse you too ok?'

IC7

Jdaun duUku?j indo ....o ne]
Don't you 80 near that, will you?'

Request intonation is typically a rise on the last stressed syllable maintained to
the end of the sentence. This is the same pattern as for some yes/no questions
(IC4). Requests are in fact a subset of yes/no questions. While expecting a
positive answer, there is always the possibility that the request will be denied.

lC4

(54)

The Either/Or construction is signalled by a rise on the stressed syllable of the
'either' and a fall for the stressed and following syllables of the 'or'.

ICB

(55) IUI;Jsabi?fakabahtu? uIJk5hti?faka]
Old they sickle-cut or did they pick?'

IC8

Surprise/contraexpectatlon intonation consists of a sharp rise on the last
stressed syllable falling slightly for subsequent syllables.

lC9

(56) IO makoron 1010keafahammu]
Oh, is your horse continually sick?!'

IC9

fkulambi? mdoku namesamesa]
I found my mother by herself!

3.3.2 Higher Level

Discourse level intonation can be defined in terms of three levels: PI, P2 and
P3. These are separated and also distinguished by pauses the length of which
increases with an merease in level. The first, PI, is marked by a slight falling
intonation on the final syllable and a slight pause. The second, P2, is signaled by a
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Jdinoafaka mar5nd:>IJcaka]
either today or tomorrow'
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rise after the last stressed syllable and a short pause. A longer pause and a sharply
falling intonation on the last stressed syllable marks P3.

The following textual excerpt illustrates these three levels, using \, \ \, \ \ \ to
indicate the close of Pi, P2 and P3 respectively.

(57)

[lnde'"'e terou\ \dikambi?\ \a11oa11o\\disalJkE?\ \
this buffalo tended daily tied

dipatama di kandanna kebEQti\ \ \pihsananna\tallu pahiarnanna dikambi?
made to enter at corral at night then three years tended

\ \tnde"e tefJu kreycemmi\ \ \dialamilJ teblJ lakinna pua? lenJU
this buffalo already big fetched buffalo male uncle Lenong

anna dipandalui'"'i\ \i yaho di tanete bEhtE1J\\ \pihsananna\p6ha
and mated it up on mount Behteng then already

mopandaluv \kehcehtreQ p61E?diato terJU\ \ \]
mated 'pregnant indeed that buffalo

This buffalo\ \ was tended\ \ daily\ \ tied\\and fenced in at night\ \ \ Then'(after
three years of being cared for \ \it was fully grown', \ \Lenong's uncle's male buffalo

- was brought to mate with it\ \up on mount Behteng\ \ \ Then\having mated\ \the
buffalo was pregnant indeed\ \ \

4 DISTRIBUTION

In this section we shall look at the distribution of consonants and vowels within
phonological words; how they pattern and restrictions to further patterning. In
order to examine these patterns of distribution, it is neccesary firstly to understand
the components that constitute the phonological word, namely syllables.

4.1 The Syllable

Syllables in A-T are simple in structure, consisting obligatorily of a vowel
nucleus, which may be preceded by a single consonant as a syllable onset and may
be followed by a single consonant as a coda. There are then, four possible syllable
types in A-T: two open, Y and eVj and two closed, ye and eye.. .

Divisions between syllables are also of four possible configurations, since there
are two open syllable tj'yes and two closed. Any syllable may be preceded by an
open syllable: (C)Y.V(C) or (C)Y.CY(C) or by a closed syllable: (C)VC.V(C) or
(C)VC.CY(C). In practice the third of these configurations is rare, intervocalic
consonants generally bein~ interrreted as fitting a V.CY pattern in accordance with
the 'maximise onset principle' 0 Cv-phonology, leading to resyllabification. VC.V
syllable divisions do occur, but only where C = [?]. In such a case no
resyllahification takes place.
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It follows that there are sixteen potential permutations of two syllables,
illustrated in (58). Of these, four could be predicted to be unlikely to occur, ( i), j),
m) und n) ), in thut they contuin the comblnation C.V, which would be u:malfy
interpreted as CV occuring within a syllable. That any of these do occur is due
only to the fact that [?] occurs syllable finally, but never syllable initially. Words
such as those illustrated in m) and n) can therefore be formed with one of the
glottal-final morphemes prefixed to vowel-initial roots. Some of the following
examples then are polymorphemic, while others are single morphemes.

The two permutations not illustrated below are unlikely to occur. If either
should, we could predict the contoid r?] to constitute the first of the two consonant
positions. Any other consonant, including the allophone [k], would resyllabify to
maximise onset. Morpheme final IIJI would generate an accrescent [IJ] in this
position for the same reason.

(58)

a) V.V 10.a! 6.a] 'to say'
b) v.ve Ili.u.-rekl li.u.re?] 'very' ~lsA)
c~ v.ev lu.hel u.he] 'rattan
d v.cve /a.s~1J1 a.san] 'all'
e ev.V fda. if da.i] 'no'
f) CV.VC /be.akl be.a?l 'rice' (unhulled)
g) ev.cv Iha.hel ha.he 'to sleep'
h) 'cv.cvc /ke.nek/ ke.ns ] 'rain'
i) *VC.V
j) -vc.vc
k) ve.ev lan.naf an.na] 'and'
I) ve.cve /arn.pok/ arn.po"] 'but'
m) eve.V /mak-io.to/ ma1.6.to] 'to go by car'
n~ eve. ve /mak-ial.lo/ ma?al.lo] 'to go to church'
o evc.cv ftam.po! tam.po] 'ground'
p eve.eve llem.prelJ/ la;m.prelJ] 'to stop and visit'

The above list of syllable permutations also shows that both consonant clusters ( k),
1), 0), p) ) and vowel clusters ( a), b), e), 1) ) occur, but only across syllable
boundaries.

Words may be any length from one syllable- to at least eight syllables, the
larger words usually composed of several morphemes.

(59) Ita! [tit] name particle

!ne! [ne] TAGQ

Iyakl [ya?] 'then' (conj)

/ka.st.po.ba.hi.ne.ag.na/ Ikasipobahineanna]
(ka-si-po-bahine-alJ-na) their marriage'
NZR REC ACT female NZR 3POS

Single syllable words occur infrequently in A-T. Those there are cannot stand
alone. Some are contractions, products of rapid speech.

(60) [ka"] < -- [a.ka' J 'because'
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4.1.1 Syllable distribution in monomorphemes

Within a single morpheme permissible permutations of syllables are more
limited than in polymorphemic words. The sequences C.V, and (C)V.V.V(C) are
unacceptable within the monomorphemic word, while able to occur in
polymorphemic words; and the sequence #V.V is not found in monomorphemic
words of more than two syllables.

With monomorphemes of up to three syllables only 44 of the 84 permutations
are thus acceptable. Table 7 shows the acceptable syllabic types with examples for
single morpheme words of up to three syllables. The five acceptable syllable
patterns not exemplified may exist but present data has yet to yield examples. It is
unlikely that there are constraints a~amst the unillustrated patterns. V.CVC., for
example, though not yet illustrated 10 a three syllable monomorpheme, occurs in
disyllabic examples.

All four possible monosylJabic types exist but as already mentioned, occur
infrequently. Disyllabic roots form the majority of monomorphemic words, though
roots with three syllables also frequently occur. Roots containing more than three
syllables are rarer, but still are greater in number than monosyllabic words.

Table 7 • Syllable Types in Monomorphemic Words

1 V Iii iJ TAGQ
VC laTJI aJl] REL
CV Itol to 1 'person'
CVC Iyakl ya~] 'then' (conj)

2 V.V lio/ 101 'yes'
V.VC laikl ai~] 'girl' (endearment)
V.CV lupe/ upe] 'taro'
V.CVC lehegl ehen] 'ladder'
VC.CV lambel ambe 1 'father'
VC.CVC luhpak/ uhpa1] 'four'
CV.V Inoal n6a] 'like'
ev.ve /bea.ul beaIJ] 'goitre'
ev.cv /lopil 16piJ 'boat'
eV.cve Ikenek/ kene?] 'rain'
CVC.CV Isikda/ si?da] 'truly'
eve.cve /lembregl lEmbreIJ] 'valley'

3 CV. V luhail uhai] 'water'
V.CV. VC lanea~/ anea~] 'outside'
V.CV.CV luhani/ uhani] 'bee'
V.CV.CVC luhakak/ uhaka"] 'root'
V.CVC.CY
V.CVC.CYC
VC.CY.V lumbai/ umbail 'maybe'
VC.CV.VC lumbaik/ umbai"l 'maybe'(var)
YC.CY.CY landana/ andana] 'than'
VC.CV.CYC lambatanl ambataul 'bridge'
VC.CYC.CV jilJkannal ilJkannaJ 'all'



VC.CVC.CYC
CV.Y.CV Imuanel muane] 'man'
CY.V.CVC lkurehrelJl kucehreu] 'monitor lizard'
CV.VC.CV Imaikdi/ mai?dil 'many'
CY.VC.CVC /saohkok/ saohko1] 'small'
CV.CV.V /maloel maloe] 'afternoon'
CV.CV. VC /hohiaUI hOhiau! 'durian'
CY.CV.CV Ipepahi/ pepahl 'wind'
CV.CV.CVC /buhotek/ buhots 1 'fly'
CV.CVC.CV Itahakdel taha.?de] 'rice dryin9 rack'
CV.CVC.CVC /madondon/ marondJIJ] 'tomorrow
CVC.CV. V /hombia/ hombia J 'sago'
cvc.cv.vc
cvc.ev.cv /lahsuna/ flahSuna] 'onion'
CVC.CV.CV IhremprekrelJl hremprekrelJJ 'rice cutter'
CVC.CVC.CV
eVc.evc.cve Itimbuhhuk/ [tunbuhhu"] 'jealous'

4.2 Consonants

The twelve consonants, Ip, t, k, b, d, s, h, m, n, U' I, yl, can all occupy the onset
position in a syllable. This has already been demonstrated in 2.3.1 above.
However, only seven can occupy the coda of a syllable: Ik, h, m, n, IJ, I, y/ and of
these only /k/(r?D and lUI occur word finally before morphophonemic change rules
have been applied.

Of course none of these seven syllable-final consonants can precede all twelve
of the possible syllable-initial consonants in a cluster, neither within the morherne
nor across a morpheme boundary. We would not expect to find ·'Upl for example.
But some can cooccur with four or five of the list of syllable-initial consonants
within the morpheme and with eight or more between morphemes. For clarity I
have represented these consonant clusters in matrix form.

4.2.1 Consonant clusters within the morpheme

Table 8 • Consonant Clusters Occurring Intramorphemically

2nd Consonant

p t k b d s h m n IJ 1 Y
k
h

1st m
Consonant n

p
y

In the initial position of a consonant cluster the phonetic realisation of the
phoneme Ik/ is C'J. The voiced stops and IV all have the capacity to be
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kb kd kl
hp ht hk hs hh
mp mb mm

nt nd ns nn
Uk UU

II
yy
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preglottalised. It can be seen from Table 8 that the nasals combine with their
homorganic stops to produce the five clusters: Imp, mb, nt, nd.. Uk!. In addition lsi
can be preceded by the nasal In!. Several other consonants can be preceded by /hi.
The remaining clusters are geminates.

Consonant Gemination

Gemination of consonants is widespread among the languages of South
Sulawesi. In the Tabulahan dialect of A-T gemination also occurs, but is limited to
sonorants. Table 8 shows that each of the sonorants, !m,n,u,l,yl are found to
geminate.

Obstruents in Tabulahan never pattern as gemlnates.! but follow alternative
clustering arrangements, depending on voice. The voiced stops, do not geminate,
as they would in certain dialects of Bugis for example, (Sirk 1983:30), but can be
preglottalised, This is consistent with many South Sulawesi languages, particularly
those closely related to Torajan. PUS acts in the same way (Campbell, this
volume).

It is with voiceless obstruents that Tabulahan stands apart from its close
linguistic relatives. Where other languages, including the Aralle dialect of A~T,
generally allow voiceless stops and fricatives to geminate (CC), the cognate
equivalents in Tabulahan pattern hC. Thus: .

(61) Toraja PUS Aralle Tabulahan

appa? appa? uppa? uhpa? 'four'
- tappa? tappa? tahpa? 'exact'

patti patti patti pahti 'box'
bi?ti? bitti? bitti? bihti? 'foot'
te?te? tette? tette? tehte? 'hour'
ba?ta batta batta bahta 'cut'
pikkiri? pikki? pikki pihki? 'think'

masakka? mresrekkemasakke masahke? 'cold (water)'
malassu malussu malussu maluhsu 'hot'

assala? assa ? ahsala? 'provided that'
losso? hossre? hessre? hehsre? 'mud'
issi issi issi ihsi 'flesh'

There are exceptions to the typical hC pattern. Certain words in related
languages featuring geminate voiceless obstruents have cognates in Tabulahan
which pattern NC, C being the obstruent and N being a homorganic nasal.

(62) Toraja PUS Tabulahan

rakka? - hreDkre? 'finger'
Makki Makki MaDki 'Kalumpang people/language'
dassi dassi dansi 'bird/kind of bird'
issoD issre inseu 'rice mortar'
issan issam insau 'know'



(63) Consonant clusters within the morpheme

/kb/ /lakbok/ hl?bo?] 'large machete'
/kd/ /sikda/ si?da] 'true'
/kV /laklalJ( )(l?lun] 'umbrella'
/hpl luhpukl ubpa!)] 'four'
Iht! /bohto/ b5hto] 'village'
/hk/ /tihkul tihku1 . 'beak'
/hsl /masuhsa/ masuhsa] 'difficult'
/hh/ Itahhik/ tahhi?~ 'straight on'
Impl lampok/ ampo? 'but'
Imbl /lambik/ larribi? 'to reach'
Imm! Imammik/ mammi"] 'delicious'
Inti Imintuk/ rnintu"] 'all'
Indl lindee/ tnde'e] 'this'
Ins/ . linsag/ (nsalJ]' 'to know'
Inn! Iponna/ p5nna1 'if'
IfJk/ !safJkekl sclUkE'1] 'to tie'
IUfJ! 11aUfJenak! l~IJfJEna?] 'earlier'
/Ill ItolIo! tJllo] 'to spill'

Summary of Consonant Distribution Within Morphemes
.

Table 9 • Distributional Properties of Consonants Within Morphemes

p tk b d s h m n fJ 1 Y

initially
medially single

medially geminate
medially after h

medially after /kI «(?])
medially after nasal

finally

It can be seen from the above table that medial gemination and the medial
prelocation of Ih/ are in complementary distribution, occurring with sonorants and
voiceless obstruents respectively. A small liberty has been taken with the above
table in a bid to make this point. /hi does in fact occur as a medial geminate, but
this amounts to the same thing as /hi occurring medially after Ih/. Rather than
include the redundancy caused by this overlap, geminate IhJ has been marked
minus. The redundancy of nasals following nasals (which amounts to the same
thing as nasals in geminite clusters) has similarly been handled by marking them
minus in the table.

4.2.2 Consonant clusters across morpheme breaks

Between morphemes only, ~w~ consonants c~n appear in the first position of a
consonant cluster. /hi, prolific intramorphemically;' does not occur morpheme
finally and so only appears as a second consonant candidate in the following table.
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Table 10 • Consonant Clusters Occurring Intermorphemically

2nd Consonant

p t k b d ShIll nI)l

/kI ?]?p?t?k?b?d?s?h?m ?n ?}
lst I m] mp mb mm

Consonant / nj nt nd ns nn
luA n IJk IJs IJh UU

\ IJ . II

The principal differences between Tables 8 and 10 lie with /kI([?]) and /fj/. As
shown in 2.3.1. only these two consonants occur word-finally. /m.n.l{, which are so
manifested as surface forms after morphophonemic change rules have been applied.
have IU/ as their underlying form when appearing morpheme finally. (see 5.2 Rules
7 &-8).

Table 10 shows two apparent anomalies. Firstly, it seems /0/ is the only
consonant not able to be preceded by a glottal stop across a morpheme boundary.
This is no doubt due to the extremely low frequency of lo/-initiai roots. Secondly,
each of the consonants except /sl is able to be preceded by only one of the variants
of the morphophoneme lUI. /ns/ is in free variation with IIJs/ across a morpheme
boundary.

(64) Consonant clusters across morpheme boundaries

/kpl ?p] luhpak-pulol uhp.a?p610] 'forty'
/kiJ ?t] Imak-tulak/ ma?t6Ia?] 'to speak'
/kk/ ?k~ /pak-kamase/ pa?kamase] 'grace'
/ksl ?s Ipak -sikola/ pa ?sik6la ] , upil'
/kh/ ?h /mak-hupa-tau/ ma?hupaulu] '~uman being'
Ikm/ ?m) /lekbak-rni/ le?ba?mi) 'already ~one'
/kn/ ?n) /beeeek-na' breAre?na] 'his head
/kJ/ ?J) /pak-lele/ pa?lele 1 'climber'
InpI mp) /man-pa-dende/ mam)?arende] 'to shift s.t.'
IIJbl mb lun-babel umbabe] 'you are doing'
IIJmI mm] Isehun-mu/ sehernmu] 'your spoon'
IIJtl nt1 /men-timbak/ msnttrnba 1]- 'to answer'
Indl nd] /melJ-dahij mfndahi~ 'to become'
lIJ.s/ ns IUIJ-sakdiIJ! unsa?dilJ 'you feel'

IJs unsa ?dilJ
/Un/ nn IdasalJ-na/ dasanna] 'his house'
/Uk/ nk Imeu-krehrelJ! melJkrehrerl 'to work'
IUhf Oh IUIJ-hreIJreQ-ij unhreQreui 'you add to'
IIJNI On ImalJ-aUij mUlJlJallij 'to buy'
IfJV I1j IUQ-lellen/ ullEllclJl 'you fell (trees),



4.3 Vowel Distribution

4.3.1 Vowel clusters within morphemes

Table 11 - Vowel Clusters Occurring Intramorphemically

2nd Vowel

i e re u 0 a
1
e

1st ce
Vowel u

o
a

The table shows several gaps at least some of which are probably due to
insufficient data at hand. Several of the gaps pertaining to the vowel Ire! could be
systematic, lrel only clustering with itself and with high vowels. This still would
leave two nonsystematic re cluster gaps: ire and .eeu, The table also shows four
apparent intramorphemic geminate vowels. While it is true that these exist as
underlying forms, an epenthetic weak glottal separates them in their surface form.
(See Rule 15). Sequences of three or more vowels do not occur within the
morpheme.

(65) Vowel clusters within the morpheme

lii/ /biik/ bi"i?] 'bottom'
liu/ /liu/ liu] (intensifier)
liol Idiol dio] '2s'
lial Isial siaJ 'salt'
lei! Ineik/ nel?]. (comparative)
leol /maksaleo/ rna?saleo] 'to wander'
leal /beak/ bea"] 'rice (unhulled)'
lreil Isrempreikl sremprei?] 'a short time'
lrecel /bcerekl bre"re?] 'head'
lui! Idui/ dui] 'thorn'
lurel Iturekl ture?] 'palm wine'
luol Isuol SUO! 'to comission'
lual Isual sua 'mouth'
loil Ihoikj hoi ] 'below'
loel !kaloek/ kaI6E?] 'parrot'
loul /boul bou] 'again'
1001 !kool koAo] 'I'
loal Idinoal dinoa] 'now'
lail Idai/ dai] 'no, not'
lael Imasael masae] 'a long time'
lau/ InauIJI naulJ] 'to descend'
laol Itambao/ tambao] 'stork'
laa! Ihaal haAa) 'top plate (house),
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ii iu io ia
ei eo ea
rei rere
ui uee uo ua
oi oe ou 00 oa
ai ae au ao aa
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4.3.2 Vowel clusters across morpheme breaks

Table 12 - Vowel Clusters Occurring Intermorphemically

2nd Vowel

i e re u 0 a
i ii ie ire iu io ia
e el ee ere eu eo ea

1st re
Vowel u ui ue use uu uo ua

o oi oe are ou 00 oa
a ai ae are au ao aa

The most notable feature of vowel distribution across morpheme boundaries is
the absence of lre/-initial clusters. lrel is the least common of the vowel phonemes,
having a limited distribution. Although it occurs in the initial position of the enclitic
lrekJ l-re?] elsA', and initially in some roots such as lrenkrek/ [renkre?] 'take up', it
never occurs finally in roots nor finally in prefixes. Consequently though it occurs
following any of the other vowel phonemes across a morpheme boundary, it is
never found as the first member of a vowel cluster in such a position. That said, it
must also be noied that the phonetic realisation of the cluster larel is [eeee] in
accordance with a process of assimilation (see 5.2 Rule 9).

(66) Vowel clusters across morpheme boundaries

a) Iii! lup-alli-ilJ-k-rek/ ulJJjalltinkre?] 'you buy for me'
b) lirel Idl-relJkrek/ direlJkre? J 'taken up'
c~ liu/ Isi-ulul siiihi] 'sibling'
d liol Idi-oa/ di6a] 'say'P ASS
e lial Idi-alal diala] 'fetch< (PA~S)
t) lei! Isule-i/ suleil 'come' (LOC)
g) leel linde-el mde el 'this' (EMPH)
h) lerel /sule-eek/ suleee? 'I come'
i leu! /me-uhe/ meiihe 'to cut rattan'
j~ leal /ke-ollon/ ke511JIJ 'pillow-owning'
k) leal /onge-aIJ/ JlJealJ] 'place'
1) lui! Imu-insang/ mu(nsa~J 'you know'
m) luel /ku-empeil kusmpel 'I wait for s.t.'
n lure/ Isupu-rek/ supuas"] 'only I'
o luol /mu-ola/ muola I 'you go'
p lual /ku-alal kuala] 'I fetch'

r loel to-ek/ ioe"] 'also' (3sA)
s loa&el /mohko-eek/ m5hkore?] 'I sit'
t loul Imo-ulan/ moulan] 'to trap'
u) 1001 lindo-o/ \.nd6~o] 'th.at' EMPH
v) loal I-ko-ak/ -koa"] 2pA (2sA + p)
w) fail Ipe-puha-iI pepuhai] 'finish it!'
x) lee! Ipa-elak-i/ paela?i] 'go carefully!'
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y) larel IUIJ-ala-rekl !UlJlJeilie"ie?j 'I fetch'
z) lau! /la-ulJ-babe/ laumbabe] 'you will make'
a) laol Ina-oa! naoa) 'he said'
~) laa! /ma-aka/ ma"aka] 'to be something'

Sequences of three vowels may occur across a morpheme boundary as in (66a)
above.

S PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

The phonological processes occurring in A-T can be grouped into two main
types: 1) Allophonic and 2) Morphophonemic. The first of these deals with
strength-changing (weakening) processes. The second type, morphophonemic, can
be subdivided into assimilation processes and syllable structure processes. Of
course, there is interplay between these groups and rule ordering will not be
restricted to keep within such boundaries, but it may be helpful to look at processes
according to type where possible.

S.l Weakening Processes

Six phonemes each have more than one allophone. The two consonants /kI
and /d/, and the nonlow vowels Iii, luI, leI and /01 are all subject to weakening
processes which bring about their allophonic variants.

5.1.1 In syllable-final position /k/ has the form [?].

Rule 3 - k-Weakening

r- C .
-continuant
-nasal --> [-consonantal] / $
-anterior

The above rule shows the weakening of /k/ in syllable final position, that is not
only before other consonants or word finallf;' but also before any morpheme break.
This means that /k/ will be manifest as ?] even if in an intervocalic position,
provided that a morpheme break occurs fol owing the [?J.

(67) /bahtuk/ IbeihtU?] 'or'
/lakbi/ la?bi] 'more'
/pak-kamase/ pa?kamase] 'grace'
ItulJkak-iI tUlJka?i] 'open it'

In this final example we see that no resyllabification takes place when a vowel
initial enclitic (or suffix) is attached; the [?] remains. This is in contrast to
Indonesian.

(68) Indonesian: baik [bai"] 'good'

BUT mem-per-baik-i [mamporbaikl] 'repair'
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5.1.2 The consonant phoneme Idl is subject to the following rule when occurring
intervocalically.

Rule 4 - d-Continuantisation

C
-continuant c
-nasal +continuant
+anterior --> -lateral / V V
+coronal --
+voice

Accordin~ to this rule, Id/ becomes the continuant rr] in the specified position.
While this rule holds true for most speakers of the Tabulahan dialect, there are
some who seldom apply it to their speech and others who never do, retaining the
(d] form in all positions.

(69) /madondorJ! Imar5nd~tll •. Imad5nd:ltl1 'tomorrow'
/sadilJ/ sarin] .. sadin] 'rat'
/kodik/ k6ff?] •. k6di"?] '1'
/dedua/ defua] •. dedua] 'two'

5.1.3 Non-low vowels are laxed in certain positions.

Because the environments in which this process occurs are different with
vowels of different height, two rules are necessary .

.Rule 5 • Mid Vowel Laxing

[- iow] --> [-tense] / C $-high

This rule states that mid vowels, leI and 101 become laxed ([E], [~]) in closed
syllables.

(70) ImalJ-empel ma~HJEmpe]. 'to watchguard'
Ipahenta/ pahsnta] 'command'
/melJerJ! metlEn~ 'already (verb )-ing'
/lekbak/ IE?ba1 'to leave'
/lehsuk/ lshsu? 'egg'

(71) /sompok/ sSmp~?l 'rise in level'
/bondek/ bonde? 'coast'
ItedolJ/ ter~~] 'water buffalo'
lelok/ eb?J 'to desire'
/bohtol bohto] 'village'
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Similarly the high vowels, Iii and lui sometimes undergo laxing, but here the
environment is a little narrower. .

Rule 6 - High Vowel Laxing

[+hr9h] --> [-tense]/ __ [+ant;rior] $

High vowels are laxed then, when occurring in syllables closed by non-back
consonants.

(72) Iii Itimbak/ timba"] 'to answer'
Id ille/ dille] 'corn'

but /sikda/ sj?da] 'true'
/tihku/ tihku] 'beak'

(73) luI lumba/ IUmba] 'where?'
lunnuIJI 6nnuo1 'six'

but /IehsukJ lshsu? 'e~~'
Imasuhsa/ mas6hsa] 'difficult'

5.2 Assimilation Processes

5.2.1 Three assimilation processes occur.

Two have limited application, but the first, nasal assimilation, is ubiquitous in
usage; occurring wherever heterorganic nasals and stops, or nasals and nasals
juxtapose, whether across a morpheme boundary or a word boundary within
phonological levels PI and P2.

Rule 7 - Nasal Assimilation

[ ] [
- SYllabiC]a anterior a anterior

[+nasal] --> ~ coronal / ~ cor9nal

According to this rule any nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of a
following consonant. This applies within words and across word boundaries within
PI and P2 levels.

(74) /man-pa-dende/ ._> mamJ?arEncte] 'to shift sIt'
IUIJ-babel _.> umbabe] 'you make' .
/enuk-an-mu -- > enu?arnmu] 'your cup'
/dasalJ-tai •. > dasanta] 'our house'
IsuIJ-dahpa/ --> sandahpa] 'one arrnspan'
/puduq-na/ .- > puhinna] 'his nose'

lalJ don-bali uhanaq ma-luak-na/
••> [an dombali uhanarn maluavna]
'which is two armlengths wide'
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Principally the following consonant is either a stop or a nasal. Iyl is never in a
position to initiate this process, since the few cases where Iyl occurs morpheme
Initially are conjunctions and adverbs which take no affixation. /hi is already of the
same anterior and coronal specification as the yreceding nasal (/IJI) and so leaves
the surface form the same as the underlying, Is initiates the process generally, but
sometimes optionally ignores the rule, remaining as the sequence Ifj-s/.

(75) IUIJ-sakdiul -- > !UIJSa?diU] - !UnSa?diQ.] 'you feel'
ImaIJ-sihui -- > mansihu] - mansihu] 'to roast'
laIJ handaij/ -- > au handaU] the most. ..'

5.2.2 Although N following a nasal could also generate this rule, the surface form
[nl] is never realised.

This is because N is also the condition for the subsequent continuantisation rule
(8). Nasal Continuantisation, like Nasal. Assimilation, occurs across word
boundaries as well as morpheme boundaries within levels Pi and P2.

Rule 8 • Nasal Continuantisation

[+nasal] -->[1]/ ./1/

(76) IUIJ-IelleIJ! -- > (UllElh~lJ] 'to fell'
laJ] Jeh~uk/ -- > al lshsu"] 'ago'

5.2.3 The third assimilation process involves the phoneme 1a;:,1.

As has already been noted, lrel does not readily cluster with other vowels to
the same extent that the five others do. Even apart from this tendency to avoid
juxtaposition with other vowels, /'if./ tends to be found in syllables adjacent to other
/'if./-peak syllables within roots. The combinations 1a/(C)(C)/rel or 1'if./(C)(C)/a/
never occur within a morpheme. There is then neutralised contrast between fa! and
lce/.

(77) /brelrebrek/ Ib'if..lrebre?] 'woven bamboo'
/lremmrek/ liemmee"] 'to hide'
/bretccIJ/ bretreu] 'stalk'

When two morphemes meet, the first having /a/ as its final syllable peak; the
second having la:,! as its first syllable peak, vowel assimilation occurs.

Rule 9 - Vowel Assimilation

V V
+low --> [-back] / eC) eC) +low--- -back

word

This vowel assimilation occurs progressively, that is Ia/ becomes [eel whenever
Ia! and lrel are in adjacent syllables with lre/ to the right of Ia/.
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(78) Ima-kalimpunaIJ-rek/ -- > [makalimpumejpjse"] 'I am dizzy'
Ima-kretilJl --> [mrekretilJ] 'itchy'

The reverse situation, where lrel is to the left of laI, produces no such vowel
assimilation.

(79) /hrernprekrelJ-nal -- > [heempseksenna] 'his rice-picker'
IpelJ-krehrelJ-alJl -- > [pElJkrehreIJIJalJ) 'work'

Vowel assimilation can be applied once only to a word. The resultant syllable,
once the rule has been applied, cannot then be the condition for a subsequent
reapplication. '

(80) /la-ulJ-ala-reki --> [laulJualre''ce?] '1 will fetch'
not ·[hnHJua:l;~Au;?]

5.3 Syllable Structure Processes

We have looked at weakening processes and also at assimilation processes.
We now turn to the group of processes effecting changes in syllable structure.

5.3.1 The first process, that of nasal insertion, occurs in two somewhat similar
environments: before the possessive suffix with a) high vowel-final noun roots and
b) certain la/-final noun roots. The second. of these is not predictable from a purely
synchronic study so two rules are necessary to adequately present the full picture.

Rule 10 - Nasal Insertion:high vowels

o --> [+nasal] / [+hYgh]__ + ]

possessive suffix
According to this rule, the high vowels Iii and luI must be followed by a nasal

[N] when morpheme-final before a possessive suffix. This rule must precede Nasal
Assimilation, In order that the inserted nasal can assimilate to the point of
articulation of the ensuing consonant.

(81) underlying form /lopi-kul /hapu-rnu/
Nasal Insertion lopiN-ku hapuN-mu
Nasal Assimilation lopiq-ku hapum-mu
High Vowel Laxing - hupurn-rnu
Stress Placement lopi~-ku hapum-mu
surface form popIlJku] Ihapummu]

my boat' your kitchen'

Nasal insertion also occurs with some noun roots ending in la/. Accordinl to
Sirk (1988) a number of South Sulawesi languages have both a p'ossessive suffix set
without the nasal and one with. Though they are used differently in certain
languages, particularly Makassarese, the general trend (Toraja Sa'dan, Mamasa,
Duri, Mandar and various Bugis dialects) is for 'the nasal-included set to follow
nouns ending in high vowels or Ia!; and for the nasal-discluded set to follow nouns
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ending in consonants, mid vowels (which derive from Proto-South Sulawesi (PSS)
laryngeal- and semivowel-final roots) and Ia/.

The factor determining whether an Ial-final root takes an inserted nasal before
the suffix (the nasal-included possessive set) goes back to pre-PSS forms. Those
whose reflexes are used without the nasal 'derive from earlier forms ending in -aq'
(Sirk 1988:293), that is, they once were consonant final and like present consonant
final forms take no inserted nasal.

The historical linguist then can predict which forms currently ending in Ial will
undergo a nasal insertion process before the possessive suffixes, and which forms
will not. Any synchronic study such as this present one requires that la/-final noun
roots undergoing this process (approximately one third of all la/-final noun roots)
be so marked in the lexicon.

Rule 11 - Nasal Insertion:a

o --> (+nasal] / a + ]

possessive suffix
Again this rule must be ordered before Nasal Assimilation.

(82) [+nasal ins] [vnasal ins]

underlying form Ipahiamu-nal /~uu·nal
Nasal Insertion pahiamaN-na -
Nasal Assimilation pahiaman-na -
Stress Placement pahiaman-na sua-na
surface form wahiamanna] (suana]

his years (of age)' his mouth'

5.3.2 Whenever a morpheme final Ifj/ immediately precedes a vowel within a word,
it undergoes gemination. This happens not only with the verbal prefixes and
numerical prefixes ending in IfJ/, but also where IIJ/~final roots meet vowel-initial
enclitics for example. As this creates closed syllables ending in a back consonant it
must be ordered before Mid Vowel Laxing, though not necessarily before High
Vowel Laxing, which requires the syllable to be closed by an anterior consonant.

Rule 12 - u-Gemination

+nasal
(C) V -anterior + V --> 1 2 3 3 4

-coronal
123 4

(83) /dou-atuk/ --> d::>lJlJatu?] 'two hundred'
IsalJ-aka! -- > s8lJDaka] 'how many'
IUIJ-alH/ -- > ulJlJulli] 'to but
/pan-elok-na/ --> paUDeI5?na] 'his will'
/mafJ-empel --> mafJfJEmpe] 'to guard'
ImaIJ-ka-diIJin-rekl --> maIJkadiIJifJIJre?J 'I am shivery'
/lemneen-an/ --> IEmpreIJfJafJ] 'we visit'
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5.3.3 The prefix IUTJ-I is the form used to mark both actor focus and second person
ergative. Besides undergoing IJ-Gemination, IUfJ-I is subject to two other syllable
structure changing processes. The first of these optionally occurs.

Rule 13 - uq-Labialisation & Metathesis

+ u +nasal (C) V --> [+anterior] 1 3 4
-anterior 2
-coronal

1 2 3 4
prefix

This rule describes two simultaneous processes. The nasal IIJI is labialised to
become J.ml, while at the same time this nasal metathesises with the preceding
vowel lu. The form [mu-l is the result. However, Rule 13 is optionally applied.
Some speakers will use both forms with the same verb root in succeeding clauses.

In general, the basic form uIJ- is the one of preference. mu- is arguably a
simpler underlying form to work from. Section 5.4.1 discusses an alternative
analysis based on this.

(84) IUIJ-kalehai/ --> mukalehai] - uukalehai] 'remember'
luU-hasulJ/ -- > muhasuq] - ulJhiisulJ] 'polson'
IUIJ-insaIJI -- > muinsarj] - uIJlJtnsalJ] 'to know'
IUIJ-ala/ -- > muala] - uIJlJala] 'to fetch'
/ufJ-tipu/ --> mutipu] . - untipu] 'to cheat'

5.3.4 There is a very small closed class of vowel-initial verb roots consisting of the
verbs 'to eat', 'to drink' and 'to sit'.s Rule 14 is applied to members of this class in
order to delete lui from the prefix mu-. Rule 13 feeds Rule 14 and needs to come
first in rule ordering.

Rule 14 - u-Deletion

- m u ] V --> 1 0 3
123

prefi>,
(85) underlying form /uU-ande/ IUIJ-enuk!

urj-Labialsn.ec Metathesis mu-ande mu-enuk
u-Deletion m-ande m-enuk
Stress Placement m-ande rn-enuk
surface form ~m{mde] Imenu?] .

eat' drink'

Remembering that Rule 13 is optionally applied, should the speaker not apply
it with any member of this closed class of verbs, then Rule 14 would also not apply.
In this case the following forms would be generated.
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(86) underlying form lun-andel lun-enuk/
un-Labialsn. & Metathesis not applied not applied
Nasal Gemination uD-IJ-ande u!J-IJ-enuk
Stress Placement ulJ-IJ-ande uIJ-u-enuk
surface form IUDQande] IUlJlJenu?]

eat drink'

A minor rule such as this requires that the members of the class to which it
applies be so marked in the lexicon.

5.3.5 A-T does not allow geminate vowels to exist in any surface representation.
But since there are a number of geminate vowels in underlying form, there is a
process to deal with these.

Rule 15 - Glottal Epenthesis

V V
a high a high

C (V) fllow plow -- > 1 2 3 A 4
Y back y back

1 2 3 4

Whenever two identical vowels are juxtaposed within a word a weak ~lottal is·
inserted between' them to break the gemination. This occurs both within the
morpheme and where identical vowels meet intermorphemically.

(87) /b(Ca~k/ ....> [b~Are?J 'head'

Ikooj --> [k6Ao] 11'

Ima- aka/ -- > [maAaka] 'to be something'
STV what

Idi- paha -i -iDI -- > Idipahai"iul
PASS shelf LOC BEN made into shelves'

5.3.6 The need for Glottal Epenthesis further arises with the implementation of
another process, vowel repetition. A-T has several deictics which can be made
emphatic by employing an echo vowel'.

Rule 16 - Vowel Repetition

C V # --> 1 2 2 3
1 2 3

emphatic deictic
The above rule generates an identical vowel to 'echo' the root-final vowel of the
deictic, This gemination must be broken up by Glottal Epenthesis, therefore rule
ordering needs to place Vowel Repetition before Glottal Epenthesis.
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(88) underlying form Idiatol linde/
Vowel Repetition diatoo indee
Glottal Epenthesis diato?o inde""e
Stress Placement diato""o inde ....e
surface form Idiat6""o] ItndeAe]

the'(EMPH) this'(EMPH)

5.3.7 The aspectual enclitics I-mil (completive) and I-kek/ (incompletive) undergo
certain reduction frocesses when contiguous to vowels. A minimum of three rules
is required to dea with these reduction processes. It is perhaps simpler to handle
the two clitics separately as follows than to describe rules that simultaneously affect
them both. For an alternative handling of these reduction processes see section
5.4.2.

In two similar environments the completive aspect enclitic I-mil undergoes
vowel deletion. '

Rule 17 - Vowel Deletion:CMP-mi

(V +
mi --> m / ( .___ + V

completive aspect
enclitic

Rule 17 states that whenever the completive aspect enclitic I-mil is found
contiguous to a vowel within a word the Iii is deleted.

(89) a) /ma- toho -mi haqkak -na/ --> "matohom halJka?na
STY strong CMP finger 3POS 'his finger is already strong'

b) /lekbak -mi -rek/ --> [le?ba?mre?] 'Lleft'
leave CMP!sA

(89a) is marked • because as it stands it is not an acceptable surface form in
A-T. A subsequent rule is necessary to bring this about.

Rule 18 Nasal Velarisation

[+nasal] --> [-anterior] / #

Nasal velarisation causes any nasal found in word final position to become the
velar nasal [1J1. The relevant processes for (89a) are as follows: .

underlying form /ma-toho-mi/
Vowel Deletion:CMP-mi ma-toho-m
Nasal Velarisation ma-toho-n
Mid Vowel Laxing ma-toho-n
Stress Placement ma-t6hJ-1J
surface form Imatohoq]

already strong'
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The incompletive aspect enclitic [eke?] also under~oes reduction in one of the
two environments effecting similar changes in completive [-mil. Here the last two
phones are deleted, leaving only [k] to carry the meaning.

Rule 19 Elision:NCMP-kek

kek --> k / + V
incompletive aspect
enclitic

Like I-mil, I-kek/ reduces to a single consonant before a vowel initial enclitic.
Unlike I-mil no change is made following a vowel final stem.

(90) Itahhik -kek -ang/ --> [tahhi?kalJ] 'we are going on'
continue NCMP lxA

/bea -kek -rek/ -- > [beakie"] 'give me'
give NCMP IsA

/rnesa -kek/ --> [mesaks"] 'one more'
one NCMP

The above three rules are illustrated below with the stative verb, boho 'full (of
food)'. .

underlying form /boho-mi tau/ /boho-rni -rek/ /boho-kek -rek/
fuJI CMP GPRO fuJI CMP lsA full NCMP lsA

Vowel Del:CMP-mi boho-m tau boho-m-tek -

Elision:NCMP-kek - - boho-k-zek

Nasal Velarisation boho-jj tau - -

Nasal Assimilation boho-n tau - -

k-Weakening - boho-m-re? boho-k-re?

Mid Vowel Laxing boho-n tau - -

Stress Placement bolto-n tau boho-rn-as' boho-k-as?

surface form [bohon tau] [bohomse"] [bohokas"] .

'we're full 'I'm full 'I'm still
already' already' full'
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5.3.8 A-T allows stative verbs to undergo a syllable structure changing process with
a resultant meaning of 'intensified state'. There are three variant rules to express
this process.

Rule 20 Stative Intensification:h

V (h) I C V (C) # --> 1 h 3 4 ? #
-sonorant

1 2 3 4 5

When a stative verb has an obstruent as the onset of its ultimate syllable and is
preceded by a vowel or h, it may be intensified according to Rule 20.

(91) [maniPi?~ 'thin' -- > manihPi?l 'extremely thin'
mafota? 'nice' -- > mafahia? 'extremely nice'
mamata 'unripe' -- > rnarnahta"] 'extremely unripe'
maleke] 'pretti -- > malehks"] 'extremely pretty'
masilJ] 'salty -- > mahsi"] 'extremely salty'
maneeheeq] 'clever' -- > maneehhze"] 'extremely clever'

This and the following ,two rules need to be ordered before Mid Vowel Laxing as
they each cause syllables to be closed with non anterior consonants.

Rule 21 Stative Intensificatiorn?

«C) C)
( +sonorant )

V ( ) V (C) --> 1 ? 3 4 ?,
( C)
( +sonorant )

l( 2 3) 45

Rule 21 applies to statives with either a sonorant as the onset of the ultimate
syllable and/or a sonorant as the coda of the penultimate syllable.

(92) fman6no] 'hungry' -- > man5?n:>?] 'starving'
masili] 'shy' -- > masi?}i?J 'extremely shy'
mabaIJil 'dry' -- > maba?IJI?l 'extremely dry'
makambaIJ] 'thick' --> maka?ba1] 'extremely thick'
malontiq] 'fat' -- > maI5?ti?] 'extremely fat'
.kreyyrelJ] 'large' -- > kce?yce?] 'huge'

The third stative intensification rule applies to statives without an onset to their
ultimate syllable .. As these are less frequent than CV(C)# in stative verbs this rule
is less productive than the previous two.

Rule 22 Stative Intenslflcatlonq;

V V --> 1 ? IJ 2 ?

1 2
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(93) [makahao] 'far' --> [makahavrp"] 'far far away'
[mah6a] 'laden' -- > [mah5?{Ja?] 'overly laden'

When the relevant intensification rule has been applied to a stative verb a new
stress rule can be optionally applied also.

Rule 23 Stative Intensification Stress Placement

V --> [+stress] / (C) V (C) (C)_(C) :#
[+stress]

intensified stative
According to this rule any intensified stative verb may receive equal stress on the
final two syllables.

(94) ImUI6kC] -- > Imal~hk~?] -llllal~hkc?] 'extremely pretty'
masili] -- > masi?1i?J - masl?Ji?] 'extremely shy'
mah6a] -- > mah5?lJa?] - mah5?lJa?] 'overly laden'

5.4 Alternative Analyses

5.4.1 The prefix ulJ-/mu-

A-T most commonly uses the form [ujj-] to mark actor focus on the verb. It is
also the form most commonly used for the second person er~atjve prefix. However
for either of these functions, the form [rnu-] may be substituted. The underlying
form for these verbal prefixes is debatable. .

Neighbouring PUS also has two forms to mark actor focus: [urn- J before
consonant initial roots and [mu-] before vowel initial roots (Campbell, this
volume:27). The [mu-] form is also used optionally before consonant initial roots,
In his phonolo~ical analysis Campbell uses [urn- J as the basic fOfJ11for actor focus,
possibly to avoid confusion with the 2sE prefix [rnu-]. .

The formal distinction maintained in PUS between actor focus prefix and 2sE
prefix cannot readily be made in A-T. Either form is used for either purpose. It is
likely that the original underlying form for 2sE was [rnu-] since the (er~ative
marking) pronominal prefix set is essentially the same as the possessive suffix set
which has the form l-mu] to mark 2sPOS. This does not necessarily mean of
course that the actor focus morpheme should have the same UF as the 2sE/pOS
morpheme, nor should it necessarily have a different one. It may be that 2sEIPOS
had mu- as its original UF while actor focus was originally signalled by ulJ-. The
present use of either for both showing that the system is undergoing change.

From the perspective of natural phonology it is possibly a little simpler to posit
[mu-] as the underlying form for either. The nasal velarisation part of the rule is
an independently motivated process in A-T, whereas nasal labialisation is ad hoc in
this case.
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Rule 13A mu-Velarisation and Metathesis-

+nasal
# +anterior u + (e) v --> [-anterior]

-coronal
1 2 34 2 1 34

prefix
According to this rule, whenever the form mu- is prefixed to a word, metathesis
occurs (um-) concurrent with a change in the place of articulation of the nasal such
that it becomes [u]. An accompanying note is needed to indicate that this rule
applies optionally.

(95) a) /mu-kalehai/ -- > IUIJkaJCh3il- !mUkalCh3il 'remember'
b) /~lu-insaD/ --> ulJlJlnsalJ] - muinsaq] 'know'
c) Imu-hilJi! --> ulJhilJi] - muhiiji] 'hear'
d) /rnu-tipu/ -- > untipu] - mutipu] 'cheat'

Example b) shows that this rule would need to be ordered before u-
Gemination. Example d) shows the need to order this rule before both nasal
assimilation and high vowel laxing.

. Assuming mu- as the UF, Rule 14 which reduced mu- to m- with a small closed
class of verbs could be applied directly, with no ordering restrictions.

Though it would appear a little simpler to have mu- as the UF for the actor
focus. and 2sE morphemes than uU·, the latter requires the same number of rules
and less ordering restrictions. It remains then that either is a plausible UF to work
from. Until there are firm reasons to change we will persist in using ulJ- as the UF
for both 2sE and actor focus, which is the more commonly used surface form.

5.4.2 The aspectual enclitics

Changes relating to the aspectual enclitic I-mil (completive) and to I-kek/
(incompletive) in section 5.3 (Rules 17-19) were handled separately. Here an
attempt is made to combine the processes into more general rules. The first of
these deals with the placement of vowel initial enclitics after either I-mil or I-kek/.
For I-mil the process IS a simple one step vowel deletion.

Rule 17A - Vowel Deletion

V --> 0 / (?) + V

aspect clitic
According to this rule the completive aspect clitic I-mil reduces to [-m] and the

incompJetive aspect clitic I-kek/ reduces to [-k?] before a vowel within a word. The
completive clitic requires no further changes.
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(96) /lekbak ami -alJ/ -- > [It?ba ?malJ] 'we left'
leave CMP lxA

Ike- hrehtrelJ ami -rek/ -- > {kchrehtremmre?]
POS pregnant eMP lsA Iwas pregnant'

When completive I-mi! neither precedes nor follows a vowel, no such deletion
occurs.

(97)/lekbak ami sola -mul --> ~IE?ba?mi solamu]
leave CMP friend 2sPOS your friend has gone'

/la- ku- pa- tahhik ami -tek/ -- > [lakupatahhi?mitE?J
FUT 1sE CAUS continue CMP Dprx 'I must keep going

The incompletiveenclitic I-kek/ requires a further rule to reduce it to the form
I-kl.

Rule 19A - Glottal Deletion

? --> (2) / c _
Glottal stop only occurs syllable finally and so must be deleted whenever

immediately following another consonant within a word. The rule, Glottal
Deletion, is fed by 'Vowel Deletion and needs to be ordered after both Vowel
Deletion and k-Weakening.

(98) underlying form Isule-kek-alJl /bea-kek-rek/
k-Weakening sule-kev-an bea-kev-ee?
Vowel Deletion sule-kv-aq bea-kt-re?
Glottal Deletion sule-k-aq bea-k-as? .
Stress Placement su]e-k-aIJ bea-k-as?
surface form IsulekaUJ . , Jb.eakre?J

we are coming give me

Rule 19 deleted both the vowel and the glottal stop of incompletive -ke? in a single
step. Rule 19A only deletes the glottal as the vowel has already been deleted
under the more general vowel deletion rule 17A.

There is another situation in which completive I-mil is reduced in form.
Following a vowel final root the i of I-mil is deleted.

Rule 17B - i-Deletion

i --> 0 / V tm _ +
(99) /boho-mi-eek/ -- > [bohomee"] 'I am full'

/boho-mi tau! -- > boho-m tau 'we arc full'

If this reduced form is followed by a subsequent enclitic, no further. rules are
necessary; the surface form is duly generated. However, jf the completive clitic
marks the end of the word, the reduced form cannot stand without further
modification.
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Rule 18 - Nasal Velarisation

[+nasal] --> [-anterior] / ~
Nasal Velarisation has to follow i-Deletion but must precede Nasal

Assimilation which can occur across word boundaries. .

(100) underlying form /boho-mi tau/ /boho-mi-eek/
i-Deletion boho-m tau boho-m-eek
Nasal Velarisation boho-n tau -
Nasal Assimilation boho-n tau -
Stress Placement boho-n tau boho-m-eek
surface form Ib6h:m tau1 [bohomee"]

we are ful ' '1 am full'

The above analysis generates the various surface forms of the aspectual
enclitics, but requires four rules to do so. The earlier analysis, requiring only three
rules is therefore the more economic.

5.S Rule Ordering

As we have looked at the various rules which generate surface forms from their
underlying layers, it has become apparent that many of them need to be ordered to
bring about the correct surface manifestation. For several no such ordering is
necessary; they work independantly to effect a change unrelated to other changes.
The following table represents rules from sections 5.1-3 and also the two stress
placement rules, showing those that must be ordered (with the sequential notation
a-b-c). The re-mainder are listed arbitrarily. Table 14 represents the rules from
section 5.4 and any other rules from earlier sections that need to be ordered with
them under alternate analyses.
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Table 13 • Rule Order

17 Vowel Deletion

18 Nasal Velarisatlon

19 Elision:NCMP-kek

16 . Vowel Repetition

15 Glottal Epenthesis

13 ulJ-Labialisation & Metathesis

14 u-Deletion

20 Stative Intensification:h

21 Stative Intenslflcation.?

22 Stative Intensiflcationnj

23 Sty. Intens. Stress Placement

12 IJ-Gemination

5 Mid Vowel Laxing

11 Nasal Insertion:a

10 Nasal Insertion:high vowels

9 Vowel Assimilation

7 Nasal Assimilation

8 Nasal Continuantisation

6 High Vowel Laxing

4 d-Continuantisation

3 k-Weakening

2 Distal Voc. Stress Placemt.

1 Stress Placement



17B i-Deletion

18 Nasal Velarisation

13A mu-Velarlsation and Metathesis

7 Nasal Assimilation

12 u-Gemination

6 High Vowel Laxing

3 k-Weakening

17A Vowel Deletion

19A Glottal Deletion

6 FREE VARIATION

Speakers of A-T distinguish the speech of Aralle and that of Tabulahan as
being significantly different from each other to be separate, while remaining similar
enough to be considered dialects. Within these dialectal areas, slight differences
are reported between villages' usage. From my observation these differences are
more commonly speaker specific than village specific. Intervillage communication
and relocation between villages due to marriage for example are sufficiently stron~
and frequent to minimise these as areal differences, while they remain in speakers
idiolects.
We have already seen that Id/ is manifest as the phone [r] intervocalically. In the
main this is true, but in each of the Tabulahan dialect-speaking villages there are
individual speakers who will invariably use [d) even intervocalically. This then is a
speaker-specific variation.

(101) /ma-duqku/ ImarUlJkU] - !madUOkU] 'close'
ladahaul arahalJ] - adahalJ} 'horse'
Ipedoka! pefoka] - ped6ka 'gift'

The low vowels lrel and Ia! have been shown to contrast meaning (2.3.2).
Sometimes however there will be free variation between these sounds. this IS
again speaker-specific variation.

(102) [kreyyreJ)l - (kayya~] 'farge'
[uehhi"] . - tahhi?J 'straight on'

There exist then variations between speakers. Aside from these there arc
sometimes variations in the speech of an individual,

Such a free variation exists between stops and nasals in word-initial position
occurring in several words where the second consonant of the word is In!.
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Table 14 • Rule Order (Alternative Analysis)
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(103) [p5nna] #0# manna] 'jf'
poni] - moni] 'sound'
dmne] - ntnne] 'here' ~general)
done] - none] 'here' adjacent)
dono] - n6no] 'there' opposite)

The same individual may use either of these forms at any time.

The same speaker may fluctuate in usage between the un prefix and its'
metathesised counterpart mu-. He is far more likely to use un- at any given time
however. (See (84), (95))

7 FEATURES OF FAST SPEECH

·It is considered refined among speakers of this language to speak slowly,
People from Aralle as well as Tabulahan have related that Tabulahan is the
preferred dialect inasmuch as it is generally spoken slowly and carefully.
Nevertheless there are times when any speaker delivers a faster than usual string of
speech. When this occurs, there may well be features not found in slower, more
controlled utterances.

It has already been noted in 3.1, that certain vowel sequences, notably those
beginning with fa! can in skew the expected stress pattern, and particularly so in
rapid speech.

Fast speech can often cause elision of segments. The consonant /df in fast
utterances is frequently left off the morphemes di (general preposition) and di-
(passive).

(106) /la- di- aka! -- > [laiaka] 'What will it be?'
FUT PASS what

/di hipe/ -- > [ihipe] 'across (the valley)' .

Ali- pa- tama di loko/ -- > (ipatamai loko 1
PASS CAUS enter OP barn put in the barn'

Similurly the first segment in the morpheme la .. (future) CUll he lost to ruphJ
speech elision.

(107) /la-l-um- ao- mi -a1)/ -- > [arnaomaq] 'We are already
FUT INT go CMP lxA going to leave.'

(107) also illustrates the frequent reduction of the intransitive infix -urn-, The
first two segments of the infixed verb are sometimes omitted leaving modified roots
invariably beginning with 1m!.
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Nouns with an UF featurin~ geminate vowels and word final /kI frequently lose
the last vowel when suffixed with one of the possessives. This is especially so in
fast speech.

(108) /brerek-ku/ -- > [bre?ku] 'my head'
/biik-na/ -- > [bl?na] 'its bottom'

8 ADAPTATION OF LOAN WORDS

Speakers of A.•T like speakers of all languages, have allowed new words to be
accepted into general usage and to a greater or lesser degree to he adapted to suit
A •.T phonology. Some words haVing more recently entered the language than
others may not be as fully adapted, given the same sequences of sounds.

I first became aware of sound adaptations being made in the language through
hearing the difference in what people told me their names were from what they
used in calling' each other. Names originating outside the language area can be
viewed as a kind of loan word and show patterns that are likely to emerge when
new sounds are introduced to the language.

(109) Hardy ha?dij Simson sinsoq]
Herby E?bi] Johnson 5nsJIJ]
Arnie a?ni] Yordan y5?daIJ]
Elias lia?l Sofian s5?yaIJ]
Silas sila 1] Arlene a?1I1J]

From the above examples, we can summarise frequent changes made in loan
words:

a) word-final nasals become rlJ]
b) word-final s (and likely other non-nasal consonants) becomes [?]
c) r in word-medial consonant clusters becomes f?l
d) ussimilutiou of nusuls to point of urtlculutlon 0 following cousonunts

Some of these observations are indeed features of loan word adaptation. d) is
harder to test as combinations of heterorganic nasal plus other consonant are rare
in Indonesian.

8.1 Replacement of Foreign Sounds

The Indonesian consonants IgJ, /jl and leI are not part of the phonology of the
Tabulahan dialect of A-T. Usually loan words containing these are modified to /kI,
Id/ and It! respectively.



1. g --> k

(110) tuan guru [tuankuhU] 'teacher'
minggu mínku] 'week'
gergaji karakaji] 'saw'

2 j -> d

(111) puji [Púdi] 'praise'
janji dándi] 'to make agreement'
gaji kádi] 'salary'

3. c --> t

(112) celana [talána] 'trousers'
baca báta] 'to read'
cangkir tánki?] ·cup'

Similarly the Indonesian vowel/e/ has no equivalent in A-T and is adapted to
Ia! in most cases and to Iii between lsI and /kI.
4. e[e] --> a

(113) celana [tálana] 'trousers'
selamat saláma?] 'safe'
ketam káhtaIJ] 'plane'

5. e[e] --> 1

(114) sekolah ISikóla] 'school'
sekop sikópanl 'spade'
sekrup sikúru? ] 'screw'

[rl, though it occurs in A-T, is not a phoneme. Often in loan words Indonesian
Ir/ becomes A-T /h!. More frequently though it is retained as (rl.

6. r --> h

(115) surat [Súha?1 'letter, book'
tuan guru tuankuhu] ·teacher'

7. r --> r

(116) kursi [kUrúSi] 'chair'
gergaji karakaji] 'saw'
umur umúru?] 'age'
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8.2 Treatment of Word Final Consonants

Word final consonants are dealt with in one of four ways:

1. Anterior nasals are replaced with lUi. .
2. Other word final consonants are generally replaced by /kI which is weakened to

r?] in this position ..
3. the final vowel may be repeated followed by glottal stop.
4. lafJI may be added to the end of the word.

1. N# --> U#

(117) ketam [kahtalJ] 'plane'
senin [seniij] 'Monday'

2. C# --> ?#

(118) kasur !kasu.?] 'mattress'
pahat paAa?] 'chisel'
minyak mtnnee"] 'oil'

3. VC# --> VCV?#

(119) umur !Umuru?l 'age'
tanggal talJgala~ 'date'
sandal SandaJa?~ 'sandal'

4. C# --> CalJ#

(120) sekop [sikopaq] 'spade'

8.3 Breaking of Clusters

Illegal consonant clusters are handled by a vowel epenthesis process.

Loan Rule - Vowel Epenthesis

vee --> 1 2 1 3

123
vee --> veve
(121) kursi kuhisi] 'chair'

surga suhiga] 'heaven'
gergaji kafakaji] 'saw'
sekrup sikuru"] 'screw'

The last example shows the epenthesis working from right to left. This is most
likely because the Indonesian vowel I~I has no place In A-T phonology and
presumably the breaking of a consonant cluster precedes replacement of illegal
vowels.
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8.4 Consonant Gemination

One final process warrants mentioning in connection with loan word
adaptation. Sometimes in South Sulawesi languages a medial consonant is
geminated in borrowed words. A-T has been shown to exhibit geminate sonorants,
while voiceless obstruents pattern: he. As expected the same pattern occurs with
loan words in the event that such a process takes place.

c --> he / cc (cf Toraj a)

(122) kapal IkahPala?] 'vessel' (kappala)
ketam kahtaIJ 1 'plane' (gaitaq)
Kamis kammi'1] 'Thursday'

Despite all these adaptation processes, there remain borrowed words that have
not been adapted and others only partiallX so, retaining features of the donor
language. For example gergaji -- > [kafakaji] 'saw', has retained U], reflecting the
time of borrowing, while gaji -- > [kadi] .'salary' has been fully adapted to A- T
phonological patterning.

9 ARALLE D.IALECf - PRINCIPAL· DIFFERENCES

In the short time we have been able to spend in the Aralle dialect area thus
far", certain patterns of phonological divergence from the dialect spoken in
Tabulahan have emerged. Their treatment here will be cursory; the small amount
of data available is sufficient for only some of the principal differences to be
mentioned.

9.1 Segmentals

Aralle has the additional phonemes Ig/ and Ij/, occurring root-initially and
medially.

(123) A. T.

IgalJgu/ (gaogu] laliali/ (alia Ii] 'to bother'
lIagol lago) Isalalagl sabllaol 'spouse of in-law'

At times Ig/ corresponds with Ik/ in Tabulahan, especially so in the case of loan
words, which need not be adapted in this respect in Aralle.

(124) A. T.

/logol [logo] /lokok/ [loko"] 'a game for
children'

ImilJgul [miqgu] ImilJkul [minku] 'week'
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Like /g/, the Aralle phoneme /j/ has a low functional load. It is only found
word medially and corresponds to /y/ in Tabulahan in many cases.

(125) A T

/man-baja/ Imambaja] /maq-baya/ !mambaya] 'to weed'
/tuju/ t6)u] /tuyu/ tUJu] 'a reed'
/kaju/ kaju] /kayu/ kayu] 'wood'

Another consonant correspondence, though not as consistent as either /g/-/k/ or
Ij/-/y/, is /b/-/hl. In certain cognate word pairs, /bl in Aralle is equivalent to /hi in
Tabulahan. .

(126) A. T.

/balal [billa] /halal (hilla] 'fence'
/baa/ [ba" a] /haa/ ha .•..a] 'top plate' (house)

We saw that intervocalically Tabulahan Id/ becomes [1'], thou~h not with 100%
of the population. In Aralle, this does not occur. Idl remains [d] 10 all positions, [r]
only occurring in a handful of loan words.

9.2 Suprasegmental Features

Stress patterning is the same in both Aralle and Tabulahan and for the main
part so is intonation, My subjective impression, backed by reports from AralIe
speakers, is that intonation contours in Aralle are somewhat flatter. That is, while
mostly being the same shape as their Tabulahan counterparts, they do not reach
such high peaks and low troughs.

The possibly uniquely Tabulahan content question intonation: falling a perfect
fourth on the last stressed syllable and rising to the former level for remaining
syllables, is not used in Aralle. Instead a rise on the final stressed syllable followed
by a fall signifies a content question.

9.3 Distribution

As with other South Sulawesi languages, the Aralle dialect of A-T displays a
propensity for forming geminate consonant clusters. Where in Tabulahan only
sonorants are found in geminate clusters, stops and fricatives forming he clusters,
Aralle allows free formation of geminates with this latter grouping also.

(127) A. T.

/loppo! 15ppol /lohpo/ 15hpol 'vegetation'
/tapp'ak! tapea"'7] Itahpakl uihpa"'7j 'true'
/biulk! butl"] /bih tiki bihii"] 'foot'
/hesseek/ hessre?) Ihehsa::k/ hehsre?] 'mud'
/masussa/ rnasussa] /masuhsa/ rnasuhsa] 'difficult'

Occasionally a geminate in Aralle will correspond to a nasal/stop cluster in
Tabulahan.

(128) A. T.

/happakarp' [happakaq] /h~mp~k~u/ [hremprektclJ] 'rice picker
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NOTES

"l'here is a fourth condition which causes stress to be on both the penultimate
and the ultimate syllables. (See section 5.3 Rule 23).

2As this stress conditioned lengthening is entirely predictable and so slight, it
has not been marked apart from (43).

31 am interpreting the hh cluster as h [.~n] which fits the pattern for
obstruents, rather than asgernlnate h.

4Sirk terms these possessive 'enclitics" which behave like suffixes in regard to
stress placement. '

sThere may be other members of this class not yet encountered.

6Several rules in this section have been numbered A or B (eg.13A) to indicate
which rules in the previous section they are based on/most closely related to.

7Several days late March-early April 1990.
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O. INTRODUCTION

Napu is one of the Kaili-Pamona langua~es which are spoken in the western
and central parts of Central Sulawesi) Indonesia, Richard Salzner classifies Napu as
a member of the Austronesian Language Family, Southwest Indonesia Group, East
Toraja Subgroup (Salzner, 1960). More recent publications refer to the Toraja Sub-
group (West and East) as Kaili-Pamona, a term more acceptable to the local
population (Masjhuddin, 1971).

This initial study is based a corpus of over 2300 Napu words. This data was
gathered from May 1989 to November 1990 in the village of Wuasa, the capital of
the North Lore DIstrict (Kecamatan Lore Utara) in the Poso Regency (Kabupaten
Poso). There are about SOOO speakers of Napu, the majority of which live in ten
villages in the Napu valley located In the central purt of Central Sulawesi.

To the south of the Napu people are two closely related dialect groups • the
Besoa people and the Bada people. These three grouEs are socially and
geographically distinct. Each of these groups occupies a different valley. These
three dialect sroups) which are sometimes referred to as the Badaic languages, are
separated lexico-statistically at about 85%. Although phonologically these three
dialects are very similar, there are two differences worthy of mention. While both
Besoa and Bada utilize the glottal stop and a sixth vowel (o), Napu has neither
(Martens) 1989).

1. SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY

The segmental phonology of Napu is quite straightforward. In Napu, there are
twenty-three consonant phonemes and five vowel phonemes. There are an equal
number of phonetic values at the surface level which correspond to each of the
twenty-eight phonemes.
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1.1 Chart or Phonetic Values

The following chart gives the phonetic values of Napu as they appear to the
researcher on early contact. (Abbreviations: vd, - voiced, vI. - voiceless)

B A A
i I I P G
I D v va 1
8 e e el V 0
b n 0 08 e t
i t 1 -t 1 t
8 a a a a a

CONSONANTS I 1 r I r 1
.. .- .- .- .- --

Stops
vd, b d j g
vl, P t k

Prenasalized Stops

vd, mb "d n og
vI. mp nt c ok

Fricatives
vd. ~
vI. s h

Nasals m n IJ

Lateral I

Flap r

Semivowel y

VOWELS Front Central Back

High i u

Mid e 0

~w a
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1.2 Distinctive Feature Chart or Phonemes

The relevant distinctive features for each of the 28 phonemes of the Napu
language are listed below. Three of these phonemes (/j/, fc/, and /yf) are
considered to be marginal phonemes (see section 6).

CONSONANfS b pdt g k"b mp Dd Dt IJg IJk ~ s h j DCm n IJ I r y

syllabic - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
sonorant - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + +
consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + + + + - + + + + + + + -
continuant - - - - - - - - - - - - - t + + - - + + + + +
del rei - - - - - - - - - - - - + +
na~1 - - - - - - + + + + + + - - - - - + + + - - -
anterior + + + + - - + + + + - - + + - - - + + - + + -
coronal - - + + - - - - + + - - - + - + + - + - + +
back - - - - + + - - - - + + - - - - - - - + - - -
voiced + - + - + - + - + - + - + - - + - + + + + + +
lateral + -

VOWELS i e a 0 u

syllabic + + + + +
h~h + - - - +
low - - + - -
back - - + + +
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2. PHONEME FREQUENCY

From a database, of 1,273 word bases ranging from one to five syllables, the
frequency in percent is calculated below for each consonant phoneme in both word-
initial and word-medial positions. A word base is a word devoid of all affixes.
(Because of rounding, the totals do not add up exactly to be 100).

phoneme initial medial
------------ _.-~-~ ---------

b 1M ~
P In7 ~1
d 4.0 4.5
t 1« U
g 2.6 1.9
k 11.7 7.2

mb 0.5 4.4
mp 0.7 2.3
°d' 0.5 4.2
nt 0.9 1.9
og nl n9
ok 0.8 3.6
~ 6.3 5.0
s 5.3 3.5
h 9.9 5.7j 0.4 0.3
c 0.0 0.1

m 4.3 3.2
n 24 ~5
IJ 0.9 4.3
1 7.8 14.7
r 5.0 10.9
Y 0.1 1.0

._---_. ----_ ...
99.9 100.1

From the chart above, the following observation can be made:

1. Word initially, voiceless stops, fbI and /hi occur with high frequency.

2. Pre nasalized stops and ITJ! do not frequently occur in word initial position

3. Medially, liquids occur with very high frequency.

4. Marginal phonemes Ij/, fel, and Iyl along with the voiced velar stop lUg! occur
with very low frequency.
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From the same data base of 1,273 word bases, the relative frequency of each vowel
in percent is calculated below. Note that the vowel fa! occurs with more than
double the frequency of any other vowel.

relative
vowel frequency

i 1~5
e 123
a 3~6
o 1~6
u 15.9---_.

99.9

3. SYLlABLE PATTERNS

There are two types of syllables: V and CV. Since there are no closed
syllables, there are no consonant clusters and no final consonants. Since no
unambiguous CC sequences exist, prenasalized stops are interpreted as single
segments.

Below is a chart showing the frequency of various syllable patterns within
unaffixed words. Based on a sample of 1,273 word bases, the relative frequency of
each syllable type is given.

Number
of
Syllables Structure Example Gloss Frequency

-----------
1 V i r.eneral prep. 0.2

CV ba or' 0.2

2 V.V i.o 'yes' 0.5
V.CY a.he 'machete' 8.4
CV.V ba.u 'meat' 8.0
CV.CV ba.ba 'door' 45.3

3 V.V.CV i.u.mba 'where' 0.4
V.CY.Y i.ne.e 'don't' 0.6
V.CV.CV a.ndi-uo 'millipede' 2.2
CV.V.V b.o.e.a 'vjJ1a~e' 0.2
CV.V.CV du.a.qa 'boat 2.4
CV.CV. V ba.ho.i 'wash' 6.5
CV.CV.CV ba.be.hi 'make' 17.7
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4 V.CY.Y.CY i.ma.i/'di 'yesterday' 0.3
V.CY.CY.V a.li.pa.a 'centipede' 0.4
V.CY.CY.CY a.li.me.ri 'bat' 0.2
CY.V.CV.V ka.u.pe.a 'end' 0.6 .
CY.V.CY.CY la.e.ra.wa 'scenery' 0.2
CV.CV. V.V ka.re.u.e 'crocodile' 0.1
CV.CV. V.CV ka.la.i.ha 'snare' 0.7
CV.CY.CV. V ba.ha.nki.a 'several' 2.1
CV.CV.CY.CV ka.di.pu.ra 'arrange' 2.4

5 CV.CV.V.CV.V ka.tu.i.na.o 'remember' 0.2
CV.CV.CV. V.Y ka.la.la.o.a 'increasingly 0.1
CY.CY.CV.V.CV pa.ta.ni.a.ka 'alone' 0.2
CY.CY.CV.CY.CV pa.si.lo.lo.na 'prepare' 0.2

100.3

From the above data the following observations can be made:

1. The majority of all word bases are disyllabic (62.1%) and trisyllabic (30.0%).
Four syllable word bases compromise just 7.0% of the word bases in the data
base and words with one or five syllables make up for less than 1% of the total
word bases.

2. CV syllables are much more common than V syllables.

3. . V syllables most often occur in word final position.

4. The maximum sequence of vowels is three. The relative frequency of three
vowel sequences is quite low (0.4%).

4. STRESS

Stress is not phonemic. It occurs on the penultimate syllable of the word,
except when a post-eli tic is attached. Below are some examples of post-eli tics
found in Napu:

-na '1st person singular, absolutive'
-ko '2nd person singular, absolutive'
-ekai 'lst person plural (exclusive), absolutive'
eke '1st person plural (inclusive), absolutive'
-kau '2nd person plural, absolutive'
-he '3rd person plural, absolutive'
-mi '3rd person singular, absolutive, completive aspect'
-rno 'completive aspect'
-to 'emphatic particle'
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In the case of post-clitic suffixes, the stress remains on the penultimate syllable of
the word root. For example:

mesule 'to return home'
mesule-mo-na '1 am going to return home now'

mai 'to come'
mai-ko 'come here'

meUmba 'tomove'
meHmba-l]kai 'we moved'

lao 'to go'
lao-he 'they went'

marimi 'hungry'
marimi-mi 'he is hungry (already)'

In the case of suffixes as opposed to clitics, the stress moves to the penultimate
syllable of the entire word. For example:

ana 'child'
ana-mu 'your child'

s6u 'house'
sou-nta 'our house'

manu 'chicken'
rnarni-na 'his chicken'

Stress, in relation to post-clitics and suffixes, functions similarly in Uma, a related
Kaili-Pamona language (Martens, 1988).

5. LENGTH

Length is not phonemic. What might be interpreted as vowel length is better
analyzed as a sequence of two vowels of the same quality. This analysis accounts
for the fact that stress falls on the penultimate syllable in the following examples:

bana 'cloth'

ham-baa japi 'one head of cattle'
one-CLSF cow

talu baa-ria japi 'three head of cattle'
three CLSF cow

mampclJa 'to kiss'
mampeJ]aa 'many kinds'

humpi 'mustache'
humpii 'pinched'
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6. MARGINAL PHONEMES

6.1 /j/ and jOcI

The phonemes Ij/ and reI appear to be a result of more recent borrowings.
This is evidenced by the fact that these two phonemes did not occur in the original
Napu orthography as used by the Dutch in various publications. ' This instance of
diachronic sound change (i.e the addition of two new phonemes into Napu) could
be attributed to the fact that all Napu children attend school taught in Indonesian,
the national language. Indonesian contains the phoneme Ij/ and the phonemic
sequence Incl. There are many words which have been borrowed from Indonesian
into Napu. The marginal nature of these two phonemes is also evidenced by the
fact that older Napu people have trouble saying words with these sounds and
confirm that these two sounds are more recent introductions to Napu.

Listed below are nine instances of these two phonemes. Although this list is
probably not exhaustive, the frequency in which these phonemes are found is very
low.: Over halfappear to be borrowings from Indonesian.

Napu Gloss Indonesian (where borrowed)
-------- -.----. ._.~
Ijapi/ 'cow' sapi (borrowed via Kaili)
!ja8./ 'hour' jam
Imojagai/ 'guard' menjaga
Imopajekol 'plow'
Imouji/ 'to take a test' uji
/mejanguru/ 'to hit'

/li"cu! 'room'
Imorencana/ 'to plan' rencana
Ipa"ci/ 'pan' panci

6.2 !y!

The phoneme Iyl is also marginal in that it is rarely found in the word initial
position. In word medial position, [y] frequently occurs, but this can be accounted
for by positing Iii as the underlying form which then becomes [y] intervocalically
(see section 8.2).

Word initially iV and yV sequences are both found. Note the examples below:

[1.a] 'he, she'
[ya.lu] 'pounder for rice'

[i.u.mba] 'where'
(yu.li) 'July'



7. PHONOTACI1CS

In this section the combinatory possibilities of consonants and vowels are
analyzed. Uhlenbeck (1949), Adelaar (1983), and Van den Berg (19 89) have
already shown that such analysis can lead to insights into the word structure and
patterning of phonemes in Austronesian languages.

In this section, consonant patterning is analyzed by examining possible
consonant· combinations between two consonants which are separated by one
vowel. I restrict myself to word bases of which there are 1,273 in my data base.
Marginal phonemes (fc/, Ij/ and Iyf) are not included since the infrequency of their
occurrence makes it difficult to make any conclusions about their patterning with
other consonants.

The following chart shows the possible consonant combinations. The following
notations are used:

Cl : first consonant
-C2 : second consonant
+ : consonant combination occurs more than once ln the database
1 : consonant combination occurs only once in the database
- : consonant combination does not occur in the database

C b . P - d t g k mb mp nd nt Og lJk ~ s h m n IJ I r C2
Cl Clb b
~ ~
t t
g g
k k
~ ~mp mp
~ ~
~ ~
Ug Ug
Uk UkP P
s s
h h
m m
n n

p r
r r
a a

C~ b pdt g k nth mp lid ~ Og Uk P s h m nul r C2
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+ - + + + + + - + + + + - + + - + + + +
- + + + + + - 1 + - 1 + 1 + + + + + + +
- + + + - + 1 1 + - - + - 1 + - + + + +
+ + + + 1 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +- - - - + - + + 1 1 + - + + 1 + - - + +
+ + + + - + + + + + - + + + + + + + + +
- - - + - + - - - - - - - - - - - + + +- - + 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 1 - + 1 - +- - - 1 - + - - - - -' - 1 1 1 - 1 + + +- 1 + 1 - + 1 - 1 - 1 - + - 1 1 1 1 + +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +
- - + - - 1 - - - - - - - - + 1 + - + +- - + + - + + --+-++ 1 + + + + + +
+ 1 + + 1 + + 1+--++ + - - - 1 + +
+ + + - 1 + + + + + 1 + + - + + + + + +
-,1 + + 1 1 1 1 + - 1 + + + + + + 1 + +

".1,

1 + - 1 1 - 1+ + + + - + + + + + + + +- 1 - - - - + - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - + 1 ++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++ ++ + + + + + + 1 - + + + + + + + + +
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In analyzing. this data, the main difficulty is in determining which gaps are
accidental and which are systematic. Therefore in determining co-occurrence
constraints, the following three considerations have been observed:

1. In analyzing the overall patterns of the data, if two phonemes co-occur in a
certain order, they will generally be found to co-occur in the reverse order.
Therefore gaps in which two phonemes occur in a certain order but do not
occur in the reverse order are somewhat suspect.

2. Data on low-frequency phonemes such as /9g/ are not given as much weight in
the formulation of constraints. In the case of prenasalized stops, data on
higher frequency prenasalized stops is weighted more heavily in determining
constraints on co-occurrence.

3. In addition to the preceding chart, morphophonemic data has been introduced
in some instances when helpful to the overall analysis.

With these considerations in mind, and using a conservative approach, the
following tentative phonotactic constraints can be formulated.

1. Contra-voiced homorganic stops (including prenasalized stops) do not co-occur.
Contra-voiced homor~anic stops refer to two stops (separated by a vowel) at
the same point of articulation In which one stop is voiced and the other stop is
unvoiced. Therefore the following pairs are systematic gaps.

b b m b b m k Il1b nib r. me mb Olb me... .. ..)... p.... 1..1 •••• •• •• •••• ., ••

k.g.. g..k.. ek,..g.. g...,JL ...ug.. og.... Q ••• eg.. Og.•• o ..

This constraint does not apply to Id/ and It I which are not homorganic (/d/ -
alveolar, It! - dental).

2. Prenasalized stops do not occur before voiceless prenasalized stops. This
constraint overlaps with the first constraint. The following pairs do not occur:

"b m m m "d m "t m 13 m ek m.. p.. p.. p.. .. p.. .. p.. g.. p.. .. p..
mb nd.. mp nd.. nd nd.. nL.nd.. og nd.. ok...nd..
fib nk.. mp nk.. "d "k., nL.ok.. 0g IJk.. ek...uk..

We might have adopted an even broader constraint stating that prenasalized
stops do not co-occur. However, we would be left with a number of exceptions
such as:

ntefibe 'short'
mpande 'pineapple'
ntanda 'sign'
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To accept this broader constraint on prenasalized stops, we would also have to
ignore morphophonemic data which indicates the acceptability of certain co-
occurrences of pre nasalized stops and the rejection of others at the word level.
Below are several examples.

Idimba + nku/ ---> [dimbaku] 'my sheep'
sheep my

Idimba + IJtal _we> [dimbata] 'our(incl) sheep'
sheep our(incl)

Idimba + °dal ---> [dimbanda] 'their sheep'
sheep their

In the first two examples, co-occurrence of prenasalized stops is prohibited
based on phonotactic constraints whereas in the third example, two voiced
prenasalized stops are permitted to co-occur.' Please refer to section 8.3 for
more examples and a description of the Pre nasalized Stop Dissimilation Rule.

For these reasons, the first and more specific constraint on co-occurrence of
pre nasalized stops is preferred to the broader constraint. The more specific
constraint not only accounts for the exceptions to the broader constraint but
also accounts for word-level phenomena rather than just word bases.

3. lsi and '/hi do not co-occur:

s..h., h..s..

4. The velar nasal does not co-occur with voiced velar stops:

g..IJ.. IJ··g··
1J •• lJg.. IJg·.IJ..

This constraint also accounts for the following morphophonemic data (see
section 8.1):

/hag + oguf -- > [ha.o.gu] 'one CLSR' ego haogu tulu
one CLSR 'one egg'

Due to the infrequency of certain phonemes and the lack of data, many gaps in the
chart are not accounted for by the constraints above. In the opinion of this author,
the vast majority of these remaining gaps are accidental and do not reflect
phonotuctic construlnts. Below ure some likely examples of uccldcntal gaps:

d..b.. g..d.. h..t.. °d..d.. m.."t.. IJ..s..

Consonant-vowel combinations and vowel-vowel combinations are virtually
unrestricted. With regard. to consonant-vowel combinations, any consonant may
precede any vowel with the exception of Iy/. Iy/ may not precede the vowel Iii (see
appendix Ie). In two vowel sequences, all vowels may occur with all other vowels
(see appendix lD).
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8. IJIlONOLOGICAL I)ROCESSES

Given the simple syllable structure and the fact that there are no consonant
clusters in Napu, it is not surprising that phonological processes are not a
prominent feature of the language .. In this section, three phonological processes are'
described -- nasal assimilation, vowel disyllabification, and pre nasalized stop
dissimilation. '

8.1 Nasal Assimilation

Since the best example of nasal assimilation is found in lower numerals that are
prefixed to classifiers, a brief introduction to the Napu numbering system is
necessary. Napu utilizes a system of classifiers in which the numbers 'one' and
'two' are handled differently from other numbers as can be seen in the following
examples:

hambaa japiJ 'one head of cattle'
rombaa Japi} 'two head of cattle'
talu baana japi] 'three head of cattle'
iba baana japi] 'four head of cattle'
lima baana japi] 'five head of cattle'

ha'fepo kaut 'one piece of wood'
rontepo kau 'two pieces of wood'
talu tep6na au] 'three .pieces of wood'
iba tepona kau] 'four pieces of wood'
lima tepona kau] 'five pieces of wood'

hambula] 'one month'
rombula} 'two months
talu fJulanaJ 'three months'
Iba ~uIanaJ 'four months'
lima f:\uhlna] 'five months'

hasabul 'one thousand'
rosabu . 'two thousand'
talu sa una] 'three thousand'
fiba sabuna] 'four thousand'
[lima sabuna] 'five thousand'

halJaloJ 'one day'
rOlJalo} 'two days'
talu alona] 'three days'
iba alona] 'four days'
[lima al6na] 'five days'

These examples give an idea of both the regularity and the complexities of the
Napu counting system. When counting objects in Napu, the prefix lftaO-/ is used for
'one' and the prefix IroU-/ is used for 'two'. These prefixes are attached to the
classifier word. The prefix !hau-/ has been selected as the underlying form over
other possibilities such as /ham-I, /han-I, and !ha-/ because [hag-] is the surface form
before classifiers which begin with a vowel. The same rational is used in the
selection of IrolJ-1 as the underlying form. Although these two morphemes /han-!



-sonoram
+ consonantal
+continuant
+anterior
-coronal

and Irou-I violate the syllable structure at an underlying level, they do not violate
the syllable structure at the surface level after the following three phonemic rules
are applied:

(1) Stop Nasal Assimilation

1 2 1 2

C C

[+nasal] ---> 0 [+nasal]

N b,p,d,t,g,k ---> mb,mp,nd,nt,lJg,lJk

(2) Fricative Nasal Assimilation

1 2 1 2

C C
[+nasal] ---> 0 [~continuant]

[+ nasal ]

N J1 ---> mb

(3) Consonant Deletion

C -> 0 /_ C

In rules (1) and (2), the processes of nasal assimilation and deletion of the
preceding nasal occur simultaneously. In this way intermediate forms which violate
both syllable structure and principles of assimilation are avoided. Rules one and
two are unordered in respect to each other but must be applied before rule number
three.

When a prefix ending in a nasal is added to a root form, four possibilities
emerge. First, on root forms which begin with stops, the stop becomes
pre nasalized and the preceding nasal is dropped. Second, on root forms which
begin with the voiced bilabial fricative I~/, the bilabial fricative becomes the voiced
pre nasalized bilabial stop FbI and the preceding nasal is dropped. Third, on root
forms which begin with nasals, liquids, lsI or /hi, the preceding nasal is deleted.
Fourth. on root forms which begin with a vowel, no cures apply and therefore the
underlyin~ form is the same as the surface form. Below are examples of how these
phonological rules apply in each of the four cases.
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+consonantal
- continuant
- delayed release
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Rule /han +bela! /haJJ + l3ulu/ /huJJ + sabu/ !haJJ + alo/ .

1. SNA hambela

2. FNA ha'Pbula

3. CD hasabu

[ha't'bela] [ha't'bula] [hasabu] [haUalo]

From twenty-five classifier words which take these two suffixes, three exceptions
were found. They are listed below: .

(
hadUa tobalilo J 'one boy'
rodua tobalilo] 'two boys'

(
hakilo J 'one kilometer'
rokilo] 'two kilometers'

[ha6gu gog6aJ 'an ear of corn'
[roogu gog6a] 'two ears of corn'

The second exception is probably due to the fact that kilo is a recent loan from
Indonesian. The third exception IS due to phonotactic constraints (see section 7).

8.2 Vowel Desyllabification

Although three vowel sequences are possible they are rare and in some
instances avoided by the application of the following rule.

(4) Vowel Desyllubification

+ syllabic
+ high
-low --- > [ - syllabic] / V_V
-back

i y

This rule is unordered with respect to the nasal assimilation rules but must p~ecede
the stress placement rule. Below are some examples of its application (NOM -
nominalizer, IMP - imperative):

/bahoi + a/ --- > [bah6ya] 'laundry' .
to wash NOM

/lincu peN - doi - a/ --- > [Hncu pe'tdoya] 'bathroom'
room NOM bathe NOM

/tambai + a/ --- > [tambaya] 'add more to'
add to IMP
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8.3 Prenasalized Stop Dissimilation

In keeping with phonotactic constraints (see section 7), certain combinations of
prenasalized stops are not permitted in Napu. As seen in the rule below, voiceless
prenasalized stops lose their prenasalization when preceded by a prenasalized stop.

(S) Prenasalized Stop Dissimilation

+ consonantal] / I+ consonantal~
- continuant - continuant
- del reI 1---> [- nasal] - del reI V -+ nasal + nasal
- voice

mp, nt, ek p, t, k mp,mb,nt,nd,ok,lJg

Below are some examples of prenasalized stop dissimilation.

/dimba + lJku/ ---> [dimbaku] 'my sheep'
sheep my

/dimba + "tal ---> [dimbata] 'ourfincl) sheep'
sheep our(incl)

Ihampi + oku/ ••• > [hnrnpfku] 'my clothes'
clothes my

/hampi + °tal _.- > [ha't'pita] 'our(incl) clothing'
clothes our(inel)

/paa'tde . + oku/ ---> [paa'tdeku] 'my food'
food my

/paa'ide + ntal --- > [paa'tdeta] 'our(incl) food'
food our( inel)

/penanti + uku/ _•• > [pegantiku] 'my parent-in-law'
parent-in-law my

lpeganti + tal --- > IpelJantita] 'our (incl)
parent-in-law our(inel) parent-in-law'

/pelaaka + uku/ --- > [pelaekaku] 'my running'
running my

/pelaaku + Iltu/. ••• > [pcluokatu) 'our (incl) funning'
running ourflncl)
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Note that when the third person plural possessive suffix I·odal is used, the
pre nasalized stop dissimilation rule does not apply because the pre nasalized stop in
this suffix is voiced.

Idimba + nda/ --- > [dimbanda] 'their sheep'
sheep their

/haffipi + Ilda/ --- > [hampiOda] 'their clothing'
clothes their

/paa'tde + °dal ---> [paandenda] 'their food'
food their

/peuaOti + °dal --- > [penantitda] 'their parent-in-law'
parent-in-law their

/pelaeka + ndal --- > [pelanka'tda] 'their running'
running their

8.4 Order of Rules

This is a summary chart of how each rule is ordered with respect to the other
rules. Only those sets connected by a down arrow are in fact ordered with respect
to each other. The pre nasalized stop dissimilation rule is not ordered with respect
to any other rule.

1. Stop Nasalization Assimilation X

2. Fricative Nasalization Assimilation 1 X

3. Consonant Deletion X ~

4. Vowel Desyllabification X
!

5. Stress Placement X

6. Prenasalized Stop Dissimilation

9. SENTENCE INTONATION

In Napu, statements and imperatives have falling intonation and all questions
end with rising intonation which begins on the stressed syllable of the last word.
However there is a difference between the intonational patterns of yes-no questions
and that of content questions. In content questions there is an intonational rise
over the stressed syllable of the question word. If the stressed syllable of the
question word happens to be the first syllable of the utterance, the intonation will
fall at the beginning of the utterance and then rise again at the end of the
utterance. If the stressed syllable of the questlon word occurs in the middle of the
utterance, the intonation will rise preceding this stressed syllable, and fall after it
and then rise again at the end of the utterance.



Statements:

[ina mepalakanamona hampai] 'Excuse me, I have to go now.'

[hi surana ida] 'That's Ida's book.'

[anankol letamohe] 'The children are asleep.'

[ma~613emona] 'I am tired,'

[pesua mail 'Come in.'

Imperatives:

[maenumoke] 'Please drink.'

[nupegiana haffipiii] 'Wait for me:

-
[136lihi i lalu rapu] 'Put it in the kitchen.'

Yes-No Questions:

[peisana mesua] 'May I enter?'

[aramokc r60 maavde] 'Have you eaten yet?'

---~~~.-

[ba ia ampuna sura iti) 'Is that his book?'
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[apa au rababehi indoflei] 'What is being done over
there?'

Content Questions:

[hemaIde] 'Who is he?'

---Uumbake laol 'Where are you going?'

[apa au nubabehi] 'What are you making?'

[haekia ho16na] 'How much does it cost?'

[ba ara i woeko meja] 'Is it on the table?'

[sura au noumba ara indoI6u] 'Which book is it?'

[impirakau mesule] 'When did you return?'

[haako ilJmbuko mal] 'Where have you been?'
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Segment Positions Within Words

The data below is phonemic. Due to the simple syllable structure of the
language and the nature of this data (basic forms), the surface forms are identical
to the underlying forms except for the placement of stress on the penultimate
syllable.

A. Consonant segments; word initially and medially

In the list below, each consonant phoneme is described, and two examples are
given, one showing the phoneme in initial position,and one showing it medially.
The marginal phonemes /j/ and /"c/ are not included (refer to section 6 for
examples).

fbI Voiced bilabial stop
/baba/ 'door' libol 'monkey'

Ip! Voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop
/popil 'doll' lapil 'fire'

Idl Voiced alveolar stop
/dike/ 'dog' /haodil 'a little bit'

It! Voiceless unaspirated dental stop
/tampo/ 'land, earth' /matal 'eye'

/g/ Voiced velar stop
Igogoal 'corn' /bagol 'work'

/kI Voiceless unaspirated velar stop
Ikael 'dig' liko! 'I'

Fb/ Voiced prenasalized bilabial stop
I"'buli/ 'again' /kalu't'ba/ 'afternoon'

Fpl Voiceless pre nasalized bilabial stop
Fporagia/ 'rainbow' Isempal 'kick'

/"d/ Voiced pre nasalized alveolar stop
f'dooe! 'gong' /li"do! 'face'

f'tf Voiceless prenasalized dental stop
/"tepuu! 'very' lananta/ 'our children'

IlJgJ Voiced pre nasalized velar stop
lugereo/ 'spider' Imiugu/ 'week'

/1Jk/ Voiceless prenasalized velar stop
/ukayal 'many' /haeko/ 'only, from'
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fb/ Voiced bilabial fricative
/~ou! 'new' ItoJJa~inel 'female'

lsI Voiceless alveolar fricative
/sou/ 'house' Isusul 'milk'

/hi Voiceless glottal fricative
/halol , 'vegetables' /bahil 'to hoe'

Im/ Voiced bilabial nasal
Imatal 'ey~' libimil 'we (exclusive)'

In! Voiced alveolar nasal
Inado I 'like that' Itaunal 'person'

/uJ Voiced velar nasal
IUihi/ 'gigi' louel 'nose'

N Voiced alveolar lateral
/laol 'to go' lalol 'day'

Ir/ Voiced alveolar flap or trill (free variation)
Iraral 'road, path' /bam/ 'no, not'

Iyl Voiced palatal semi-vowel
Iyalu! 'rice pounder' lagayana/ 'but'

B. Vowel segments; word initially, medially, and finally

In the list below, each vowel phoneme is described, and two examples are
given showing the phoneme in word-initial, word medial, and word-final positions,

Iii voiced high front unrounded vowel
Iidel 'this' fbitil 'foot'

leI voiced mid front unrounded vowel
Jenel 'you' Ilempo/ 'meaning'

fa! voiced low central unfounded vowel
lara! 'to be' !raral 'road'

lui voiced high back rounded vowel
luda/ 'rain' /tulu! 'egg'

10/ voiced mid back rounded vowel
lapel 'all gone' Inodo! 'like that'
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C. Consonant » vowel sequences

Any consonant may precede any vowel, with the exception of Iy/. Iyl may not
precede the front high vowel Ii/. Below are examples of consonant vowel
combinations:

'fbi! /hiti! 'fool'
/bel /babehi/ 'do'
/hal /hal 'or'
/bot /boe/ 'pig'
/hu/ /babunol 'langsat' (fruit)

/pi/ /api/ 'fire'
Ipel /hepekal 'fling'
Ipal lalipaal 'centipede'
Ipol /ipol 'poisonous'
Ipu/ /ampu/ 'grandchild'

Idi/ ladi/ 'younger sibling'
Idel Idenal 'bird, sparrow'
Idal lada! 'customs'
Idol Idoi/ 'money'
Idu/ /badu/ 'clothes'

Iti/ lanti/ 'brin~'
Itel latel 'liver
Ita/ /bantakia/ 'firefly'
Itol Itou! 'correct'
/tul latu! 'roof

/gV Igigiu/ 'needle'
Igel Igewol 'erase'
Iga/ lagayana/ 'but'
Igol Igogoa/ 'corn'
/gul Igulu! 'collect'

/kif /ikita! 'we (inclusive)'
/kef /bokel 'tie'
/ka/ /ikami/ 'we (exclusive)'
/ko/ /doko/ 'often'
/ku! laku/ 'confess'

rbi/ /lambi/ 'obtain'
JMbe/ /hambe/ 'brand'
JMba/ /bambari/ 'news'
rbo/ /gombo/ 'meeting'
f"bu/ /gambu/ 'guava'

rpi/ /hampi/ 'clothes'
Fpe/ Jffiperao/ 'spear'
Fpa! JMpanda/ 'pineapple'
Fpo/ /l emp0/ 'meaning'
rpu/ lampul 'grandchild'



I"di/ landilJol 'luminous millipede'
I"del landel 'eat'
fda! fnpu"du/ 'pineapple'
/"dol Imadondol 'morning'
/"du/ /bundu/ 'use'

/"ti/ lanti/ 'carry'
/"tel ftereuu/ 'very'
/"tal /ba takia/ 'fire-fly'
/"tol /lintal 'go back and forth'
/"tu/ Ituntu/ 'preach'

/Ugi/ /lJgihi/ 'teeth'
/9ge/ /halJge/ 'fry'
/9gal ItafJgal 'leprosy'
/9g01 ItafJgorol 'moo'
/9gu/ ImifJgu/ 'week'

/Uki/ /halJkia/ 'how many'
/lJkel /leukel 'chop'
/Oka/ lanka! 'lift'
/lJkol Ido'Jkol 'deceive'
/Oku/ /huoku/ 'near'

I~i/ /ha~i/ 'slave, servant'
I~el /ha~e! 'arrive'
I~a/ la~aha/ 'a cold'
I~ol Ige~o! 'erase'
I~u/ la~u/ 'ashes'

hi! M~nu/ '~~W
Isel Irese! 'dun'
Isal lasa/ 'manggo'
Isol Iriso! 'rice mortar'
Isul Isua/ 'enter'

/hil /babehi! 'make'
/hel lahel 'machete'
/hal la~aha/ 'a cold'
/hal /bahoi/ 'wash'
/hu/ lahul 'dog'

Imil Irimi/ 'hungry'
Imel lalimeri/ 'bat'
Imal Imani/ 'still'
Imol /komol 'cloth'
Imw lamul 'boil water'

Ini/ Imani/ 'still'
Inel lanel 'if
Ina! lagayana/ 'but'
Inol /babunol 'langsat (fruit)'
Inu! Inuu/ 'dwarf buffalo'
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lUi! /balJi! 'dry'
IUel I"dolJel 'gon~'
Inal /lanai 'afraid'
1001 la"diooi 'luminous millipede'
IlJuI InafJU/ 'swim'

/Iii lalimeri/ 'bat'
/leI lalel 'mat'
/lal lalal 'take'
/101 lalol 'day'
/lui /balul 'sell'

Iri! /alimeri/ 'bat'
Irel Iretal 'mud'
Iral laral 'to be'
Irol larol 'wake'
/rul /bambaru/ 'shelter'

Iyel Itayel 'hand'aal lagayana/ 'but'
01 Idayol 'grave'

. Iyuli! 'July'

D. Two vowel sequences

All vowels may occur with all other vowels in sequences of two vowels as
illustrated in the examples below. Although the vowel sequence luol never occured
in our limited' data base of 1,273 word bases, this sequence does occur in affixed
forms.

Iii! Idiil 'to push'
lief Ipiel 'to press'
lia/ Ita 1 'he, she'
liol /hahiol 'nine'
liul Igigiul 'needle'

lei! Idureil 'help'
leel lineel 'don't'
leal Ipeal 'only'
leal /meol 'cat
leu! Italeul 'back'

lail /hail 'sick'
lael /hael 'long time'
laa/ /alipaa/ 'centi~ede'
laol /laol 'to go
lau! lau/ 'that'



loil Idoi/ 'money'
Ioe! /boel 'pig'
loal Igogoal 'corn'
1001 Irool 'already'
loul Isou/ 'house'

lui! /bui/ 'unlucky'
luel lJ'uel 'God'
/ual Ilua/ 'hard'
luol /ku-o~aDa/ 'I .cal!)' on my shoulder'
/uu/ /"ttpuU/ 'very'

E. Three vowel sequences

The following three vowel sequences have been found:

laea/ Ima-eal 'embarrased'
laoal Iraoa! 'weather'
leue/ /kareuel 'crocodile'
loeal /boea! 'village'
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Contrasts Between Phonetically Similar Segments

A. Consonant segments; contrasted word initially ~nd medially

The following examples show the contrast of phonemes that are phonetically
similar.

1. fbI vs. Ipl vs, jDlbl vs, Im/ vs, . I~I

/bl and Ipl /badul 'clothes' .libol 'monkei
Ipadul 'leave' lipol 'poison

/bl and FbI /baul 'meat' liba/ 'four'
Fbau/ 'to pound' limba/ 'where'

-fbI and Fpl /baba/ 'door' /tabol 'dishes'
Fpanda! 'pineapple' Itampol 'earth'

/bl and Im/ /bail 'courapeous' luba/ 'carry'
Imail 'come luma! 'father'

/bl and I~I /balal 'ball' /labi/ 'breakfast'
If}ala/ 'gate' /laf}i/ 'because'

Ipl and Fbi Iparel 'rice' Irapul 'kitchen'
f"baro/ 'to fly' Irambul 'smoke'

/p/ and Fpl Ipandita/ 'pastor' Ihupi/ 'tongs'
Fpanda! 'pineapple' /humpil 'mustache'

Ipl and Im/ Ipail 'bitter' Itopi/ 'baby'
Imail 'come' Itomil 'breastfeed'

/p/ and I~I /Eaal 'thigh' /api/ 'fire'
I~aa/ 'head' lafSi/ 'hold'

Fb/ and ,"p/ Fbaro/ 'to fly' /rumba/ 'thick'
Fpanda/ 'pineapple' /rumpa/ 'run into'

f"b/ and Im/ f"baul 'to pound' /li"'ha! 'move'
Fpandal 'pineapple' /lima! 'five'

f"bl and I~I f"butul 'burst' Igambul 'guava'
I~utu/ 'older sibling' Iga~u/ 'cloud'

f"p/ and Im/ Fpanda/ 'pineapple' Ik,lllpo/ 'meaning'
/mandol 'rotted wood' /lemo/ 'lemon'

f"p/ and IfJI f"perao/ 'spear' /halllp'i/ 'clothes'
I~eraka/ 'peel' /ha~i/ 'servant'

Im/ and Itll Imata! 'eye' /humel 'lips'
IfJata/ 'badan' /hutlel 'burn'
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2. Idl VS. It! VS. f'dl VS. f't/ VB. In!

Id/ and It! Idual 'two' lida! 'live'
Itua! 'old' lita! 'lihat'

Id/ and fld/ Idii/ 'push' fidel 'this'
/"dii/ 'diam' lindel 'here'

Id/ and flt/ Idaral 'horse' Itudu! 'order'
f'taral 'the rest' Ituntu! 'preach'

Id/ and In! Idanal 'cross-beam' /badi/ 'hear'
Inanal 'pus' /banil 'mosquito'

It/ and f'd/ Itol 'person' lit a! 'see'
fdo/ 'knock' linda! 'debt'

It/ and rtf . lotol 'car' Itanda! '(right) side'
/ontol 'meat' ftaninu/ 'different'

It! and In! Itua! 'guest' I~ata/ 'body'
Inual 'anoa' I~ana/ 'peak'

fdl and /"t/ /"daulu/ 'go down' /tendel 'throw out'
ftaninal 'different Itentel 'repeat'

/"d/ and fn! /"dogel 'gong' linda! 'debt'
Inodol 'like that' final 'will'

flt! and In! /"tanina/ 'different' /lanta/ 'floor'
Inanil 'song' /lanai 'coconut oil'

3. Ig! VS. /k/ VS. lUg!VS. Ilk! VS. luI

IW and /kI . Igola/ 'sugar' Imobagof 'to work'
/kolal 'spoon' Itobako/ 'tobacco'

IW and Jog) Igalo/ 'mix' /igu! 'tight'
Jogalu/ 'frown' /miogu/ 'week'

IW and /Uk! Igalol 'mix' /mobagol 'to work'
/llkaya/ 'many' /halJkol 'from'

IW and IIJ/ IgafJaI 'separate' Igaga! 'too'
IfJafJa/ 'mouth' Igaga! 'separate'

/kI and jrJg/ jrJgalu/ 'frown' /leogel 'face'
/kalu/ 'carry' Itekel 'gambar'

/kI and /UkJ /kala! 'bracelet' /dokol 'often'
/llkaya/ 'many' /dolJko/ 'deceive'
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/kI and lUi /kaffibal 'machete belt' Ihaka/ 'to trap'
IlJaffiba/ 'valley' /baua/ 'name

log! and loki IOfl,alu/ 'frown' /leogel 'face'
IlJ1.aya/ 'many' /leokel 'dimple'

log! and lUI logalu/ 'frown' /leogel 'face'
IUana/ 'mouth' Imaleuel 'tired'

loki and IIJI /tJkarol 'stop' /laoka! 'run'
IlJatal 'proud' /lalJa/ 'afraid'

4. Id/ vs, IJI vs, lrl

Id/ and IV IdaIJa/ 'ha-nd width' lidel 'this'
/laIJa/ 'afraid' lilel 'snake'

Id/ and lei /badu/ 'clothes' /tudu/ 'order'
/barul 'wine' Iturul 'lay down'

IV and lei IIalJa/ 'afraid' I~oli/ 'put away'
IraTJa/ 'friend' I~ori/ 'also'

S. It! vs, lsl

It/ and lsi lita/ 'see' Itoul 'correct'
lisa! 'know' Isou/ . 'house'

6. /n/ vs, lu/

In! and luJ Inipi/ 'thin' /lanaI 'coconut oil'
IIJipi/ 'dream' /lalJa/ 'afraid'

B. Vowel segments; contrasted word initially, medially and finally

The following examples show the contrast between all five vowels in syllable
initial, syllable medial, and syllable final positions:

lalel 'mat' /litel 'stem' lahal 'sharpen'
lelel 'laugh' /letel 'slice' lahel 'machete'
lilel 'snake' /latel 'backache' lahi/ 'alms'
lolel 'slow' /lotel 'glutton' lahol 'take down'
luI era/ 'top' /lutel 'withered' lahul 'dog'
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Padoe is generally considered to be one of the dialects of the Mori language
which is spoken by approximately 30,000 speakers in South and Central Sulawesi.
Mori is cfassified as a member of the Central Sulawesi stock of the Southwest
Indonesian languages, and is further classified as belonging to the Bungku-Mori
family (Grimes and Grimes, 1987; Barr and Barr, 1988). According to a
lexicostatlstical analysis made on the basis of the UNHAS-SIL sociolinguistic survey
by Karhunen and Vuorinen (1989), Padoe can be considered a separate lan~uage.
It is spoken by approximately 8,000 people. They Jive in a few villages 10 the
subdistricts of Nuha, MalHi and Mangkutana, district Luwu, South Sulawesi, and, on
the other hand, in a few villages in subdistricts of Mod Atas and Parnona Utara,
district Poso, Central Sulawesi, where some of the Padoes moved in the 1950's.

The data that Adriani (1914) represents as the Padoe language in fact contains
material from the Mori Bawaf language, seemingly from the Soroako dialect
spo~en in Nuha,

Data for the present study were gathered mostly in the village of Taliwan, Mori
Atas, in 1989·90. Taliwan consists historically of three villages in the south. numely
Tabarano, Wawondulu and Lioka. Nowadays it is administratively divided into the
villages of Tabarano and Wawondula. Some of the data originates from the village
of Kawata, Nuha, where the writer spent five weeks during the survey in 1988 (see
Karhunen and Vuorinen, UNHAS-SIL sociolinguistic survey, 1989).

2. CIIART OF PIIONEMES

CONSONANTS Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal

Plosives vl p t k ?

vd b d g

vl prenas mp nt Uk
vd prenas mb nd IJg

Frlcatlves vd p
vl s h

pren~ (M)
Lateral I

Trill r

Nasals m n IJ
VOWELS Front Central Back

High i u

M~ e 0

~w a
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Consonants. Prenasalized stops (mp, mb, nt, nd, Uk, IJg) are interpreted as
single units, first because there are no unambiguous consonant sequences in the
language. Secondly, word initially, they occupy the same position as any other
single consonant. Thirdly, there are no syllable (or word) final consonants; medially
the prenasalized consonants are always assigned to the next syllable by native
speaker intuition; never are they broken up, e.g, lla.lJka.iI, not •llalJ.ka.i/ 'big'.

Vowels. The only unambiguous syllable patterns in Padoe are CV and V.
Phonetically long vowels are interpreted as sequences of the same vowel, and glides
as two vowel segments. If, word finally, it were a question of a phonemic vowel,
the stress should be on the preceding syllable. However, that is not the case (cf 6.
'Stress' below):

ImO'dii] 'to pull' ~CV.CV.V)
o'noo] 'six V.CV.V)
o'lai] 'far' V.CV.V)

In penultimate position, phonetically long vowels receive stress on the second
half of the vowel, or of the vowel glide; often, however, the stress is shifted to the
first part of the vowel, or vowel glide.

Whenever the stress is shifted (cr. 6. 'Stress' below) there are minimal pairs
such as follows:

f'f3if3i 'edJje'
'f3iif3i](from lf3i'il3i]) 'shiver'

(
sala] 'way, road'
saala] (from [sa'ala]) 'wrong'

For a fuller discussion of length see section 8.3.

4. DESCRIPTION OF CONSONANTS

/p/ [p] voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive

('pau] /pau/ 'langua~e'
'supe] !supel 'needle

/hI [b] voiced bilabial plosive

('banal /banal 'cloth, fabric'
ta'buJu] /tabulu/ 'ir

There is free variation between /h! and its implosive counterpart /B/:

['balJeJ/('6alJe] /balJe! 'monkey'
['bele]l[ fiele] /beJel 'tin, can'
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It! [t] voiceless unaspirated dental plosive

['tehu] ftehu! 'mouse, rat'
[o'pitu] lopitu! 'seven'

./d/ [d] voiced alveolar plosive

['dahu] fdahu/ 'dog'
[ka'dera] /kadera/ 'chair'

/k/ [k] voiceless unaspirated velar plosive

[
kOIO'pua] /kolopua/ 'turtle'
ma'haki] Imahakil 'sick'

Igj [g) voiced velar plosive

['ga1ul 18alu/ 'rice field'
[su'ugl] /suugj' 'rich'

P/ [?] voiceless glottal stop

('ta?i] Ita?iJ 'excrement'

There is free variation between word initial glottal stop and its
absence:

['uma V['?uma] luma! 'father'

Imp! [mp] voiceless pre nasalized bilabial plosive

!'mPihe] Impihel 'always'
meo'IJgaa] Impoogaa/ 'eat' (more than two people)
su mpere] Isumpere/ 'pumpkin'

1mb! [mb] voiced prenasalized bilabial plosive

(
'mbO?u] Imbo?uj 'still, again'
'arnba] lamba! 'just a while ago; only then'

Inti [nt] voiceless prenasalized dento-alveolar plosive

[ntano'ntano] Intanontanol 'beetle grub'
[bunto] /buntal 'well'(n.)

Ind/ [nd] voiced pre nasalized alveolar plosive

(
'ndamU] Indamu/ 'axe'
ka'ndau] /kandau/ 'sickle'

In the speech of some older people, [nd) is sometimes replaced br.
[nr], like in the word le'ndea/ 'here' which then becomes [e'nrea].
the occurence of [nr] is also attested in the Mori variety described by
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Adriani (1914:232), but he considered it a non-native sound, having
arisen as the result of Bugis and Makassar influence, where this sound
occurs freely. This seems to us to be the reason why [nr] is found in
some idiolects.

Insl The pre nasalized alveolar Insl is somewhat disputable in Padoe.
Adriani (1914:232-233) argues that there is a phoneme Insl in Padoe,
whereas Esser (1927:6) says that Padoe is different from other Mori
dialects in that it does not have Ins/. According to our data, the Padoe
that is spoken in Kawata, Angkona and Pabeta in South Sulawesi,
hereafter referred to as the 'western dialect' in this paper, has the
phoneme Insl which in other Padoe areas corresponds to lsI. An
example of contrast in Kawata:

Insl \IS. lsi: Ipansu! 'ladder'
Itsasu/ 'stone'

/pansu/ is !pasul in the speech of Padoes in other areas (e.g. Taliwan).
Other examples of Insl are Ipunsi! 'banana' and /lansaJ, 'langsat'
which, respectively, appear as IpusV and l1asa/ in Taliwan.

Also, the pre nasalized alveolar fricative [ns] occurs at mor~heme
boundaries in the western dialect (see 8.1. 'Nasal Accretion), but
again is not found in the speech of Padoe sEeakers from other areas.
For example, Imonsoul vs, !mosou/ 'to sow'(from !moN! + Isou!) and
Imonsuel vs. Imosuel 'to see' (from ImoN/ + Isue!).

The forms with Ins/ are recognized in Taliwan as originating from
Mori Bawah or from the western dialect.

Thus, as far as Padoe is concerned, /ns/ has phoneme status in the
western dialect but not in the other variants of Padoe. This is the
reason Ins/ is put in brackets in the phoneme chart.

/Uk/ [lJk] voiceless prenasalized velar plosive

(
'saqka] Isa1Jka/ 'enough'
rno ukeke] /moqkeke/ 'to dig'

lUg! [Ug] voiced pre nasalized velar plosive

(
lJge'?ue] !oge?uel 'grandparent'
'kango] lkalJgol 'but'

The occurence of the voiceless pre nasalized stops in word initial position is scarce.
The voiceless prenasahzed bilabial stop Impl does occur word initially in a plural
verb marker; besides in this morpheme, it IS found word initially in only one word
in the data. Of the voiceless prenasalized alveolar IntI there are three examples in
our data of words which be~in with this phoneme. The voiceless prenasalized
glottal IlJk! does not occur initially. However, all these voiceless prenasalized
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stops frequently appear between the constituents of compound words where they
seem to function as links (see section 8.1 'Nasal accretion').

r~i~iuko'rono] l~i~iQkoronol 'river bank'
from l~i~i1 'edge'
and /karona/ 'river'

[Buku'mpau] l~ukumpauJ 'title, sentence'
tram I~uku/ 'bone'
and IpauJ 'speech'

[oruo'ntavu] /oruontavu/ 'two years'
from loruol 'two'
and Ita?ul 'year'

I~I [~]voiced labial approximant. It has the following allophones which
seem to be in free variation:

[fl] voiced bilabial approximant, and
[u] voiced labia-dental approximant

[
'flue]/['uue] /wue/ 'fruit'
molo'Buluj'[molo'uulu] /molowulu/ 'blue'

lsI [s] voiceless alveolar fricative

['saru] /saru/ 'with, in the company of
['paso] Ipaso/ 'nail'

/hi [h] voiceless glottal fricative

[ho'ora] /hooral 'often'
[ihi'kuro] /ihikuro/ 'uncooked rice'

Irl [r] voiced alveolar vibrant

(
'raha] Irahal 'house, home'
o'ruo] loruo! 'two'

1m! [m] voiced bilabial nasal

['mete] Irnetel 'sea fish'
[pa'mutu] Iparnutul 'frying pan'

In! [n] voiced alveolar nasal

[nifli'nipi] Inipinipi/ 'temple'
[Ia suna] /lasuna/ 'onion'

Inl [0] voiced velar nasal

[Uisi), IlJisi] 'tooth'
[rna bono] /mobono/ 'deaf
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IV [I] voiced alveolar lateral

[la'nkai] /lalJkai/ 'big'
[moma'loi] /momaloi/ 'tired'

Contrasts.

Ipl vs, fbI vs. I~/: /pasol 'nail'
/basal 'k.o. basket made of sago

palm leu!"
/~asul 'stone'

Isapi/ 'cow'
Isabi/ 'chop wood'
Isa~i/ 'ride a horse'

Ipl vs, Imp/: /lopol 'taro'
/lompolompol 'full of water'

/piihe/ 'once'
/mpihel 'always'

/bl vs./mb/: /sabi/ 'spur'(n.)
Isambi/ 'porch, veranda'

/boul 'fish'
Imbo'ul 'also, too; again'

Impl vs. Imb/: /kompol 'stomach'
/kombokombo/ 'rice that is just beginning

to ripen'

It! vs. Id/: Itondo! 'fence'
/dondano/ 'dam'

/tuto! 'lop (branches)'
Itudo! 'k.o stick' .

It! vs, Inti: /kota! 'lie'( n.)
/konta! 'enau-palm fruit'

/tanu/ 'pile'(v.)
/ntanontano/ 'beetle grub'

/d/ vs. !od!: /tadu/ 'umbrella'
Itandul 'horn'

Idalu! 'soo~'
/ndarnu/ 'axe



Inti vs, Indl: /loonto/ 'float'
/londol 'step on coconut palm tree

for climbing'

Idl vs. In!: Iflida~aI 'k.o, tuber'
Iflinalu/ 'k.o.rice dish'

Idahu/ 'dog'
Inahul 'cook'

Idl vs. Ir/: Itadu/ 'umbrella'
Itarul 'k.o. basket'

Idonta/ 'to fall'
Iroonto/ 'to fall (leaves)'

Idl vs. /1/: lumbeda! 'near'
lumbelel 'depression in rice field

where fish can breed'

Idaal 'still' (adv.)
lIaa! 'big river'

ltl vs. /1/: Isala/ 'road'
Isere! 'hair brush'

Irongol 'carry on shoulders'
/1ongol 'sesam seed'

/k/ VS. Ig/: lkaUgol 'but'
IgaTjgo/ 'beard'

/uki/ 'write'
/suugi/ 'rich'

/k/ vs. IUk/: Isakil 'cross over'
/salJkil 'answer'

Ig/ vs. /Tjg!: Igoril 'line'
/Tjgori/ 'carve'

ITjaTja! 'mouth'
/gaTjgol 'beard'

ITjk/vs. /1Jg!: 1malJka/ 'perhaps'
/malJga1i/ 'left'

/g/ vs. /I]!: /gafjgo/ 'beard'
ITjakol 'very'

Ifla~iI 'a kind of dessert'
lalJi! 'wind'
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IIJI V8. lUg!: /lou01 'sesame seed'
/loIJgol 'get wet, watery'

1"/ vs, Ih/: Itu"iI 'excrement'
Itahil 'sea'

I?I vs. its absence: Isi?el 'rice barn'
Isiel 'that'(dem.pron.)

Ita? u/ 'year'
Itautaul 'old man'

I?I vs. /k/: Ipu?ul 'classifier for trees'
Ijjukul 'bone'

Ita?iI 'excrement'
Isaki/ 'cross over'

s. Description of Vowels

Ia! [a] low central unrounded vowel

1
'810] lalol 'take'
'ta?u Ita?u/ 'year'
si'da~a] Isida~a/ 'corn'

lei [e] mid front unrounded vowel

lelu'?clU] /eluelu/ 'orphan'
'mete] Imetel 'sea fish'
mo'lujie] Imolu~el 'lazy'

Iii [i] high front unrounded vowel

lihi'kuro] /ihikuro/ 'uncooked rice'
o'pitu] lopitu/ 'seven'
'tarni] Itami/ 'mirror, glass'

In some function words there is free variation between Iii and lei, for example in
/endi(lie/, /indipiel 'when, at what time (in the past)'; Iserio/, /sirio/ 'over there
(near)'; lepie/, /ipie/ 'long time' and in /helinie/, /hiliniel 'now'. The rule seems to
be that when the stressed syllable contains an Iii, the lei in the preceding syllables is
raised to Iii. Free variation seems to occur in the word Iseda{3a/, Isida{3al 'corn' too.

101 [0] mid back rounded vowel

1
0'Iif3iI loli~i/ 'advice'
~a'to 0] Ipatolol 'pencil'
sima] Isimol 'clothes louse'
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luI [u] high back rounded vowel

I'umal luma! 'father'
r,a?a lua] Ipa?alua! 'pillow'
labu] /labu/ 'iron'

In the proximity of leI and Ii! the mid-high back unrounded allophone
[ii] of lui often occurs:

(
me'suel Imesuel 'other, different'
m~?cu' 'eu] Imcc:ueu/ 'to change'

The phonemes 10/ and /ul are sometimes in variation, like in the word /luhu?a!,
/luho?aj 'waist', or in the subject marking prefixes like lto-l, Itv-l '3 p' or 10-1, lu-I
'2s'. Variation between the phones [u] and [0] is common in Austronesian
languages (cf. Campbell (this volume».

Contrasts.

leI vs, Iii vs. /01 vs. lui: lolel 'medicine'
loli! 'buy'
10101 'day'
loluolu/ 'shade'

Ia! vs. leI vs. Ii!: Isarul 'with, in the company of
Iserul 'cloud'
Isirul 'spoon'

Ia! vs. /01 vs. luI: lalul 'rice stamper'
/oluolul 'shade'
/ulu/ 'head'

6. Stress

Stress is always on the penultimate syllable, regardless of suffixes added to the
root word, whether derivational, inflectional or aspectual (cr. Martens 1988 and
Barr 1988, for Uma and Da'a, where the stress placement is not as
straightforward). For example:

l'fahal /raha! 'house'
ra'haijgu Iraha + I]gu/ 'my house'
raha'miul Iraha + miul 'your house'

[rame'rame] frame + ramel 'festive, lively'
[perarnera'rneva] Ipe + rame + fame +a/ 'celebration'

[
pa'guru] /paguru! 'teach'
paguruko'miu] fpaguru +komiu/ 'teach you'
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The stress may optionally shift back one syllable, if it originally occurs on the
second of two contiguous vowels. The result is then a stressed, phonetically long
vowel or a stressed diphthong (cf. Mead 1989):

[
Pi'ilJgor['piiUgo] 'to have no more'
ne'ine] -['neine] 'aunt'

7. Distribution

7.1. SyJlables

Padoe has two univalent syllable patterns: CV and V. They occur freely in
any combination.

Although the highest number of syllables in stems seems to be four,
derivationaf and inflectional affixes can add a number of syllables up to nine.

1: V Iii 'unspecif. lac. prep.'
(inform. use)

CV Indi/ 'to, for (s.o.)

2: CV.CV /ba.na! 'cloth, fabric'
V.CV la.tol 'roof
ev.V I~u.a! 'fruit'
V. V /l.a/ 'to stay, to live'

3: V.V.V lo.i.ol 'contradict, f1~estl'

CV.CV.CV Iga.Ju.ral 'rainy season
CV.CV. V Ime.nte.el 'right, true'
V.CV.V la.mba.ul 'water buffalo'
CV.V.V. Isu.a.if 'cucumber'
CV.V.CV /ho.o.ral 'usually, often'
V.CV.CV /i.ne.hu/ 'greens'
V.V.CV la.a.mbol 'not yet'

4: CV.V.V.V /bu.a.e.a/ 'crocodile'
CV.cv.cv.ev Ipo.Ji.~o.~a/ 'doorway'
CV.CV.CV.V /ko.lo.pu.a/ 'turtle'
CV.CV.V.CV /so.sa.e.lo/ 'leave one's home area'
V.CV.CV. V Ie.ndi.pi.e/ 'when <in the past)'
CV.CV. V.V /laJa.e.ol 'nature
v.cv.ev.cv /o.li.ma.ma/ 'butterfly'
ey.Y.CV.CY Ipo.o.ma.?aJ 'purse, bag'

The following patterns emerge from the list:

1. Pattern CV.V.CV. V is not found in root words (it often occurs in
reduplications).

2. In four-syllabic roots there has to be at least one CV syllable; i.e. pattern
V.V. V. V. is not possible.

3. A four ..syllabic root cannot begin with a sequence of two vowels.
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7.2. Consonants

Segmental phonemes occur freely within syllable and word patterns of Padoe,
with the following exceptions:

a. The glottal stop is not contrastive word initially.

b. The sequence #V? does not occur.

c. Of the voiceless pre nasalized stops, Inti and IUk! occur only word medially
(see also p.6 above). Impl is an exception in that it occurs also word
initially in the plural verb marker:

/mpe + limba/ '~pl.actor~ move»
Impo + ~o~au/ 'pl.actor make'
Impo+ema/ '(pl.actor ask for s.t.'

As for their voiced counterparts, Imb/, Indl, and IfJgI, they do occur word
initially, but their frequency is low.

7.3. Vowels

The vowels can occur freely within syllable and word structure of Padoe, i.e.
any vowel can occur in any vowel position. All possible combinations of vowel
segments occur in Padoe. They are always divided by a syllable boundary (see 3.
'Interpretation' above).

ii • I~ji~i/ 'to shiver, shudder'
ie - lumel 'this'
ia - Imoia/ 'to stay, to live'
io - Imolio/ 'empty»
iu - Isiu/ 'honey'

ee - /meene/ 'midday (lOam -3pm)'
ei • lainei/ 'who'
ea - Ireal 'blood'
eo· Imeol 'cat'
eu - Imeeu/ 'to change'

aa - laambol 'not yet'
ai - /laikal 'house in the rice field»
ae - /kael 'hand'
ao - Imolaol 'to flee'
au - lambau/ 'water buffalo'

00 - luoolel 'albino'
oi - /menauoi/ 'to swim'
oe - /boel 'pig'
oa - laroal 'heart, center of emotions'
au - /boul 'fish'
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uu - Imeluluu/ 'work for s.o.'
ui - lapui/ 'fire'
ue - luel 'lord'
ua - /buaea/ 'crocodile'
uo - Ipo?ohuol 'youngest (child)'

8. Morphopbonemics

8.1. Nasal Accretion

Nasal accretion is a process in which a root or stem initial voiceless plosive
becomes a prenasalized plosive at the same point of articulation. In Padoe nasal
accretion occurs only with voiceless plosives and, in the western dialect, also with
the alveolar fricative. Capital N is here chosen to represent the 'underlying' nasal.
It is found in the following cases:

1. With verbal and derivational prefixes such as moN-, pobl-, mpoN-, meN-, peN-,
and mpeN-:

moN + paho ----------> Imompahol 'to plant (rice)'
moN + tamba -------> Irnontamba/ 'to chase (s.t.)'
poN + ta?u + a -----> Iponta?ua/ 'consolation ceremony'
meN + puei -----------:> Imempuei/ 'to bathe in the sun'
peN + kono + a ----> /peqkonoa/ 'meaning'

ki + mpoN + kulii - > /kimpoqkulii/twe peal (woody

ro + mpeN + toro - > Irompentorol 'they (mult.act) sit'

In the western dialect:

moN + sou ----------- > Imonsou/ 'to sow'
moN + sue ----------- > Imonsuel 'to see'

In the following examples the INI is not realized, because the first phoneme of
the root is not a VOIcelessplosive: .

moN + nahu --------- >: Imonahu/ 'to cook'
moN + ~o~au ------- > Imo~o~au/ 'to make'
moN + oIJgo -.:...------> IrnooIJgol 'to tie'

There are two examples of voicing taking place with the nasal accretion:

moN + kaa ------------> ImoIJgaal 'to eat'
moN + kito -----------> ImoIJgitol 'to look at s.t.'

In the verbs ImeIJgoti/ 'to stand', Imendamol 'to enter' and /mornbaane/ 'to fly.'
it seems as if voicing has taken place but in fact the roots are, respectively, 199oti/,
Indamol and /mbaane/,
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2. In some expressions of compound noun-phrases:

/koronal 'river' l~il3i lJkoronol 'river bank'
Ipau/ 'word, speech' I~uku mpau/ 'title'

In a few cases the velar plosive is also voiced:

/kael 'hand, arm' Ipalai lJgael 'palm of hand'

3. In some fixed numeral + noun expressions:

Ita?u/ 'year' loruo nta?u/ 'two years'

In the western dialect:

/so~u/ 'thousand' laso nso~u/ 'one thousand'

8.2. Glottal Insertion

Whenever two morphemes are joined so that a sequence of two vowels is the
result, a glottal stop is inserted at the morpheme boundary:

/me + i~i/ --------------------> me?j~i] 'to cry'
Imo + ffal ------------------> mo?a~a] 'to laugh'

• .• .• • , • • tIte + It ----------------------> te?ltl] dripping
/ku + asa + 0/ -------------> ku?asa?oJ 'I sell (s.g.)'
Ino + oli~i + iro/ ---------> no?olil3i?Iro] 'he advices them'
/ule + ule/ -------------------> ule?ule] 'insect'

The fact that the glottal stop does not always occur before vowel initial verbal or
nominal suffixes is due to the fact that there are several allomorphs of the same
suffix, some of which have the glottal, some of which do not (see Vuorinen 1991,
and Karhunen 1991).

8.3. Shortening

Phonetically long vowels in non-final position are shortened if the word is
affixed or if it is used as a modifier. Such words are especially several bare
intransitive and stative verbs plus a few other intransitive verbs. A couple of
adverbs fall into that category too, as the shortening seems to take place whenever
the adverb alone does not constitute an independent clause. The numeral laasol
'one' is another example of these kinds of words. See the examples below:

Bare intransitive:

/tuul3u/ 'life; live'
/mompo + tuul3u/ -------------------> /mompotu~u/ :t~~aise'
~~~ ~
/maate + aI --------------------------- > Imatea/ 'death'
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Bare stative verbs:

IpUlJgol . 'have no more'
Iko + piiqgo + RED + no + to/- > /kopiqgopnjgonoto/

'the longer the less'

/buukel 'full of
/buuke + tol -----------------------> /buketo/ 'already full'

Other intransitives:

/loonto/ 'appear'
Ime + loonto + REDI --------- > /melonto-tonto/ 'to float'

Isaarol 'credit'
Imo + sarol ------------------------ > Imosarol 'to receive credit'

Adverbs:

laando/ 'not any more'
laando + ku + kito + 01 ----- > lando kukiteol 'I don't see it anymore
/aando + lalau/ ------------------- > lando lalau/ 'there is no more'

laambol 'not yet'
/aarnbo + no + to?ori + 01 - > /ambo notovorio/ 'he does not know

it yet'
/aarnbo + lalau/ ------------------ > /ambo lalaul 'there is not yet'

Numeral laaso/:

laasol 'one'
laaso + etul -----------------------..> lasoetul 'one hundred'
/aaso + ta?ul ----------------------> /asontavu/ 'one year'
laaso + to~a/ ---------------------- > lasonto~al 'a lake'

(For the nasal linkage in the last two examples, see Karhunen 1991, 'The Noun
Phrase in Padoe'.)

In some cases where there is a minimal {lair with the short vowel. This
phonetically long vowel tends to stay long, despite affixation.

I~ii~il 'shiver, tremble' vs. /flifli/ 'edge, bank'
/nofliiflif 'he shivers'

Imcpaahi/ 'to throw' vs, /mcpahi/ 'move sideways
when sitting

/rnetuundu/ 'how' vs. /tetundu/ 'turn upside down
a certain toy'

Imosaaril 'chase away' vs, /mosari/ 'sieve'
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Verbs the roots of which have the long vowel in final, i.e. stressed, position, retain
the long vowel also in affixed forms:

/kulii/ 'peal'
Ito + kulii + 01 ------------------- > /tokuliio/ 'we (inc) peal it'

/luluu/ 'work for someone'
Ino + pe + luluu/ -----.---------> /nopeluluu/ 'he works for s.o.'

8.4. Vowel merger

There is one verb where merger can be said to have taken place. The leI of
the verb prefix has merged with the /i/ of the root:

Ime + ine?i/ -••-••-----.-------.--. > /mine?i/ 'to descend'

8.5. Dissimilation

The final 101in some verbs becomes leI when the verb suffix -0 'it' is added:

/alo + 01 ••---.--- .•. -.-------------- > /aleo/ as in,
/kualeo/ 'I take it'

/kito + 01 --------------------------- > /kiteo/ as in,
/kikiteo/ 'we (ex) see it'

/|3a|3o + 0/ ---.--------------------.-> I|3a|3eo/ as in,
/|3a|3eoto ai raha/ 'take it horne!'

8.6. Assimilation

In the three verbs mentioned above, /mo'alo/ 'to take', /mongito/ 'to see' and
Imo|3a|3o/ 'to take, bring', the final /0/ becomes /a! when a suffix WIth an initial Ia! is
added:

/alo + akune/ ----------------------> /alaakune/ 'take (it) for me'
/kito + aku! -------------.----------> /kitaaku/ 'look at me'
/|3a|3o + akito/ ---------------------> /|3a|3aakito/ 'bring to us'

Originally, probably, these verbs had a final -a. This still surfaces when affixed
with an a-initial suffix.

8.7. InfIX -um-

The verbal infix -um- cannot be affixed to verb roots with initial bilabial
sounds. This feature seems to be similar to the Tolaki language (Scott Youngman
p.c.). Thus, we can have:

/l[um]eko/ 'go' (from /leko/)
/s[um]ikeno +01 'ask s.o.' (from /sikeno/)

But we cannot have:

·/|3[um]usu/ 'look for' (from I|3usu/)
·/p[um]aho] 'plant' (from /paho/)
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9. Loan Words

As Padoes in general can speak Indonesian very well, many words are
borrowed as such, without any phonological changes, even if the loan contains
phonemes foreign to Padoe, or ends with a consonant. However, the following
changes can be noticed:

/j/ (voiced palatal affricate) has been replaced by /d/ or by /g/:

Indonesian Padoe

/meja/ Imeda/ 'table'
Ijambu//g / mpu/ 'kind of fruit'

actually this is a loan from Bugis /jampu/; see
ser 1927:40)

/c/ (voiceless palatal affricate) is replaced by /t! or by /s/:

/cicak/ Itita/ 'house lizard'
Icara/ /sara/ 'way to do something'

/a/ (schwa) is replaced by Ii/ or by /u/ (or 101 in free variation, see p.10):

/sapatu/ /sipatu/ 'shoe'
/s;)kolah/ /sikola/ 'school'
/s;lpeda/ /supeda/ 'bike'

/ñ/ (palatal nasal) is replaced by n:

/ñañi/ /nani/ 'sing'

Final consonants are either deleted or a vowel is added:

/pasar/ /pasa/ 'market'
/Jarn/ /Ja/ 'clock, time'
/dokter/ /dotoro/ 'docter'
/kasur/ /kasoro/ 'mattress'
/hotol/ /hotolo/ 'bottle'
/talJgal/ /ta lJgala/ 'date'
/kakus/ /kakusu/ 'toilet'

Consonant clusters in loan words either lose one of the consonants, or a vowel is
inserted between the consonants:

/Sabtu/ 1010 satu/ 'Saturday'
/doktor/ /dotoro/ 'doctor'
/kristus/ /kerisituu/ 'Christ'
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